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Chapter 1

General introduction



1.1 Introduction
Have you ever experienced low back pain? The chance that you can answer this question
positively is around 50 %. In an epidemiologic study on low back pain of a Dutch pop-
ulation (3091 men and 3493 women 20 years of age and older; study conducted between
1975 and 1978) Valkenburg and Haanen"" found that 51 % of the men and 57 % of the
women said they had experienced low back pain. Low back pain at the time of examina-
tion occurred in 22 % of the adult men and in 30 % of the adult women. For a British
survey""* these figures were 11 % and 19 %, respectively. Of the Dutch survey, 58 % of
those men and women ever suffering from low back pain, suffered from it more than once
in their lives. Over 30 % had symptoms for more than 3 months, and a similar percentage
stayed in bed because of it. Nearly half of the men and one third of the women reported
that they had been unfit to work because of low back pain, and 8 % of the men and 4 %
of the women had to change jobs as a result of it.

In the United States studies have indicated that impairments of the back and spine
are the chronic conditions most frequently causing limitation of activity among persons
under age 45 years. Back and spine conditions ranked third in limitation of activity after
heart disease, and arthritis and rheumatism in persons 45 to 64 years of age (1969-70).^

The impact of low back pain especially on industry is large. In the state of Washington,
figures from insurance claims indicated that industrial back injuries accounted for 24 %
of days lost from work (1968).'"" Vermeer^ estimated the low back pain related costs
in the Netherlands in 1983 about 1 billion US dollars.

The etiology of low back pain is often unclear. There is no consensus on the propor-
tion of all cases of low back pain that is idiopathic (of unknown cause), or on the amount
of disability and activity limitation that is attributable specifically to idiopathic low back
pain."* The connection between intervertebral disc disease and low back pain is also
in many cases obscure."' '•",176,209 Psychological factors may play a role in the etiology
of low back pain."'* It is, however, clear from published accounts that the intervertebral
discs exhibit a wide range of microscopic and macroscopic features, which, in some cases,
can be associated with specific diseases and syndromes. An example of this is disc herni-
ation/"^®"^'™'*'''**•'** In disc herniation the fibres of the annulus are ruptured, allowing
the gelly-like nucleus to be pushed outwards through the fissure. In the case of a posterior
hernia, expression of nucleus material may cause compression of the nerve root, causing
low back pain radiating into the lower limb. A model that incorporates the mechanical
properties of the solid fibres, and can calculate fibre stresses and strains, may be used to
predict the circumstances under which failure of these fibres is most likely to occur. Such
a model could also be used to simulate the effects of various changes in the disc's tissue
structure, e.g., due to aging, or surgical treatment.

In order to understand the factors that play a role in the etiology of low back pain,
the use of mechanical models may thus be helpful. Macromodels give insight in the
mechanical functioning of the spine as a whole. Micromodels, that study the intervertebral
disc, or even parts of the disc, shed light on the mechanisms that play a role when, e.g.,
annular ruptures (disc herniation), or change of properties during aging are involved. The
development and assessment of this kind of model is the topic of this thesis.
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1.2 Anatomy and biochemistry of the intervertebral
disc

The human spine is the basic load carrying structure of the upper body. Its structural
components make possible a wide range of postures. The spine is build up out of vertebrae,
ligaments, and 23 intervertebral discs (IVD).

The vertebrae are bony segments with a central porous cancellous part, and a compact
stiff outer cortical shell, that form the vertebral body. Posteriorly, the vertebra has an arc

with processes that contain the
ligamentum flavum facet joints. These facet joints ar-

ticulate with those of the adjacent
vertebrae. Ligaments and muscles
along the spine connect the verte-
brae. On the anterior and pos-
terior sides of the vertebral bod-
ies the anterior and posterior lon-
gitudinal ligaments can be dis-
cerned. The intertransverse liga-
ment and ligamentum flavum con-
nect the vertebral arcs with each
other. Between the vertebral bod-
ies lie the intervertebral discs. An
anatomical unit of vertebra-disc-
vertebra with ligaments is called a
motion segment (Figure 1.1). In
the direction from the caudal to
the cranial there are five lumbar
(L), twelve thoracic (T), and six

cervical (C) discs.
The IVD is a largely avascular structure,'**''** consisting of a central gelatinous part, the

nucleus pulposus (NP), surrounded by the fibrous annulus fibrosus (AF) that is organized

intertransverse
ligament

posterior longitudinal
ligament

cortical shell interspinous
ligament

supraspinous
_ __ _ ligament

anterior
longitudinal
ligament

vertebral body— *^\^—"^ ^ ^ facet joint
intervertebral disc

Figure 1.1: Schematic drawing of a lumbar motion segment:
the intervertebral disc can be discerned between the vertebral
bodies which are connected by the anterior longitudinal
ligament. In order to show all the ligaments, a third posterior
arc has been added (after White and Panjabi^^).

a.

end-plates

vertebral body

nucleus

vertebral body

annulus

nucleus annulus laminates

Figure 1.2: Schematic view of a sagital cross-section of a part of the motion segment: vertebral bodies
and intervertebral disc (a), and (b) the intervertebral disc's laminate structure of the annulus fibrosus.
Part of the annulus is removed to show the laminate structure (after White and Panjabi***).
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in lamellae, and two end plates (EP) that cover top and bottom of the IVD (Figure
1.2). The IVD consists of three tissue types: chordal tissue (the center of the NP),
cartilaginous tissue (transitional zone from NP to AF, inner AF), and connective tissue
(outer AF). Although the disc is a structure of three tissue types, it is often referred to
as a (cartilaginous) tissue, a habit that will be followed throughout this thesis.

The disc is roughly cylindrical, with a diameter of a few cm, and thickness of around
1 cm.*' Disc shape and size vary from caudal to cranial, with the biggest discs in the
lumbar region and the most rounded ones in the cervical region. A more detailed de-
scription of anatomy, function, structure, and chemical composition is given in Ghosh.^
All reference to the IVD will be, unless otherwise mentioned, to the non-degenerate
adult human lumbar disc. An exception to this rule is made whenever cited prop-
erties are the same or comparable for human and non-human (mostly canine) discs.
The main chemical constituents of the disc are water, proteoglycans (PG), collagen,
non-collagenous proteins, and small solutes as NaCl."'"-*>-«-»-»«-'»-»* The IVD's
chemical composition depends on level and region of the disc,".",26,64,89,IW, 181,199,225
age of the animal,«•"•»•"•«•"•"•>«•'«•»«»•»«•>"•»=' and pathological condition of the
djg^w.2i.9i.ioi.ii7.ii8.i«,i56,is7.i62.iM.iw.22T The IVD have a mean cell density of 5800
cells/mm''. This number is low compared with articular cartilage (14,000 cells/mm"')."*
Most of its volume is taken up by the extracellular space, which consists of all the chem-
ical constituents mentioned above. The words "matrix", or "solid matrix" are used by
some authors to indicate the proteoglycans and collagen fibres, by others to indicate the
PG and water ("proteoglycan matrix" or "proteoglycan gel"). In this thesis we define the
matrix, or solid matrix, as the combination of PG and collagen fibres. The solid is defined
as all tissue constituents excluding the water and small solutes, such as the mobile ions.

IVD tissue is a cartilaginous tissue as it contains the same components as cartilage, and
parallels cartilage in aspects of its mechanical behaviour. Cartilaginous tissues are also
referred to as soft, charged tissues, or as porous, fibre reinforced materials.

1.2.1 Proteoglycans

A proteoglycan molecule consists of sulphated glycosaminoglycan (GAG) side chains
(chondroitin 4- and 6-sulphate (CS) and keratan sulfate (KS)) covalently bound to a
protein core (Figure 1.3). GAGs are heteropolysaccharides composed of repeating dis-
accharide groups in which an N-acetylated hexosamine is linked by a glycosidic bond
to a nitrogen-free monosaccharide, usually a uronic acid. A distinctive feature of gly-
cosaminoglycan chains is their high number of fixed charges. The concentration of these
fixed charges is called the fixed charge density (FCD). The total negative charge for ker-
atan sulphate is assumed to be one per disaccharide (one sulphate group; SO3 ), and that
for chondroitin sulphate is two per disaccharide (one sulphate and one carboxyl group;
COO" ).'""• '34.224 Th^e charges are fixed on the PG macromolecules, which in turn form
a network entangled in the collagen fibres. Therefore, unlike the small ions like Na+, Cl~,
K*, the charges of the proteoglycans are fixed in the tissue.
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Figure 1.3: Schematic view of intervertebral disc tissue composi-
tion (a), and a proteoglycan molecule (b). In (b) the fixed negative
charges on the glycosaminoglycans (enclosed by dotted curves),
and the mobile positive and negative charges for part of the struc-
ture are schematically shown. 1: protein core of a proteoglycan
molecule, 2: glycosaminoglycan side chains, 3: link proteins for
aggregation of proteoglycan molecules, 4: chains of hyaluronic acid
molecules, 5: collagen fibrils, 6: collagen fibre (enclosed by a dotted
curve), 7: fixed charges on glycosaminoglycans.

the PG.

The FCD is an important de-
terminant of the swelling prop-
erties (osmotic pressure) of the
disc and other cartilaginous tis-
gygg 52,53,128,130,135,219,221-224

The FCD depends on age and
region in the disc, and is about
0.13-0.28 moleq/kg tissue.*"*
Part of the PG molecules form
aggregates as a result of the
presence of hyaluronic acid.*''"
In these aggregates the pro-
tein core is bound to hyaluronic
acid by a specific non-covalent
interaction which is stabilized
by link proteins, and for which
ionized carboxyl groups are es-
sential"' »™ (Figure 1.3a).
Hyaluronic acid is a non-sulphated
GAG with a much longer chain
length than the sulphated GAGs
which form the side-chains of

1.2.2 Collagen

The collagen molecule is a protein built of long polypeptide chains of amino acids. The
amino acid sequence along each chain defines the primary structure of the collagen.'™
The chains of amino acids are spatially arranged in a triple helical configuration, forming
the molecule. Aggregations of collagen molecules form in most types of collagen various
sized fibrils. The fibrils, in their turn, aggregate into the collagen fibre (Figure 1.3a).
According to Eyre, eleven genetically distinct types of collagen have been discerned.**
These types can be subdivided into 3 classes. One of the distinguishing features of these
classes is the length of the molecule. Class 1 contains molecules of a single, 300 nm long
uninterrupted triple helix, class 2 molecules are at least as long as class 1 molecules,
but have nontriple-helical domains, and can have globular extension sequences. Class 3
molecules have a much shorter helical domain than class 1 molecules. They have globular
extensions at both ends, and the helix may be interrupted along its length. Collagens
have charge groups that are mostly ionized at physiological pH, but at pH 7.4 the net
charge of the collagen molecules has been shown to be practically zero (slightly positive)
because of inter- and intra-molecular electrostatic linkages."^

The IVD contains 7 types of collagen: the nucleus contains types II, IV, IX, and XI and
the annulus types I, II, III, V, VI, IX, and XI. The most important in the disc are types
I and II, both class 1. Types I and II have opposing concentration gradients in the radial
direction of the disc, type I concentration being highest in the outer annulus, decreasing
to zero in the transition zone between nucleus and annulus, and type II decreasing from
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a maximum value in the central nucleus to zero in the transition zone.

1.2.3 Non-collagenous proteins

The non-collagenous proteins are all proteins other than collagen. These include the PG,
glycoproteins, link proteins, elastic fibres, and enzymes.28.63,139 j . ^ non-collagenous pro-
tein content of the disc increases with age and constitutes from 20 % (young discs) to 45
% (old age) of the dry weight of the nucleus, and from 5 % (young) to 25 % (old) of the
dry weight of the annulus.^ In these percentages the protein cores of PG subunits may
be included (these are already included in the PG content, and thus would be accounted
for twice). Despite these high percentages, little is known about the composition and
properties of these disc proteins. As the PG have already been discussed above, they
will be left out here. Glycoproteins consist of a small number of monosaccharides or
branches of oligosaccharides bound to protein.* They bind firmly to collagen fibrils, and
form the outer material of elastic fibres. It is believed that they may have an important
role in determining the physical properties of collagen fibrils, for example by regulating
fibril thickness, water content, and the quality and strength of interaction with PG.^
Link protein (also a glycoprotein^) plays a role in the stabilization of PG aggregates.'™
Elastic fibres are present in small quantities in both the annulus and the nucleus.™.30,96
In the annulus the elastic fibres' shape is almost uniformly cylindrical and they lie paral-
lel and closely related to the collagen fibres, in an arrangement similar to that found in
tendons.^*'*'' Elastic fibres of the nucleus are more irregularly shaped, and their orienta-
tion is not correlated to that of the collagen fibrils. Although elastic fibres occupy only
about 10 % of the solid material of the annulus, with slightly diminishing content over
time (12.6 % at the age of 26, 8.2 % at the age of 62),^*®''*' they are believed to confer
elasticity to the A F.™'™''«

A further contribution to the pool of non-collagenous proteins comes from the enzymes
and other cell proteins.'™

1.2.4 The nucleus pulposus

The gelatinous NP consists mainly of a highly hydrated PG mesh, with some criss-cross
oriented loose collagen fibrils. In children and young adults, water accounts for over 80
% of the wet weight of the nucleus, decreasing to around 70 % after the 5th decade.'**
PG contribute around 50 % of the dry weight of the nucleus, and collagen in the young
NP (3-19 years) is approximately 25 % by dry weight,^ but its percentage can be as
low as 6 to 8 % in the very central part of the nucleus.*" On wet weight basis, collagen
accounts for only about 5 % of the weight of the nucleus."* The nuclear collagen fibrils
have a diameter of around 30 nm, and are randomly dispersed and not organized into
any more complex structure.®* Most of the collagen in the nucleus is of type 11.®"* The
composition of the NP varies with age. E.g., the water concentration (by wet weight)
and PG concentration (by dry weight) decrease with age.*'*'^'"*
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1.2.5 The annulus flbrosus : ;
The AF differs in structure and composition from the nucleus. The chemical components
of the annulus are basically the same as those in the nucleus, but they show small chemical
differences. In addition, the AF structural organization differs greatly from that of the
nucleus. The annulus PG tend to aggregate more than those in the nucleus, and thus
are more firmly bound within the tissue.""•" Furthermore, the annulus PG have a lower
hexosamine (= an amino sugar) content and a higher protein content than the NP.•"•*'*
The annulus contains approximately 70 % water (by wet weight), 10-20 % PG by dry
weight, and 67 % of collagen by dry weight."

The outer nucleus blurs into the inner annulus in the transitional area. There is
no clear boundary between the nucleus and annulus. Going from the transitional area
outwards the collagen fibrils are ever more circumferentially directed and organized in
fibres, which in turn are organized in lamellae (Figure 1.2b). The outer AF has 15-25
circumferential lamellae.'** The successive lamellae have fibre directions that alternate
from approximately 65° to - 65° to the vertical axis of the spine.™'*°® The lamellae do
not form complete rings, but split intricately or merge to interlock with other lamellae.'*'
A number of outer lamellae are anchored in the vertebrae. More inner annular lamellae
merge into the cartilage end plate.** There is a steady increase in the proportion of
collagen and a decrease of PG content from the inner to the outer annulus,*'**•"* although
for collagen content this has not always been confirmed.'^ Water content decreases from
inner to outer annulus.'*• ' ^ ^ The collagen type also varies in radial direction. Inner
annulus (transition zone to nucleus) contains predominantly type II (which predominates
in hyaline cartilage), outer annulus contains mainly type I (that can be found in tendon
and fibrous cartilage).**•" Collagen fibrils in the annular fibres are surrounded by a
layer of hydrated proteoglycan gel.*'' With increasing age, the annulus fibrils increase in
diameter.™ There is no evidence of decrease of water content, or PG content."

1.2.6 The end plates
The end plates close off the IVD top and bottom. They connect to the vertebrae that
enclose the IVD in a layer of calcified material.®* On the side facing the nucleus and
annulus they are directly connected to the lamellae which form the inner one third of the
annulus.'"'* The end plates are composed of hyaline cartilage. This type of cartilage
lacks the fibrous appearance of annulus, and is more translucent. The orientation of the
collagen fibrils is generally parallel to the surface of the end plate. The thickness of the
end plate has a mean value of 0.6 ± 0.3 mm.'*"* Generally the end plate is thinnest over
the nucleus. The end plate contains approximately 55 % of water by wet weight, and
62 % collagen by dry weight.'*^ These values are about the same for both end plate
regions over the nucleus and the annulus. PG content is reported by Roberts et al.'** as
an amount of D(i)M(ethylmethylene) B(lue) reactive material. They found for the end
plate over the nucleus a DMB content of 36 % of the average nucleus DMB content, and
for the end plate over the annulus a DMB content of 48 % of the average annulus DMB
content.
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1.3 The mechanical functioning of the disc *

The primary mechanical function of the vertebral column is to support the upper body
and maintain its stability, while being flexible at the same time. The specific structure of
the vertebral column makes possible a wide variety of movements and postures. Stability
is achieved by the presence of the ligaments, muscles, and vertebrae with their facet
joints, while the IVD are constructed in such a manner that movements like bending
and rotation of the spine are possible. The IVD is a poro-viscoelastic structure that can
maintain very large loads without disintegrating.**' E.g., Nachemson'^' found in vivo
pressure in the nucleus of a lower lumbar IVD * of a person weighing 70 kg to be as high
as 2100 N, depending on the position of the body and the weight that is carried. The
IVD also functions as a shock absorber.*®''"

Because of the presence of the hydrophilic PG, that attract water by means of osmosis,
the disc is a highly hydrated vessel. It is sealed off by the annular rings and the carti-

laginous end plates. An increase in
the axial (i.e., in the direction of the
curve that follows the spine along its
length) compressive force on the IVD
causes the nucleus pressure to rise.
As a result the annular fibres are cir-
cumferentially stretched as they are
pushed outwards, i.e., the annular fi-
bres take up stress in the circumfer-
ential direction, as the disc is axi-
ally compressed. During compres-
sion of the disc, tissue water is ex-
pressed out of the disc under the in-
fluence of the compressive force. Vis-
cous forces (fluid-fluid and fluid-solid
interaction) control the rate of fluid
loss.

The forces that play a role in the mechanics of the intervertebral disc can be divided into a
viscoelastic force associated with the stress-strain behaviour of the solid, an osmotic force
associated with the presence of the hydrophilic PG, and a viscous force, associated with
the relative motion of fluid and solid in the porous structure. These forces are depicted
schematically in Figure 1.4.

- elasticity of solid
material

- intrinsic viscosity
of solid material

- attraction of water
due to presence
of proteoglycans

- fluid flow through
porous structure

Figure 1.4: Schematic drawing of the forces that play a
role in the mechanics of the intervertebral disc.

1.3.1 Poro-viscoelasticity and creep of the motion segment

Mechanical testing of the motion segment (Figure 1.1) has concentrated on the response
of the motion segment on various types of loading: axial compression, bending, rotation,
and shear. In these studies poro-viscoelastic properties of the motion segment as a whole
were de te rmined , " ' ^ ' "^ ' ^ ' "* ' ^** for canine motion segments,*" and in vivo porcine

'®® The poro-viscoelastic behaviour is caused by the intrinsic viscoelasticity of the

"This thesis focuses on the lower lumbar disc.
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annular fibres, and fluid flow inside the disc (indicated by the "poro" in
poro-viscoelaaticity)."'"-"-»"•"»•>"•"»

The relative importance of intrinsic viscoelasticity of the solid (energy dissipation
due to relative solid-solid motion), and fluid flow (energy dissipation due to relative
fluid-solid and fluid-fluid motion) to creep of the IVD has been subject to controversial
findings. Koeller et al."" have demonstrated, using normal and desiccated (very low
water content) discs, that the creep and recovery characteristics of the disc are due to
intrinsic viscoelasticity of annular fibres during extension and contraction, and not to
fluid flow. Kraemer et al."** maintain that creep is due to fluid flow. Kazarian^ found
that a significant fraction of the disc's height loss under compression is likely to arise
from fluid loss. Adams and Hutton* found that a disc can loose as much as 20 % of
its fluid content, after having been loaded for 4 hours in vitro. Broberg^ in a study on
height change of IVD in humans concluded that viscoelastic deformation of annulus fibres
contributes approximately one quarter of the height change obtained after several hours
normal activity, but dominates during the first hour. Poro-viscoelasticity is by some
authors referred to as viscoelasticity, despite the fact that relative fluid flow evidently
plays an important role in the time-dependent deformational behaviour of an IVD.

McNally and Adams'^* measured horizontal and vertical stress profiles across ca-
daveric human discs under compression with a strain gauge transducer. The pressure
sensitive membrane of the transducer was mounted on the side of a needle, and directed
either with its surface parallel to the horizontal plane, or to the vertical plane. Ligaments
and the vertebral arch had been left intact in these measurements. The stress they mea-
sured was partly a result from the hydrostatic fluid pressure and partly a result from the
solid pushing against the sensing membrane. Their measurement results revealed little
or no differences between the vertical and horizontal stress profiles in a central region of
undegenerated or slightly degenerated discs. This central region, associated with elevated
measured stress, was termed the functional nucleus by the authors, the remaining outer
region with decreases stress was called the functional annulus. They concluded that the
nucleus in those discs behaved like a fluid. However, horizontal and vertical stresses in the
annulus did show differences, indicating that the direction of the annular fibres played a
role in the measured stress. Measurements before creep in a disc under a purely compres-
sive force (zero bending moment) yielded for young discs flat profiles for the functional
nucleus, and decreasing stress in the functional annulus, with sometimes local increases of
stress shown in both horizontal and vertical profiles of the functional annulus. Older discs
tended to have more irregular profiles with a much larger functional annulus. After creep
(a 3 h period of compressive loading at 1200 N) the overall sagittal diameter increased by
5-13 %, and disc height decreased by about 10 %, which is the same order of magnitude
found in the diurnal variation observed in vivo.'''' Creep frequently caused a considerable
increase in vertical stresses in the posterior annulus when the discs were loaded with a
pressure distribution, resulting in a constant flexion angle.'•** The hydrostatic pressure
in the nucleus after creep often fell to very low levels, indicating a high degree of stress
shielding (absorbance of the compressive force) by the posterior annulus and the facet
joints. In an example McNally and Adams'"*® give, the size of the functional nucleus (the
region of elevated compression pressure) had considerably decreased indicating loss of
fluid from the nucleus, and a possible inward motion of annulus tissue.

The measurements of McNally and Adams'^ on creep demonstrate that while the
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nucleus before creep has the highest stress and thus carries the major part of the com-
pressive load, after creep this was done by the annulus. It should be noted however, that
they surrounded their motion segments with a thin polyethylene film to minimize dehy-
dration, not enabling the disc to absorb extra external water when under compression.
In vivo, the discs are surrounded by interstitial fluid that can be attracted into the disc.**

Adams et al."* found creep deformation in cadaveric lumbar spines subjected to static
loading. The height changes found in the experiments were similar to the physiologic
values of diurnal variation in lumbar disc height (about 1.5 mm).^ Adams et al.^ found
the water content to fall, the radial disc bulge (outward motion of outer annulus edge)
to increase, the disc to become stiffer in compression and more flexible in bending, and
the disc tissue to show mechanical changes. It became more elastic, and its affinity for
water increased. Disc prolapse was provoked less easily with reduced water content. They
concluded that different spinal structures are more heavily loaded at different times of
the day, i.e., the stress distribution over the IVD and facet joints changes during the day.

It can be concluded, that the mechanics of the non- and slightly degenerate disc
depends on the water content of the disc, and that this water content depends on the
loading history of the disc. Under mechanical compressive loading, the disc creeps due
to fluid flow and intrinsic solid viscoelasticity. The rate of deformation is thus governed
by the poro-viscoelastic properties of the material.
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1.3.2 Swelling of cartilaginous tissues

Loss of disc water due to mechanical loading is compensated through attraction of water
by a chemical pressure,'"'*'*'®'*"'"'''"* which is generally called the osmotic, or Don-
nan osmotic pressure. Cartilage also attracts water ," ' ' " '"®'"®' '" '" ' but swells much
less (swelling is more restrained by the solid matrix) than IVD tissue.'34.219 Whether a
sample of cartilaginous tissue swells when in contact with an aqueous solution, depends
on the relative magnitudes of the mechanical and chemical pressures, and the solid ten-
sile stresses (mainly from collagen fibres) that restrain the swelling. The tissue swelling
pressure is defined by Urban and Maroudas and colleagues as the external pressure that
needs to be applied on the tissue to keep the tissue volume constant (at equilibrium). It
can alternatively be defined as the pressure at which there is no driving force for fluid

130,222-224 j ^ ^ formula:

= 7T — (TJ =

In this equation p,u,e// is the swelling pressure, which is the difference between the water
attraction pressure 7r and the effective stress, cr,. The effective stress is defined as the
total stress in the material minus the fluid pressure. It is also called the solid stress by
some authors. Pextem is the externally applied pressure.

The origin of the chemical attraction pressure for water in cartilaginous tissues is
mainly found in the presence of the fixed negative charges of the macromolecular PG in
the tissue. The fixed negative charges on the PG cause positive ions to be attracted to
ensure bulk electroneutrality. This causes the total ion concentration inside the tissue
to be larger than that outside the tissue. The imbalance of ions between the tissue
and the external solution gives rise to an osmotic effect, called Donnan osmosis. The
osmotic theory developed by Donnan*" gives a reasonable quantitative estimate of the
water attraction pressure, exerted by cartilaginous tissue on its environment. The basic
experiment, described by Donnan theory, is that of two solutions separated by a semi-
permeable membrane. One solution contains multiply charged macromolecules (such as
PG), cations and anions, and solvent (usually water), the other solution only contains
cations, anions, and solvent (Figure 1.5).

The discussion of the osmotic phenomena in this thesis will be limited to mono-
valent ions. Ions with a higher valency pose problems that will not be addressed
here. E.g., counterion condensation, the chemical binding of an ion to a fixed
charge, occurs frequently with bivalent ions, and much less with monovalent ions.
This phenomenon is not included in the present model. The molar concentrations
per unit fluid are indicated with the symbol c. Superscripts " + , -, f, s, pg" indi-
cate cations, anions, fluid, solid, and proteoglycans respectively. A single symbol c
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I: cations and anions II: PG, cations and anions

Figure 1.5: Schematic representation of Donnan osmosis for
monovalent ions: two compartments, separated by a semi-
permeable membrane, contain solutions of cations and anions
(compartment I), and cations and anions and multiply charged
macromolecules (PG; compartment II). The semi-permeable
membrane is permeable to the solvent (water) and the monovalent
ions, but not to the PG molecules. Due to the demand of bulk
electroneutrality for each compartment, the concentrations of
positive and negative charges must equal each other in each
compartment. The concentration of the fixed charges on the
macromolecules (FCD) is given by e*» in equivalent moles of
univalent ions. The osmotic pressure resulting from the Donnan
equilibrium is higher in the compartment with the PG molecules,
indicated by the difference in height of the water columns A/i.

motic pressure for cartilaginous tissues.

with no superscript is reserved
for the concentration of the ex-
ternal salt. The fixed charge
density (FCD) is denoted by
the symbol c", which indicates
the number of equivalent moles
of a univalent ion. The sit-
uation of a sample of carti-
laginous tissue, immersed in a
salt solution, is analogous to
the situation of two solutions,
separated by a semi-permeable
membrane. The sample of car-
tilaginous tissue is represented
by the solution of charged macro-
molecules and small ions. The
semi-permeable membrane is rep-
resented in the tissue itself, be-
cause the charged macromolecules
are entangled in the tissue (Fig-
ure 1.3). and can not mi-
grate out of the tissue into the
external solution. The tissue
is, however, permeable to the
solvent (water), and the small
ions. The analogy between two
solutions, separated by a semi-
permeable membrane, and a
sample of cartilaginous tissue,
immersed in a salt solution,
thus serves as a basis for the
calculation of the Donnan os-

Chemical potentials of ions and fluid in cartilaginous tissues

Before turning to the theory of Donnan, it is imperative to explain the concept of chemical
potential, because Donnan theory is based on that concept. The molar chemical potential
of a component i in a system, e.g. a mixture of gases, or a sample of cartilaginous tissue,
immersed in a salt solution, is defined as the partial molar Gibbs free energy of the system
at constant pressure, temperature, and numbers of moles of other constituents:^®' ̂ ••™

G = £/ - TS + (1.2)

(1.3)
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w i t h : . • . . - • - . • • • ! •

G = the Gibbs free energy of the system,
t/ = the internal energy of the system,
r = absolute temperature,
5 = the entropy of the system *\
p = the fluid pressure,
V = the volume of the system,

l h i l
V = the volume of the system,
/j ' = the molar chemical potential of component i,
n'J = the number of moles of component i,j; j refers to all components other than t.

Alternatively, the chemical potential is defined from the Helmholz free energy F of the
system, taking the partial differential with n' at constant volume, temperature, and num-
bers of moles of other components:

F = l / - T 5 = G-pV, (1.4)

) • "••»
" / V,7\>v>

with:

F = the Helmholz free energy of the system.

Consider a system composed of a number of phases each open to component t. Such
a system may be a sample of cartilaginous tissue together with its bathing fluid. The
components capable of movement in such a system are the fluid and the small ions. The
phases are defined as the external salt solution (I), and the tissue sample (II). In the
situation where the pressure and the absolute temperature of the system are constant,
and the system is at equilibrium, the Gibbs free energy is at a minimum. This is a
consequence of the second law of thermodynamics (entropy law). Suppose that dn' moles
from component i are transferred from phase I to phase II. The loss of Gibbs free energy
of phase I is /J/dn', and the gain of Gibbs free energy of phase II is /i;/dn'. The total
net gain of phases I and II together (the system) is ^'//dn' - /ijdn'. If the system is at
equilibrium, i.e., the Gibbs free energy is at a minimum, the net increase of G is zero, and
hence: /i', = /J'JJ. This result can be generalized to any number of phases: at equilibrium
the chemical potential of any component that can pass between them must be the same
in each.

On account of the Maxwell relation ( 5r^ ) = K, the pressure dependence of the
\0P/7>\nJ

chemical potential is:

= I ^ 7 I = V .
(1.6)

the rest of this thesis, the symbol 5 is reserved for the effective second Piola-Kirchhoff stress.
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where V = volume, and V' = partial molar volume of component i. The partial molar
volumes are assumed constant, i.e., independent of composition and pressure. When we
integrate (1.6) with respect to the pressure, assuming V' constant, we get:

/i' '= ^ + pV*. (1.7)

The constant of integration, /4, may depend on temperature and composition (the vari-
ables that were kept constant during the integration), but is independent of pressure.
From osmotic pressures measurements of dilute solutions, it was found that the pressure
independent part of the chemical potential can be written as:™'**

where A*o(r) is an integration constant, which may be a function of the temperature only,
and x' = the molar fraction of the component i. For non-ideal (non-dilute) solutions an
activity coefficient, 7', is added, that has a value between 0 and 1:

. (1.9)

Inserting (1.9) in (1.7), the expression for the chemical potential becomes:

j pV'<. (1.10)

If we write the chemical potential in terms of the Helmholz free energy, using (1.3) and
(1.4), we get:

Comparing (1.7) and (1.11), and using (1.9) we find:

(1.12)
T.nJ

where we see that the term (Ijpj 1 is independent of the pressure.

The molar chemical potential of a uni-univalent salt, /z*, neglecting the pressure term,
is defined as the sum of the separate chemical potentials of the cations and anions:

with:

/i* = the standard molar chemical potential of the salt, '
7* = v̂ 7"*"7~ = average activity coefficient of the ions,
£"*" = molar fraction of the positive ions,
x~ = molar fraction of the negative ions.

have left out the explicit dependence of T.
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We can neglect the pressure term pV*, with V* = partial molar volume of the cations
plus anions, because for the range of ion concentrations (0.15-0.46 M), and fluid pressures
(0.08-0.2 MPa) considered in this thesis, it is small compared to the logarithmic term. **

For the fluid we define a chemical potential, ^ , using (1.10): - v -

(1.14)

with:

/ij( = the standard molar chemical potential of the fluid,
7 ' = activity coefficient of the fluid,
z ' = molar fraction of the positive fluid,
\ / ' = partial molar volume of the fluid.

Donnan osmosis in cartilaginous tissues

Regarding cartilaginous tissue as a mixture of a solid, a fluid, and positive and negative
monovalent ions, we can write the mole fraction 1°, of a component a in the mixture as
follows:

^ = y ^ = ^7—^T~^—?' a = / ,+,- ,«. (1.15)

The molar concentration of the solid, c', is neglected because the molecular weight of
the solid molecules (PG + collagen) is high compared to that of the water molecules.
The molar concentration of the water is approximated to the value of pure water (55 M).
For the ionic concentrations considered in this thesis (0.15-0.46 M), this is considered a
reasonable approximation. For the calculation of the ionic molar fractions, z+ and i~,
their molar concentrations are neglected compared to the fluid molar concentration. We
thus get:

c'
z c' + i

(1.16)

In order for a sample of cartilaginous tissue to be in equilibrium with its environment
(external salt solution), the chemical potentials of the fluid and the ions inside the tissue
have to equal those of the external solution. In addition, the sample and external bath are
required to be electrically neutral.''*'**''™ The requirement for bulk electroneutrality of
the external solution (Figure 1.5; compartment I) means that the concentrations of cations
and anions equal each other. Inside the tissue (compartment II) the total negative charge
(PG molecules + anions) has to equal the total positive charge (cations):

c + = c 7 : = c ; c7, := c+ = c", + eft := c" + e». (1.18)

<*E.g., for 7* = 0.7, c+ = c" = 0.46 M, z+ = x~ a 0.008 (i+ as |£, i " as ^ , c' = concentration of
water as 55 M), p = 0.2 MPa, l/± as 0.0022 m'-mol"' (concentration of salt is 0.46 M), ftT = 2.4*10'
Jmol- ' , we get: flTln((7±)-z+i-) = -2.5*10'° J-mol"', and pV"± = 4.4*10= Jmol" ' , the absolute of
which is much smaller than the absolute of the logarithmic term.
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Because the concentrations of the cations and anions in compartment I equal each other,
both concentrations are referred to with the symbol c, and the concentrations of ions and
fixed charges in compartment II are referred to without the subscript "II".

The demand of equal chemical potentials for ions inside and outside the tissue during
equilibrium, results in the following equation:

c* = c+c". (1.19)

(1.19) was deducted using (1.13), (1.17) and (1.18), and assuming 7* = 7f, (which is
valid for dilute solutions). For the fluid we again assume a dilute solution. The demand
of equal chemical potentials (in equilibrium) for the fluid inside and outside the tissue
leads to:

P/ — 717 = p// — 17/, (1-20)

where ?r/, and 717/ are the ideal Donnan osmotic pressures for the external salt solution,
and the tissue respectively:

717 = 2RTc; 717/ = flT(c+ + c") = flT(2c" + c*»). (1.21)

(1.20) and (1.21) were derived using (1.14), (1.16), and (1.18), and the approximations

When we substitute (1.21) into (1.20) we get:

P// - P/ = *// - 7T; = ATT = ftT(2c" + c " - 2c). (1.22)

Equation (1.22) shows that the a hydrostatic pressure difference between compartment I
and II exists to compensate for the Donnan osmotic pressure difference ATT (also frequently
called the Donnan osmotic pressure; Figure 1.5).

For cartilaginous tissues departure from ideality (e.g., for non-dilute solutions) is ac-
counted for by introducing osmotic coefficients, which generally are different inside and
outside the tissue. The non-ideal Donnan osmotic pressure difference thus is:

ATT = ftT($/,(2c- + c") - */(2c)), (1.23)

where $// is the osmotic coefficient inside the tissue, and $/ is the osmotic coefficient of
the external bath.
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In Figure 1.6 a set of possi-
ble boundary conditions for a
sample of cartilaginous tissue
in equilibrium with a solution
of a monovalent salt, is given.

Figure 1.6: Schematic overview of a possible set of boundary val-
ues for a sample of cartilaginous tissue, in equilibrium with a so-
lution of a monovalent salt. Generally, the concentrations of the
cations (c"*"), and anions (c~), as well as the fluid (p), and osmotic
(JT) pressures are different outside and inside the tissue, in contrast
to the chemical potentials of the ions (/i*), and the fluid (/J^).
Note that the fluid pressure outside the tissue has been arbitrarily
set to zero.

Electrical potentials in cartilaginous tissues

The Donnan equilibrium for cartilaginous tissues predicts concentration gradients of
cations and anions across its boundaries (the semipermeable membrane; Figures 1.5 and
1.6). From compartment I to compartment II the cations concentration increases and
the anion concentration decreases. These concentration gradients cause - and are sub-
sequently counteracted by - an electrical potential difference across the boundary: The
Nernst or Donnan potential.""'^''^ The Donnan potential for a given ionic species is
calculated from the equilibrium condition for the e/ec<rochemical potential of the ion.
The electrochemical potential for an ionic species i equals the chemical potential, plus an
electrical term that accounts for electrical potential gradients:®*''™

7'l') + 2'Fa*E, (1.24)

with:

^ E = the electrochemical potential for the ionic species i,
2' = the valency of the ion,
/̂ a = = 96,487 coul/mol, the Faraday constant,
*E = the electrical potential relative to a potential in a reference state.



If the electrical potential in the salt bath is taken as the reference potential, the po-
tential in the tissue in the equilibrium state is the Donnan potential, <p£>, which can be
written in terms of c+, or c~.'^ We combine expression (1-24) to equal the electrochemi-
cal potentials for the cation in the salt bath (compartment I) and the tissue (compartment
II) with eqs. (1.17) and (1.18), and get:

f ^ (1.25,

where $£> is the Donnan potential.
In this thesis we consider combinations of cations and anions, that travel in neutral

pairs. We therefore defined the chemical potential of the salt molecules, which is the sum
of the electrochemical potentials of the separate ions. Because the electrical potential term
for the anions is the negative of that for the cations, these terms cancel, and expression
(1.13) is obtained upon summation of the electrochemical potentials of the cations and
anions. When ions are assumed to move in neutral pairs, the Donnan potential does
not influence their movement, and the chemical potential of the salt can be used as the
driving force for the salt molecules.

Movement of ions across a boundary of and inside a sample of cartilaginous tissue
goes accompanied by another potential difference that is caused by the presence of the
fixed charges in the tissue. The negative fixed charges attract cations, and repel anions.
In a situation when fluid with ions flows relative to the solid (fixed charges), the cations
are separated from the anions, resulting in a potential difference in the direction of the
fluid flow: the streaming potential.^.92, IK Dm-ĵ g ^ diffusion process, a similar situation
occurs, resulting in a diffusion potential. Streaming and diffusion potentials may influence
ions diffusion, and fluid flow to and from cartilaginous tissues."*

In order to model the effects of electrical potentials in the mechanics of cartilaginous
tissues, one should define the electrochemical potentials of the cations and anions sepa-
rately in the model. It should be noted that the effects of the streaming and diffusion
electrical potentials only play a role in transitional situations, where the tissue is not in
equilibrium with its environment. In the model for cartilaginous tissues that is used in
this thesis, the streaming and diffusion potentials are not included.

Other osmotic and swelling forces

Swelling of cartilaginous tissues can also be explained in terms of the electrostatic charge
to charge repulsive forces that the PG exert on each other (Figure 1.3b). This way of
describing tissue swelling can be seen as an alternative for Donnan osmosis. In cartilage,
aggregates of the PG may be restrained to 1/lOth of their volume in free solution.'^'''*
At this concentration their fixed negative charges are so close to each other that they
repel each other, resulting in swelling of the tissue. This charge to charge repelling force
is called the chemical stress," '" or the chemical expansion stress.'°* The chemical ex-
pansion stress, like the Donnan osmotic pressure, depends on the concentration of fixed
charges (FCD), and the ions concentration in the external solution. The external ions
concentration determines the internal ions concentrations via the demands of bulk elec-
troneutrality and identical chemical potentials for ions and fluid in equilibrium situations.
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The internal cations concentration determines the amount of charge shielding the fixed
charges of the PG experience between themselves. The more cations that are present
between the fixed charges of the PG, the less these charges will repel each other. "

In the situation where the large molecules do not carry electrical charges, water would
be attracted into the tissue as a result of an osmotic pressure difference due to the
presence of the large molecules. This type of osmosis for cartilaginous tissues has been
termed excluded volume osmosis.̂ 2.223 j{.g magnitude was found to depend on the number
of large molecules,^" notwithstanding the fact that these molecules are entangled.

Summarizing we have the following components that can explain the chemical attrac-
tion of water by cartilaginous tissues:

1. the Donnan osmosis component ," '" '"^ '^

2. the chemical expansion component,"'"'"^

3. the excluded volume osmosis component,"'"3

The nature of the third of these components is non-electrical. Urban et al.*" examined
osmotic pressure from extracted PG from cartilage and IVD, and concluded that the size
and degree of aggregation had no measurable influence on the osmotic pressure, and that
the excluded volume component under physiological conditions contributed for not more
than 15 % to the total osmotic pressure.

The two PG electrical charge associated forces, Donnan osmosis and chemical expan-
sion, can both be used to model swelling phenomena with fixed electrical charges. In the
case chemical expansion is used to model the swelling behaviour, an extra term is added
to the stress in the stress-strain law of the tissue (chemical stress; Eisenberg and Grodzin-
sky" '") , or to the stress-strain law of the solid matrix (chemical contraction force; Myers
et al.'^°). Lai et al.'°® developed a chemo-mechanical theory that uses the Donnan theory
to predict osmotic pressure and ion distribution, and at the same time model the chemical
expansion stress as a term in the stress-strain relationship. They maintained that without
chemical expansion stress, one-dimensional free swelling experiments can not be modelled
correctly. However, Snijders^^ et a l . ^ fitted one-dimensional swelling and compression
experiments using Donnan osmosis alone without chemical expansion stress.

Extra- and intrafibrillar water

Urban and McMullin,"*-"* Maroudas and Bannon,'*" and Maroudas and colleagues". '35,232
have shown that the Donnan equilibrium model, although used by many authors,"™'^
is oversimplified. The cartilaginous sample cannot be viewed as having a single fluid
compartment. They distinguish between extra- and intrafibrillar compartments. In car-
tilaginous tissues, a certain fraction of water is trapped inside the collagen fibrils. This
fraction of the total tissue water is called the intrafibrillar water. The fraction of intrafib-
rillar water was found to depend on the osmotic pressure difference between the intra-
and extrafibrillar compartments.^''^

'The amount of charge shielding can be expressed in the electrical interaction distance (Debye length)
between the fixed charges. The greater the charge shielding, the greater the Debye length.
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The PG, because of their large size, are excluded from the intrafibrillar space. There-
fore, the fixed charge density should be based on the amount of extrafibrillar water, be-
cause only then swelling pressures of cartilaginous tissues can be predicted from swelling
pressures of proteoglycan solutions. This has been found both for cartilage,'*'-'^ and
IVD."* The effective concentration of PG, the effective FCD, is thus higher than the
value based on total tissue water. The osmotic pressure, estimated from extrafibrillar or
effective FCD is correspondingly higher than that based on total tissue water.
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1.3.3 Tissue deformation: poro-viscoelastic properties of the
IVD and IVD annulus

The equilibrium deformation of IVD tissue and other cartilaginous tissues is governed by
the balance of mechanical and chemical loads, and the solid stress. Consider a sample
of tissue equilibrated in an external salt solution experiencing a constant mechanical
pressure. When the mechanical pressure is increased stepwise, the solid creeps, changing
the solid stress, and fluid is squeezed out of the tissue. This increases the FCD (c™ on
fluid volume basis), and causes an increase in the Donnan osmotic pressure inside the
tissue (TT/; in eq. (1.21)). The increased osmotic pressure inside the tissue results in a
decrease of fluid expression out of the tissue. Eventually, a new equilibrium is reached
where the mechanical and chemical loads are again balanced by the solid stress. In the
new equilibrium situation the ions concentrations, FCD, and solid stress and strain are
generally different.

The transition from one equilibrium state to the other is governed by the poro-
viscoelastic properties of the tissue. These include the diffusion properties for the small
ions involved, the hydraulic permeability (permeability coefficient) for fluid flow, and the
intrinsic viscoelasticity of the solid. The osmotic swelling properties (osmotic coefficients,
FCD, ionic activities) also determine the transitions from equilibrium states. Osmotic
swelling has been treated in the last section. Here, we will focus on the poro-viscoelastic
properties of the IVD.

Exchange of fluid and solutes, diffusion of small ions

In an intact IVD, fluid exchange and the exchange of small solutes, such as Na+, K+,
Cl~, SC>4~, Ca*+, with its environment goes along two pathways: via the annulus and via
the end plates. The relative importance of these two routes for the fluid depends on the
spatial variation of the magnitude of the permeability coefficient, and the mechanical and
osmotic pressure gradients."' '*' Ohshima and colleagues'^ examined the uptake and
washout of tritiated water in the pig tail IVD. The molar partition coefficient of •'HjO
was found to be almost equal to 1 even under a compression load, which suggests that
water is freely exchangeable. The diffusion of ^I^O in the unloaded disc for both uptake
and washout was about 2 to 3 times larger in the peri-annular route than in the end plate
route.

The diffusion of solutes plays a role in the swelling of cartilaginous tissues as the
distribution of these solutes determines the magnitude of the osmotic pressure gradient.
For the transient behaviour (time-dependent transition from one equilibrium state to
another) it is therefore important to know the rate at which a solute moves by molecular
diffusion. This rate is characterized by the diffusion coefficient D, which is an increasing
function of the temperature. Solutes diffuse more slowly in the disc than in free solution.
This is due to the presence of solids in the tissue, which act as obstacles, and effectively
increase the path length to cover a certain distance (increased tortuosity). A formula,
derived by Mackie and Meares"^ for porous media and based on purely geometrical
considerations relates the diffusion coefficient in the tissue, D' to that in free solution
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where <^ is the volume fraction of the fluid. It was concluded by Maroudas'^ that even at
the extreme ends of the physiological range it appears that the reduction of the diffusion
coefficient can be estimated reasonably well from equation (1.26). For the small charged
solutes Na"*" and Cl~ that play a role in Donnan osmotic swelling, Urban^ measured the
diffusion coefficients in the disc at 4 °C, and from these values calculated values at 25 °C
(units are *10-<>*m7s): Na+: 0.518 at 4 °C, 0.86 at 25 °C; Cl~: 0.806 at 4 °C, 1.35 at
25 °C.

For small solutes, Urban et a l . ^ found that the route for uptake in the canine IVD
(in vivo study) depends on the charge of the solute. For a small anion such as sulphate,
the amount supplied through the periphery of the annulus is almost twice as much as
that diffusing through the end plates. For a small uncharged solute such as glucose the
two routes are of equal importance, while for cations the end plate route is more effective.
In another study, also on dogs, Urban et al.*'* concluded that small solutes, e.g. O2,
glucose, and sulphate are transported into the disc chiefly by diffusion. For large solutes
bulk fluid flow might be of more importance, because of their low diffusivities.

The permeability coefficient

The permeability coefficient for fluid flow determines at a given driving force the rate of
flow, and is thus important for the mechanical functioning and possibly important for
the transport of large solutes of the IVD.*'^ For cartilage, research has been done on the
permeability coefficient as a function of distance from the articular surface (measurements
in permeability t u b e ) . ' " ' ' ^ ' ' ^ The permeability coefficient was found to increase toward
the articular surface. In some cases there was an increase of the permeability coefficient
from the deeper zones to the superficial layers and then a decrease to the articular surface.
Measurements of the permeability as a function of fixed charge density (FCD) and collagen
content yielded an inverse relationship for both, i.e., permeability decreased as FCD,
and/or collagen content increased. This was found for FCD by Maroudas,'^ and for
FCD and collagen by Muir et al.'*»

Mansour and Mow'" measured the permeability in bovine cartilage in a permeability
tube as a function of compressive strain and high pressures. They found that the perme-
ability coefficient decreased linearly with the strain, and non-linearly with the pressure.

To date, little has been published about the permeability coefficient of the IVD. Urban
and Maroudas*" determined the permeability coefficient of human radial annulus sam-
ples, and axial nucleus samples, and gave its variation with hydration for one disc. They
found that the permeability rose with hydration. Best et al.'^ determined the biphasic
permeability coefficient (A'j,,) from confined compression experiments of human L3-4, and
L4-5 discs. They found no differences in Aj,, for different regions and radial positions in
the disc. Drost et al.*' tested canine IVD annulus, also in confined compression experi-
ments (L4-5, L5-6, L6-7, L7-S1), and found no significant differences in the permeability
coefficient for different regions in the disc. They did not test the radial dependence of
A'),,.
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Viscoelastic properties

Tensile tests have been performed to determine the viscoelastic properties of the annulus
fibrosus. The tensile properties of the annulus vary with sample orientation,^'''" location
in the disc,®' and tissue hydration.^'' '^' '^ Albeit small in magnitude, there was also a
variation found with age (position was found to be a more important factor).' Wu and
Yao^ tested annulus samples and compared the results with those of a theory of fibrous
materials. Skaggs et al . '^ tested single lamella AF specimens. They found a non-linear
stress-strain relationship, and significant radial and circumferential variations in tensile
properties, the anterior being stiffer than the posterolateral regions, and the outer being
stiffer than the inner regions. Also, they found the tensile modulus of adjacent single
layer specimens with opposite fibre orientation not to vary with orientation.

Compressive mechanical properties of the annulus and the confined swelling
and compression experiment

Few studies have been conducted to assess the compressive mechanical properties of IVD
annulus. Best et al.'^ measured the compressive mechanical properties of the human
lumbar annulus fibrosus, and tested their relationship to biochemical composition, as
well as their regional variation. Drost et al.^' compared the permeability, compressive
or aggregate modulus, and transport coefficient of axial versus radial specimens. Both
studies were done with confined compression,'^ and swelling and compression^' (CSC)
experiments. Biphasic theory'**'*" was used to determine the mechanical parameters.

The CSC experiment is used for the determination of mechanical properties, and
at the same time it can be used for the assessment of mechanical models of the
IVD. In the experiment a cylindrical sample of annulus material is confined in a
cylindrical chamber. Compressive load is conferred to the sample by means of a
loading piston that fits tightly in the chamber. The sample is placed in contact
with a bathing solution of known osmotic strength by placing it on a filter through
which the solution circulates (Figure 1.7a). The sample's height variation (piston
displacement) in time as a function of mechanical and chemical load is measured.
In Figure 1.7b an example of a time-sample hight curve of a CSC experiment is
given.
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Figure 1.7: Schematic view of the measurement chamber of a confined swelling and compression
experiment (a), and an example of a time-(sample height) curve of such an experiment (b). One can
discern 4 phases (I: conditioning, II: swelling, III: compression, IV: control). Between each two phases
the mechanical pressure on the sample, and/or the osmotic strength of the bathing solution is changed,
resulting in a transient from one equilibrium situation (at the end of each phase) to another. Explanation
of the symbols in (a): a: sample, b: piston, c: cover platen, d: filter, e: O-ring, f: fluid inlet, g: fluid
outlet, h: mechanical load.

In the CSC experiment the time-dependent deformation of the tissue is expected to
be largely governed by the poro-elastic properties (relative fluid flow through an elastic
solid) of the tissue, rather than the intrinsic viscoelastic property of the solid, because
fluid can be exchanged freely with the external salt bath. Using a poro-elastic model to
describe the mechanical behaviour of the tissue in this type of experiment therefore seems
appropriate.
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1.4 Models of IVD and other cartilaginous tissues

Theories that describe the mechanical behaviour of cartilaginous tissues can be divided
into three categories.

1. The physico-chemical theories that are based on microscopic or macroscopic con-
tinuum electrical models. The classical Donnan theory for aqueous polyelectrolyte
solutions is an example of the macroscopic continuum electrical model. Physico-
chemical theories do not explicitly model the solid phase.

2. Solid (single phase) or solid-fluid (biphasic) continuum theories that do not explic-
itly model PG electrical charge related swelling phenomena.

3. Solid-fluid models that take ionic effects into account by either implicitly modeling
them (hybrid biphasic models), or explicitly modeling the ionic phase (triphasic
models).

1.4.1 Physico-chemical models

The mechanical behaviour of cartilaginous tissues, especially with regards to the transport
of fluid (swelling) and solutes (nutrition), charged or uncharged, is largely influenced by
their fixed charges.".**.70,109,125-128,131,203,217,218 In the approach to the modeling of fixed
electrical charges related phenomena in cartilaginous tissues there are two possible models:
a macroscopic continuum model, or a microscopic continuum model. In the microscopic
continuum approach the tissue is modeled as having a space varying electrical potential
between the charged molecules in the matrix."•^•** The Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) cell
model is used to predict electrostatic interactions, osmotic pressures, ion distributions,
and ion activity coefficients.^ An example of a PB unit cell for cartilaginous tissues
consists of a cylindrical model of a GAG chain (the PG side chain).^ The characteristic
radius of such a cell is in the order of the intercharge distance along the GAG chain (0.64
nm for cartilage"''™).

Macroscopic continuum models, in contrast to microscopic continuum models, assume
smooth volume fixed charge density, potential profile, and mobile ion concentration pro-
file.^ Characteristic dimensions in this continuum contain many tissue molecules, and
are so large compared to a Debye length (the characteristic decay length in an electro-
static field) that quasi-electroneutrality is assumed to be valid everywhere in the tissue
phase. In equilibrium, mobile ions are assumed to be distributed according to the Donnan
theory. Quasi-neutrality is violated only at the tissue/electrolyte bath interfaces, where
the potential changes steeply on the scale of a Debye length from its intratissue value to
that of the electrolyte bath (Donnan potential; eq. (1.25)^'"*).

Buschmann and Grodzinsky^ compared the macroscopic Donnan and microscopic
PB-cell models, and concluded that for the range of PG concentrations in adult bovine
articular cartilage there is a better correspondence between the PB-cell model predictions
of swelling pressure and measurements, than for the ideal Donnan model. Bulk small ion
partitioning was acceptably predicted by the ideal Donnan model. Basser and Grodzin-
sky" also compared these models and found that the Donnan approximation is accurate
at low ionic strength, but less faithful at physiologic and higher ionic strength. In these
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cases osmotic coefficients have to be introduced in the Donnan theory to account for the
non-ideality.

Although the PB-cell models seem to be more accurate in predicting electromechanical
behaviour of cartilaginous tissues, they are numerically complex and have not been widely
used. Most researchers have employed the macroscopic (non-ideal Donnan) theory to in-
terpret and predict electromechanical phenomena of soft charged tissues. Macroscopic
physico-chemical models can be used to explain fluid and solute transport in soft hy-
drated tissues,'"'"*-131,132,215,217,218,222 ^ d small ions distribution and swelling of these
tissues.'*'- i»«,i36,22o,222-225 As ^ese models do not explicitly take the solid phase into
account, they are not able to account for deformational behaviour of the tissue. Neither
can they be used for the modeling of failure mechanisms of the solid.

1.4.2 Single phase and biphasic continuum models

The development of mechanical models that explicitly model the solid phase of soft
charged tissues has started with single-phase models: e.g. elastic,™ and single phase
viscoelastic.^ Because of the importance of fluid flow in the tissue relative to the solid
matrix, biphasic models were developed. These models define immiscible solid and fluid
phases that are both intrinsically incompressible. The sum of the phases is called the
mixture. A detailed theoretical treatment on a general mixture of N phases is given by
Bowen." The interaction of the phases in mixture complies with the laws of thermo-
dynamics: conservation laws (mass, momentum, moment of momentum, energy), and
increase of entropy for the total mixture. In a biphasic mixture momentum transfer of
one phase to the other is possible through frictional drag. This kind of interaction has
been used to account for the apparent viscoelastic properties in the compression of hy-
drated soft tissues.''''' Another way to do this is by defining a constitutive relationship for
an intrinsic viscoelastic solid."" Biphasic theories have been extended to include other
non-linear behaviours such as strain-dependent permeability,®''"" and finite (non-linear)
deformation."-"*'*

1.4.3 The triphasic model

It is the merit of these biphasic theories that they have been reasonably successful in de-
scribing compressive behaviour of cartilaginous tissues, treating the collagen-proteoglycan
matrix as a solid with the time-dependent properties depending on all the underlying
physico-chemical effects. However, biphasic theories are not equipped to model phenom-
ena such as Donnan osmotic and chemical expansion swelling. These PG charge related
phenomena are responsible for the stressed state of the collagen fibres, and increased
fluid pressure, inside a tissue sample bathed in a solution of NaCl, when there is no
external mechanical load. This is often referred to as the collagen pre-stress or elastic
stress in the solid matrix.*®''"'"*''** Several researchers have attempted to incorpo-
rate the ionic effect, but have done so in varying and incomplete ways (hybrid biphasic
m o d e l s ) . " ' " • ' " • "3, M7. 150.193.194

The first theory to model the ionic effect explicitly was reported by Lai et al."^
Their theory incorporates the Donnan ion distribution and osmotic pressure theory for
polyelectrolyte solutions. In addition, PG chemical expansion stress is incorporated to
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account for swelling also. They define three phases: (1) the interstitial fluid phase and
(2) the collagen-proteoglycan solid phase, both immiscible, and a fluid miscible phase:
(3) the ionic phase. In this triphasic theory, the stresses in the solid matrix and the
chemical potentials for the interstitial fluid and ions are related to the Helmholz energy
functions in accordance with the laws of energy balance and entropy. The triphasic theory
thus unites the continuum biphasic theories,'^' *** and macrocontinuum physico-chemical
theories^"' 127,128,219,220 j ^ (.jjg mechanics of cartilaginous tissues.

Snijders**" developed a similar triphasic theory, based on the theory of Lai et al.. The
main difference between the two theories is that Snijders neglects chemical expansion
stress, but uses only Donnan theory to account for the swelling.

1.4.4 Finite element models

The complexity of the bi- and triphasic continuum mixture models as a result of ge-
ometrical complexity (IVD, motion segment, diarthrodial joints), and non-linear, time
dependent behaviour, calls for numerical methods to solve them. Many researchers have
chosen the finite element (FE) method as the numerical approach to solve the equa-
tions of their models, as this method is the most appropriate due to its ability to solve
problems of complicated geometry, material properties, and loading. Many FE models
have been constructed for the intervertebral disc,'*'"*'*"''™'"'*""*''*"'** motion seg-
ment,<*• 105.116,155,186,190-192,196,197,214 ^ d spine,"® in relation to its normal functioning,
but also dysfunctioning.

Ion swelling was introduced in a FE model by Simon and Gaballa.'** They used an
uncoupled differential equation for the ion diffusion, and imposed its effect upon the poro-
elastic problem. The degrees of freedom were the solid displacement u, a relative fluid
displacement parameter and the local ion concentration. Snijders et al.*" have developed
an FE model based on their triphasic theory with coupled differential equations. This
formulation used as degrees of freedom the solid displacement u, the fluid pressure p, and
the ions mass density p*. To solve the differential equations they used the weighted resid-
ual method and a total Lagrange formulation. Snijders et al. demonstrated the ability of
the model (1) to fit confined swelling and compression measurements of annulus fibrosus
tissue*^ and (2) to simulate compression of an axisymmetric intervertebral disc.*"

Snijders et al. paid particular attention to the correct handling of pressure and con-
centration fields within the domain and at the boundary of the domain. The classical
requirement for the integral

V • (1.27)

to be defined, is the continuity of

S^-" (1.28)

within the domain V. In section 1.3.2 (Figure 1.6) it is shown that generally p, c"*" and c~
are not continuous when c™ is not continuous. This is the case, e.g., at the boundaries of
a sample of cartilaginous tissue, but discontinuities can also play a role inside a sample.
One can imagine that at places where fissures occur in the solid structure, the fixed charge



density and fluid fraction are also discontinuous. The ions density is defined by:

T + A/+c+)/ (1.29)

where M' are molar masses, and <^ is the fluid volume fraction. From (1.29) it can
be seen that p* is not continuous when c+, c~, or <^ are not continuous. We can thus
conclude that generally p and p* are not continuous when c", or ^ are not continuous,
and that this is always the case at the boundaries.

As p and p* are only piecemeal continuous, only piecemeal integration of the integrals
/ Vp<fV and / V/>*<fV is possible. Special interface elements were designed by Snijders et
al.*°^ in order to cope with pressure and density (concentration) jumps along the element
boundaries, using a penalty method.

Snijders has implemented the numerical formulation of Snijders et al.*'" with boundary
elements in the commercial finite element software package DIANA. Code was developed
for 1-, 2-, and 3-D elements.

'Note that eq. (1.29) is not an expression for the p* of a neutral salt, as is the />' in Lai et al.""
Inside the swelling material generally c+ ^ c~.
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1.5 Aims and contents of this thesis ri,

The development and assessment of the triphasic micromodel of cartilaginous tissues, and
the determination of mechano-chemical characteristics of the annulus fibrosus of the in-
tervertebral disc is the topic of this thesis. The triphasic model views cartilaginous tissues
as a superposition of three continua (components): the solid, fluid and ions components.
The model incorporates Donnan osmosis to account for the swelling of the material.

Sophisticated models as the triphasic model can only be solved numerically. The finite
element method (FEM) has been successfully employed by Snijders et a l . ^ However,
Snijders et al. used degrees of freedom that are not continuous when certain material
properties of the tissue (such as the fixed charge density and the fluid fraction) are not
continuous, which is the case at boundaries of the material, but can also occur inside the
material, when, e.g., discontinuities occur in the solid properties. In these cases it is more
convenient to base the numerical formulation on degrees of freedom that are continuous,
regardless of discontinuities in the material properties. A logical choice for continuous
degrees of freedom is that of the chemical potentials of the ions and the fluid (next to
the solid displacement, which is also used in the FEM of Snijders et aP"''). In this thesis
a numerical formulation based on the chemical potentials of ions and fluid, and the solid
displacement is developed (chapters 2 and 3) and successfully employed to simulate one-
dimensional confined swelling and compression experiments of samples of IVD annulus
fibrosus.

The view of cartilaginous tissue as a superposition of solid, fluid and ions has as
a consequence that the properties of the components in such a model are separated.
This yields a physically realistic picture of the material: the influence of changes in the
properties of the separate components can be studied. One advantage of this lies in
the domain of the development of model materials, that mimic the properties of the
real tissue. It is the merit of the triphasic model that it is capable of separating the
elastic (solid), viscous (fluid), and osmotic (ions) contributions to the mechano-chemical
behaviour of cartilaginous tissues. This separation turned out to be insufficient to explain
material swelling quantitatively. As was shown by Urban and McMullin,"'' '^ Maroudas
and Bannon,"° and Maroudas and colleagues^' '^,232 (.ĵ e tissue fluid needs to be further
divided into two compartments: the extra- and intrafibrillar compartments.

The development and assessment of the triphasic model depends on the determination
of the material properties of the tissue. These material properties are parameters in the
model. In some cases the material properties can be measured directly via experiments,
and used as input for the model. Examples of these are the permeability coefficient for
fluid flow and the diffusion coefficients of small solutes, such as ions.

Other material properties can not (easily) be determined directly from experiments.
These properties must be determined from model fits of results of carefully designed
experiments. An example of such a material property is the solid compressive stress-
strain relationship. It is difficult to determine this relationship directly, because of the
presence of fluid in the tissue that influences the stiffness measurements of the solid.

The parameter that determines the viscous property of cartilaginous tissues is the
permeability coefficient. The permeability coefficient is an important parameter not only
for the viscous behaviour of the intervertebral disc, but also plays an important role in
the nutrition of the disc. The disc is an avascular structure, and thus depends for its
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nutrition on the flow of water with its solutes into the disc. The rate of fluid flow through
the disc depends directly on the permeability coefficient. The permeability coefficient
thus also plays a role in the diurnal variation of disc height. In chapter 4 a method based
on biphasic theory is used to determine the radial variation in the permeability coefficient
for fluid flow in the radial direction of the annulus fibrosus of the canine IVD.

The separation of the elastic, viscous, and osmotic contributions in the mechano-
chemical behaviour of the annulus fibrosus of the IVD is undertaken in chapter 5. In
addition to the division of the material in solid, fluid and ions components, the fluid
is divided between an extra- and intrafibrillar compartment. One-dimensional confined
swelling and compression experiments serve as a basis for the model parameter determi-
nations. From the equilibrium situations (Figure 1.7b) of these experiments estimates
are made for the effective stress • versus the compressive strain of the samples, and the
Donnan osmotic coefficients and activity coefficients. Estimates of the fluid content in
the extrafibrillar and intrafibrillar compartments, and the concentration of fixed charges
based on the extrafibrillar fluid volume are also made from these equilibrium situations.
From the transients of the confined swelling and compression experiments the permeabil-
ity and diffusion coefficients are estimated via fits of the experiments with the results of
the one-dimensional computer implementation of the triphasic model.

•The solid stress can be determined from the effective stress.
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2.1 Introduction
In models of the mechanical behaviour of swelling materials the most commonly used
theory is that of mixtures. Mixture theory views upon the material as a mixture of 1/
constituents, that interact with each other. The interaction involves, e.g., mass transfer,
momentum exchange, energy exchange. The theory of deforming porous media was orig-
inally developed by Terzaghi,^'" and Biot.'®'" Later, Biot's theory was derived from the
theory of mixtures by Bowen.^

The first mixture models of cartilage were biphasic: they involved a porous incom-
pressible solid saturated with an incompressible fluid.'^ Further development led to the
triphasic model of swelling tissues, which accounts for osmotic swelling by means of the
third or ion component *, Lai et al.,'°^ Snijders,™" and Snijders et a l . ^ The mixture of
a solid, fluid and ions component is called a triphasic mixture, and the theory is referred
to as triphasic (mixture) theory. Snijders et al. have developed a triphasic model with
coupled differential equations based on the following degrees of freedom (dofs): the three
solid displacements, «, the fluid pressure, p, and the ions mass density p*.

In the general introduction of this thesis (sections 1.3.2 and 1.4.4) it is shown that the
ions mass density, and fluid pressure are not continuous when the fixed charge density
(c*"*), or the fluid fraction (<^) are not continuous. In order to bypass numerical problems
arising from discontinuities in the degrees of freedom, in this chapter a set of differential
equations is derived, based on the chemical potentials of the ions and fluid, which are
continuous when c*"*, or 0-̂  are not continuous.

In the first part of this chapter, the general mixture theory is outlined. The as-
sumptions regarding the application of the mixture theory to cartilaginous tissue with
three components are then given. Using the first and second laws of thermodynamics, the
derivation of the differential equations for fluid flow and ions diffusion, based on the chem-
ical potentials, is given. Finally, the degrees of freedom are introduced, on the basis of
which the differential equations for momentum, fluid flow, and ions diffusion are written.
The degrees of freedom are the three solid displacements «, and two e-powers containing
the chemical potentials for the ions, and the fluid respectively. The chemical potentials
are not used directly, because that would lead to algebraically intricate expressions in the
finite element formulation that is introduced in chapter 3. This is in part overcome by
using e-powers of the chemical potentials.

"Components are also sometimes unjustly called phases, a word usually reserved for the different
states (gaseous, fluid, solid) one component can be in.
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2.2 General mixture theory

In this section the general mixture equations for a mixture with c components are given.

2.2.1 The mass balance

The true mass density />" for a component a in the mixture is given by:

tf = £. (2-D

where m° is the mass of component a and V" is the volume taken by component a in
the mixture. The local apparent mass density p° is defined as follows:

where m" represents the mass of component Q in a representative mixture volume V"*.
I "' is large enough to be an averaging volume and small enough relative to the mixture
volume. The volume fraction of component a is defined by:

From definitions (2.2) and (2.3) it is clear that:

X>" = 1, (2.4)
Q = l

where F is the number of components, and

P" = « • (2-5)

Equation (2.4) is the saturation constraint. The local form of the mass balance for
component a is given by:

2ep + V.(p 'V) = c<\ (2.6)

with:

dp"
-* - = local time derivative of p",
v = Eulerian gradient operator,
• = dot vector (tensor) product operator,
v" = velocity vector of component a,
c° = mass of other components converted to mass of component a per unit of volume
and time.
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2.2.2 The balance of momentum '.' '..'
The balance of momentum for the Q-th component is given by:

p°»" = V • <r° + />V + P°, (2.7)

with: i •• .

«" = time derivative of w", observed fixed to component a,
<r" = partial Cauchy stress tensor of component a,
g<* = body force per unit mass of component a,
p° = momentum supply by other components for component a.

2.2.3 The balance of moment of momentum

The balance of moment of momentum is given by:

m" - s" = 0, (2.8)

with: •

m° = the moment of momentum supplied by other components,
«" = axial vector of the skew symmetric tensor <r° — (<r°)^.

2.2.4 The balance of energy (first axiom of thermodynamics)

The local form of conservation of energy for component a is given by (Truesdell and
Toupin,*" section 243):

p°£> = p°f° - V • fc" + <r° : D° + e", (2.9)

with:

{/** = partial specific internal energy of component a,
f™ = partial specific external heat supply other than from temperature gradients per unit
of time for component a,
/»" = partial heat flux vector for component a,
D ° = ^[(Au")^ + (Aw")] = deformation rate tensor of component a,
c" = heat supply per unit of time and volume for component a by other components.

The energy balance for the mixture is found when we add the energy terms from all
possible interaction between the constituents (direct heat exchange (e°), momentum sup-
ply (p"), and mass exchange (c")). The sum of the energy exchange terms between the
constituents must be zero:

e° + u>° • p° + c°((> + ito" • to")) = 0, (2.10)
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w i t h : . . . • ,•.• - i . < ' . ? - > v < . .• .- • • i . '

u>° = «"-«"*. ,. (2.11)

i«° is the difference between the component velocity v" and the mixture velocity t>"*,
which is defined as:

r a

where p™ = £ a p" is the mass density of the mixture, and the summation is over the
components of the mixture.

2.2.5 The entropy inequality (second axiom of thermodynam-
ics)

The second law of thermodynamics (the entropy inequality) states that the entropy of a
system can only increase or stay the same. We apply the second law to a representative
volume of the mixture. This implies that the entropy change of the different components
of the mixture can increase or decrease, as long as the entropy change of the total mixture
is greater than or equal to zero. For each component a it is hypothesized that the entropy
production per unit of volume and time, £°, equals:*'

- ^ - + c°S°, (2.13)

with:

5° = specific entropy of component a,
T° = absolute temperature of component a.

The entropy production f* consists of a specific entropy term, p°S", a term associated

yr j , a term due to heat supply other

than from temperature gradients, ^ - , and a term related to mass supply from other

constituents, c°5°.

2.3 The three component mixture as a model for car-
tilaginous tissues

The class of problems in cartilage mechanics this thesis considers comprises quasi-static
compression, extension, rotation and bending of a mixture of a solid, fluid and uni-
univalent salt, such as NaCl. Swelling of these mixtures as a result of fluid and osmotic
pressure gradients is an essential feature of triphasic mixture models. Relative fluid flow
due to fluid and osmotic pressure gradients as well as diffusion of small ions are both
important in the mechanics of charged swelling materials. Donnan osmosis is chosen as
the model for material swelling."'^•^•203 Restive fluid flow is governed by the gradient
in fluid pressure p minus the osmotic pressure 7r, p — 7r. Internal electrical fields that are a
consequence of fluid flow, or ion diffusion (streaming potential, diffusion potential™-^''")
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are not accounted for in the triphasic theory. A Donnan electrical potential difference
is defined across the boundary. This potential difference, however, does not influence
ions diffusion nor fluid flow, because ions are assumed to travel in neutral pairs of salt
molecules.

2.3.1 Assumptions regarding the three component mixture of
cartilaginous tissues

The three component mixture consists of a solid (superscript 5), a fluid (/) and ions
(univalent salt; ±) . The superscript a stands for s, / , and ±, the superscript /? stands
for / and ±. Summation over a means summation over s, / , and ±. Summation over /?
means summation over / and ±.

Compressibility of components , temperature, the ions component

• The components are assumed to be intrinsically incompressible.

• The absolute temperature of the components is assumed constant in time and place:

T"* = T^ = T^ (2 14)

7 - = 0, (2.15)

V T " = 0. (2.16)

• We restrict the scope of the model to an ions component that consists of a mono-
valent salt, for which we will take NaCl, as this is the most common monovalent
salt in biological tissues. We neglect the phenomenon of counterion condensation/''
i.e., the chemical binding of ions to the fixed charges, which primarily occurs with
multivalent cations, such as Ca*+.

The amounts of the separate ions are often expressed as a function of their concen-
tration per unit fluid volume (c+ and c~). We define the velocity of the salt as the
mass average of the velocity of the ions:

p = yV/ m-* c ; 0 = AT <p̂  C

p±v± = p+u+ + p~t>-, (2.17)

with:

A/+, M " = the molar masses of positive and negative ions,
t>* = the velocity vector of the salt,
«"•" = the velocity vector of the cation,
w~ = the velocity vector of the anion.

The volume fraction of the ions is neglected compared to those of the solid and the
fluid (dilute solution).

0 -I- <p -f* <y> Ĵ J <p "I" © — 1. (2.18)
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The maximum volume fraction of the ions for a 0.6 M NaCl solution is approximately
0.008 in pure water. . •...,

The mass balance The mass of other components converted to mass of component a,
is assumed to be zero:

c° = 0. (2.19)

This means that there are no chemical reactions between the components. We further
assume that the true densities are constant, i.e., not dependent of composition and pres-
sure:

p? = constant. (2.20)

This implies that partial molar volumes in the mixture equal molar volumes of the un-
mixed component.

It follows from (2.5), (2.19), and (2.20), that we can write for the local mass balances
of the components (2.6):

^ + V • (*•»<•) = 0. (2.21)

Summation of the mass balances (2.21) and eliminating the local time derivatives leads
to the mass balance of the mixture:

]£ V • (<?i°t>°) = 0. (2.22)
Or

On account of (2.18), we neglect the term with 0* in (2.22), and get for the mass balance
of the mixture:

V • (4>V) + V • (4>V) = 0, (2.23)

which can also be written as:

V • v* + V • ( 0 V - «')) = 0- (2-24)

The balance of momentum Momentum is assumed to be conserved for the total
mixture, so the sum of the momentum supplies from the components a equals 0:

5>"=0. (2.25)

We only consider situations with negligible accelerations, and neglect the inertial term
p°v° in (2.7). Body forces (7°) from, e.g., gravitational and electromagnetic fields are
also neglected. Because of these assumptions (2.7) results into:

V • <r° + p° = 0. (2.26)

A summation over the three components in (2.26) and using (2.25) leads to:

V • <r' + V • <r' + V • <r± = 0. (2.27)

Equation (2.27) is the basis for the momentum differential equation, as is shown later.
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The balance of moment of momentum We assume that the moment of momen-
tum supply by other components equals 0. This implies that the partial Cauchy stress
tensor of component a is symmetrical, and means physically that there is no exchange
of rotational energy between the components, which is acceptable in media where pores
intercommunicate in a random way:

<r = (<r ) . (2.28)

The entropy inequality According to (2.19) we can leave out the term with c° in
the entropy inequality (2.13). The entropy change of the total mixture is assumed to
be greater than or equal to zero, thus the sum of entropy productions of the separate
components must be positive or zero:

> 0. (2.29)

2.3.2 Combining the first and second laws of thermodynamics
to derive the differential equations for fluid flow and ion
diffusion

In this section we combine the first law of thermodynamics (conservation of energy)
with the second law (entropy inequality). The result is an inequality that can only be
satisfied when certain terms in this inequality equal zero. The inequality that remains
after elimination of the terms that are zero, is satisfied by introducing B tensors, which
are semi-positive definite. The equations resulting from the introduction of the B tensors
(with chemical potentials) are the basis for the differential equations for ions diffusion
and fluid flow.

We define the specific chemical potential tensor JVf for component a as:^*

(7°,' ' (2.30)

with:
F» = £/° - T°5°, (2.31)

the Helmholz free energy per unit mass of component a.

Combining the energy balance equations (2.9) and (2.10), and the entropy inequality
(2.29), with restrictions (2.14)-(2.16), (2.19), and using (2.30) and (2.31) leads to:

£ ( / a _ p°Af" : £>« _ p° . «,<») > 0, • (2.32)

with:
F° = p°F°, (2.33)

*Mt is possible to write the chemical potential tensor as a scalar, which is later identified with the
familiar form of equation (1.10). Note that the chemical potential tensor introduced here, is defined
per unit of mass (specific), while the chemical potential from eq. (1.10) is defined as a molar quantity.
Conversion of one form to the other is easily done by dividing the molar chemical potential by the molar
mass.
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the Helmholz free energy per unit of mixture volume for component a. <Mw ?"•••
1:.V ! S i l l " ! f

With regards to the derivation of (2.32) we remark that the energy balance for the
mixture (2.10) was used for the elimination of e°, (2.31) was used for the elimination of
t/°, (2.33) was used for the elimination of F°, and the mass balance (2.6) with c° = 0 is
responsible for the elimination of the term p"F"J : D° = p°F°V • w°, that arises from
the introduction of the chemical potential tensor (2.30).

To account for the mass balance of the mixture (2.22), we put it, multiplied by a
Lagrange multiplier A, in the inequality (2.32) and get:

F° - p°M° : £>° - p° • u>° + AV • (<^i>°)) > 0. (2.34)

Making use of the saturation constraint (2.4) and the demand of conservation of momen-
tum for the mixture (2.25) we rewrite (2.34) as:

- AV/ ) • ( t / - «•) > 0. (2.35)

To satisfy (2.35) we first have to choose a set of independent variables as a function of
which we can write the inequality. Because of the demand of frame indifference for the
constitutive equations, we use Lagrangian forms. This choice ensures that rigid body
rotations of the medium do not alter its properties. Within these restrictions there are
a number of possibilities to choose a set from. Considerations for a certain choice come
from experimental data and other practical matters such as how complex the model is
to be. The above restrictions and reasoning resulted in the following set of independent
variables ':

£?',^,»-"; 0 = / , ± , (2-36)
with:

»•' = F" ' • (»" - i;')*, (2.37)

the Lagrangian velocity difference between the fluid or ions and the solid, and:
F~' = the inverse of the deformation gradient tensor of the mixture or solid,
.E' = Green-Lagrange strain tensor of the solid.

For the dependent variables of (2.35) we define:

F* = F°(£ ' , / ,v*") ,

= F-p '± (£?•,<£",«•"). (2.38)

: that the independent variables do not equal the degrees of freedom. -»••'•
"*Note that the Lagrangian velocity difference is an independent variable, and that (2.37) does not

serve to indicate a dependence of »*'' on F" ' , or r". It merely gives the relationship between Lagrangian
and Eulerian variables.
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The terms with an asterisk are Lagrangian forms, those without are Eulerian forms. "
Conversion from Eulerian to Lagrangian forms, and back transformation is done using:

6 = F a'; a* = F " ' 6,

-.••;.„•,.,. B = F - A ' - F < ; ,4* = F " ' • B • F-% (2.39)

where 6, B are a Eulerian vector, respectively tensor, and a* and .A* are Lagrangian
forms. Because of the demand of equipresence, all the dependent variables are functions
of the complete set of independent variables.

When we substitute (2.38) in (2.35), using the chain rule of differentiation to write the
derivatives of functions on the right hand side of (2.38) as functions of the independent
variables, we get:

+ [-F-(p*'+p*±)-

+ 0 V ^ + |£fc V*±] • («' - »') > 0, (2.40)

with:
F = F* + F ' + F±, (2.41)

the Helmholz free energy of the mixture per unit of mixture volume, and:

' (2-42)

the variation of u*^ in time, observed fixed to the solid component.
The inequality (2.40) has to hold for any values of D°, v*", and (i>'"),. Therefore,

because the terms in front of the £?" and (v*^)j are not functions of these velocity
gradients and time derivatives, these terms must be set to zero in order to comply with
the inequality:

M" = - | £ , (2.43)

" / | ^ (2.44)

'Note that the Lagrangian forms have been conveniently converted from the Eulerian forms used
in (2.35), implying that the symbol M*° does not stand for the Lagrangian chemical potential tensor,
but the Lagrangian conversion of the sum of the mass density p™ times the Eulerian M ° and the term
-A#°7. The same reasoning applies to the p terms.
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(2.45)

From (2.44) we deduce that the chemical potentials of the fluid and ions can be written
as scalars. Writing these as /i-' and /}* respectively:

(2.47)

Another important conclusion can be drawn from (2.45): the Helmholz free energy of the
mixture does not depend on the relative velocities of the components.

We now rewrite the remaining inequality:

+[-F< • F • (p*' + p'±) - V o F ' - V Q F ±

where we have used the Lagrangian gradients with respect to the reference configuration
"0":

V = F " ' • Vo. (2.49)

The terms in (2.48) are not linear in the velocities «** and t>*', because the momentum
interaction terms (p") are functions of these velocities. Therefore, the terms by which
the velocity differences are multiplied, cannot be set to zero. We satisfy the inequality
(2.48) by demanding that:

• F • p*± + VoF± - j ^ V o ^ = - B ' ± • (»•* - »•'). (2-50)

where B*^ and B^* are semi-positive definite tensors, and «*" (= 0) has been added for
the sake of uniform notation.

We can now find relations that link the gradients of the chemical potentials to the
Lagrangian velocity differences multiplied by the B tensors. We use (2.26), (2.30), (2.46)
- (2.51) to find:

±± '± («*=•= - » • ' ) , (2.52)

Simple algebra will show that the specific chemical potentials defined in eqs. (2.46) and (2.47) equal
the molar chemical potential of eqs. (1.10) and (1.11), divided by the molar mass. The A will later
be identified with the fluid pressure p, and the term with derivative of the Helmholz free energy of the
mixture equals the expression in (1.12) divided by the molar mass.
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/ V o / i ' = - B " • »•' + B'± • (»** - »"'). (2.53)

Adding (2.52) and (2.53) leads to the extended Darcy equation:

t>-' = -(B' ')- '-(p±Vo,i±+/VoAi'). (2.54)

In (2.54) we see that fluid flow relative to the solid is caused by gradients in the chemical
potentials of the ions and the fluid.

2.3.3 Constitutive behaviour; the Cauchy stresses, fluid pres-
sure, strain energy function

The constitutive relationships for the partial Cauchy stresses are determined from (2.30),
(2.38), (2.43), and (2.44):

«r' = ( F * - A ^ ) H - F - ^ - . F < \ (2.55)

' ' ^ ' , (2.56)

. (2.57)

Prom (2.56) and (2.57) the partial stresses of the fluid and ions can be written as scalars.
The sum of the three partial stresses yields the total stress <r, which can be written as
the sum of an effective stress, <Tj, and the negative of the fluid pressure —p times the unit
tensor J:

<r* + <r' + <r± = <r, - p / . (2.58)

From (2.55) - (2.58), the Lagrange multiplier A can be interpreted as the fluid pressure p.
Mechanical loads are supported by the effective stress and fluid pressure. The bound-

ary condition for the momentum of the mixture is:

(«r« - pi) n = t, (2.59)

with:

n = the unit normal vector on the boundary,
t = the boundary stress vector.

To find a relationship between the strain energy function 0 and the effective stress, we
use the Lagrangian forms of the dependent and independent variables. Thus, we write
the strain energy function as the free energy per unit of reference volume:

det F , 0* det F ) = F(E*, </>', tf*) det F . (2.60)

Using (2.55) - (2.60) one can show:

)->F-^j-F*. (2.61)
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2.4 The differential equations based on chemical po-
tentials

2.4.1 The degrees of freedom ;*,,;,:->„:,., .... >,' '
The driving forces for fluid flow and ion diffusion in a porous charged swelling material are
proportional to the gradients of their respective chemical potentials.™''™ These chemical
potentials are continuous at boundaries with pressure and concentration jumps. For this
reason expressions with the chemical potentials were chosen as degrees of freedom for the
present formulation.

We use specific chemical potentials in the numerical formulation, and thus divide the
molar chemical potentials by the molar masses. Using (1.13), we get for the specific
chemical potential of the salt, /2*:

£*=*o+£±ln((7*)'*V-), (2-62)

with:

£* = the standard specific chemical potential of the salt,
A/* = A/+ + M~ = molar mass of the salt.

In the situation of an ion exchange material with fixed charges, the molar fraction of
the cations exceeds that of the anions, because a part of the positive ions is needed to
neutralize the fixed negative charges. Normally, eq. (2.62) is used for the chemical po-
tential of the neutral salt. We have a neutral salt outside the material. However, inside
the swelling material, (2.62) is used as an approximation of the chemical potential of all
ions, positive and negative. From (1.14) we get for the specific chemical potential /i^ of
the fluid:

£' = « U ^ l n ( 7 V ) + p\/', (2.63)

with:

/}Q = the standard specific chemical potential of the fluid,
M-' = molar mass of the fluid,
V^ = 1/p/ = partial specific volume of the fluid.*

Because the chemical potentials contain logarithmic terms, which make the formulation
algebraically complex, we opted for forms of the chemical potentials with e-powers, thus
eliminating the logarithmic term in /}*:

^ (2.64)

(2.65)

*Note that in agreement with the assumption of constant true densities, the partial specific volume
of the fluid is assumed to be constant and equal to the specific volume
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Thus, the degrees of freedom (dofs) used in the present formulation are « (tii,112,113), the
solid displacements, tp, a function of the chemical potential of the fluid, and tci a function
of the chemical potential of the salt (ions).

To formulate the differential equations in terms of £p and Q, we need to write the
negative ion concentration c~, the pressure p, and the ion density p* in terms of them.
For this, we use the dilute solution approximations for the molar fractions (1.16) and
(1.17), and the demands of bulk electroneutrality (1.18). From (2.62) and (2.64), with
approximations (1.17), and using (1.18), tc can be written as:

- (2.66)

From (2.66) we write c~ as a function of e<; and <*':

(^)\) (2.67)

For ease of notation we abbreviate some terms:

4 ••= ^ . (2-68)

Jc. (2.69)

From (1.16), (2.63), (2.65), (2.67), and (2.69) we write for the fluid pressure p as a function
of tp, tc, and c»:

[in Cp-In 7 V ] = </flTln fe (l + j£) 1 (2.70)

From (1.18), (2.17), (2.67), and (2.69) we write p± as a function of ê , C», and <^:

p* = i ^ [Af'V" + Af*c«] , (2.71)

with:

M*/ = M+ - A/-.

Note that we write c~, p, and p^ as functions of <**, whilst c " is not a dof. It is a
function of the deformation and therefore a function of the dofs u,. This is done for
simplicity of notation.

The gradients of p and p* for the reference state indicated with a "0" are given by:

(2.73)
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In (2.72) $ ' is defined by:

The gradients of tp and t̂  are given by:

V - ^ ' v -'

Substituting (1.16) into (2.63), and (1.17) into (2.62) we find for a dilute solution:

Vo/i± = Vo(c+c"), (2.77)

Vo/i^ = Vo(p - TT). •' (2.78)

In (2.78) 7T is the Donnan osmotic pressure:

' + c~), or 7T = $f?T(c+ + c"), (2.79)

•(< - i d

Vt."

(2.74)

(2.75)

(2.76)

with $ the osmotic coefficient (0 < $ < 1). For (2.79) approximations ln(l/l — s) «
ln(l + x) w a; were used, and both 7^ and 7* were assumed constant for (2.78) and (2.77)
respectively.

2.4.2 The momentum equation
Using (2.27) and (2.58) we get the relationship:

Vo • (IT, - p / ) = 0. (2.80)

We now substitute (2.72) in (2.80) and get the momentum equation in the dofs and c":

= 0. (2.81)

2.4.3 The continuity equation
We start out with (2.54), substitute (2.71) for p±, <//p/ for / , use (2.76) and (2.75), and
get:

- « * ' = < ^ / r • K ^ ^ + ^ ^ | , (2.82)

with .K"* a Lagrangian permeability tensor:

K* :=</rt:T(B''r\ (2.83)
and:

f:=i(Af*'/cW + A / ± c - ) 5 ^ . (2.84)

Multiplying the left and right hand sides of (2.82) with (^F , taking the divergence with
respect to the current configuration, and using the mass balance of the mixture (2.24),
results into the continuity equation:

V • w' = V • L ' )*F • K" • ^ ^ + ^ ] ] . (2.85)
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We use the mass balance of the ions (2.6) (c* = 0), (2.37), and (2.52) to arrive at an
expression for the diffusion of the ions in terms of their density. The ion diffusion is
given in terms of the gradient of the chemical potential of the ions and the Eulerian fluid
velocity:

(2.86)

Summing the terms -fc- and V • (p*w-^), and using the mass balance for the fluid from
(2.6) with ĉ  = 0, and using (2.71), we get:

^ [ ] (2.87)

with:
, + «• ' • Voc"*, (2.88)

(£e)/ = (4) , + w*' • Vote, (2.89)

7 := i ( M * ' + ^ | f = ) , (2.90)

Substituting (2.87) in (2.86), using (2.75) yields the diffusion equation:

^ [7(e")/ + /?(ec)/] = V • f ^ F • £T • Vo J , (2.92)

with:

the Lagrangian diffusion tensor.

2.4.5 Summary of differential equations and boundary condi-
tions

The differential equations

1. The momentum equation:

2. the continuity equation:

V • „• = V • U ) * F • JT • f ^ + ̂ ) ] , (2.95)
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3. the diffusion equation:

L «c J

with:

(2.97)

(2.98)

(2.99)

(2.100)

(2.101)

, (2.102)

c" := 7(^)a + (c4)»e«, (2.103)

(2.104)

The boundary conditions

All degrees of freedom have continuous boundary values. We use the superscript "out"
for values just outside the boundary, and "in" for values just inside the boundary. We
then get:

(« ) " ' = (u) ' \
(£,)"" = (ep)«, (2.106)
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A finite element formulation for the
triphasic mechanics of cartilaginous
materials based on the chemical
potentials of fluid and ions
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3.1 Introduction

Different finite element models (FEM) (for textbooks see, e.g., Zienkiewicz^ and Bathe'^)
have been developed to solve the differential equations of bi- and triphasic models. De-
grees of freedom for biphasic models can be: solid displacement and fluid pressure (« -
p), or solid displacement and relative fluid displacement (« - u>).'^ In case fluid pressure
is not a degree of freedom, an incompressibility constraint is accounted for by means of a
penalty method.^*

Ion swelling was introduced in a FEM by Simon and Gaballa.'^ They used an uncou-
pled differential equation for the ion diffusion, and imposed its effect upon the poro-elastic
problem. The degrees of freedom were the solid displacement u, a relative fluid displace-
ment parameter and the local ion concentration. Snijders,*°° et al."" developed a FEM of
the triphasic model with coupled differential equations, based on the degrees of freedom
solid displacement u, fluid pressure p, and ions density p*, of which the fluid pressure and
ions density are not continuous at the boundaries. In this chapter a FEM is developed,
based on the solid displacement, «, and the chemical potentials of fluid and ions, which
are continuous at boundaries. The differential equations derived in the previous chap-
ter are written in finite element form, using the weighted residual method with a total
Lagrange formulation. A one-dimensional element is developed, the results of which are
compared with analytical solutions of a biphasic compression, and a diffusion problem.
Finally, experimental results of confined swelling and compression experiments are fitted
using the ID element.
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3.2 The finite element model . , * « < < ; , • - •

The differential equations, derived in the previous chapter, are written in a form that is
suitable for the finite element (FE) solution process. They are written in an integral form
using the weighted residual method. All equations are written with respect to a reference
configuration (total Lagrange formulation).

For the weighted residual method, we multiply the differential equations with arbi-
trarily chosen weighting functions: « for the momentum equation, g for the continuity
equation, and h for the diffusion equation. These equations are integrated over the cur-
rent volume V. By applying Gauss' theorem, volume integrals are transformed to surface
integrals. For the Lagrange formulation, the integrations are taken over the reference
volume Vo, where it is understood that:

J F " ' • no<Mo, (3.1)

w i t h : ' '' ' ••

V = current volume, • ' •. •
,/ = volume change factor, •• : ' ••'<•
Vo = volume in the reference state,
n = surface outward normal in the current state,
•4 = current surface,
F~" = inverse of the conjugate of the deformation gradient tensor F ,
no = surface outward normal in the reference state,
v4o = surface in the reference state.

For the transformation from current to reference configuration (see (2.39)), we introduce
the effective second Piola Kirchhoff stress tensor S, defined by:

S = J F " ' • o-e • F " ' (3.2)

To transform the momentum equation we make use of some tensor/vector calculation
rules:

A : (B • C) = (Jl • B) : C, ' *••

^ : B ' = A : B , (3.3)

(y l - a ) -6 = A : aft.

Applying the above to the differential equations (2.94)-(2.96), we get:

1. the momentum equation:

*) ' : [S • F« - p7F"']dVo = / t • z<Mo, (3.4)
-MO

2. the continuity equation:

w* + (^)*V AT" (£

(3.5)
p

= /
•Mo
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3 . t h e diffusion equa t ion : ' ' •' - - • >!? 1

(3.6)

t = (F-« • no) • («r, - pJ)J ,

In the solution process of the non-linear equations, the variables are estimated with a
modified Newton-Raphson iterative procedure. The difference between these estimates
and the correct value is indicated by a £ term. For instance, for p we have: p = p + <5p.
The estimate is marked by a """. We express the estimates and deviations in dofs, and
get, using linearizations:

= J(l + F"' : JF) = J(l + F"' : (Vo«u)'),

F"+ F -<SF). (3.7)

The quantities <** and </>̂  are both functions of the deformation. If we assume intrinsical
incompressibility of the solid and fluid and negligible volume fraction of the ions (2.18),
we can write c " and 0^ in terms of their values in a reference state (indicated with
subscript "0"), and the determinant J of the deformation gradient tensor:

(3-8)

The deviations of c " and ^ are written as a linear form in <Ju, where we approximate J
for .7:
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(3.11)

In the following, all deviations are expressed in those of the dofs u, tp, and ê - In the
processing of the equations we neglect the quadratic terms in the deviations, /rj stead o/
usin<7 t/te """ /or t/ie estimates, we w»7/ write t/iem wt't/iout t/iis st#n /rom now on. The
deviations of p, f, /?, 7, are given in the appendix.

For the momentum equation we get:

+ S •

= / (t (3.12)

with:

P2 = flT—,
' p

The continuity equation is approximated as:

+ /

/ (^)' f-Voff • If* • Vo^ + -Voff • I f •
•'V'o [£c £p

(3.13)

— / 5(9 + <$g)dAo = 0. (3-14)

The diffusion equation is deduced, with the above linearizations and approximations:

- 7



• D" • Vo<

- / /»ry + vy/ io = o , (3.i5)
J/»o

3.2.1 Discretization
Spatial discretization To calculate the volume integrals from the previous section,
the volume is divided into sub-volumes, the elements. The integral over the total volume
is thus the sum of integrals over the elements. The elements consist of fixed sets of
material points. Therefore, with deformation of the solid, the elements also change in
shape. Within the elements, «„ geometrical nodes are defined, with position vector x '
for the j-th node (j = 1,...,«„). For interpolation between the nodes, shape functions are
defined. With the above definitions, the position vector x(»?a) of a material point r?a is
given by:

»(>*») = V'foa)*'; J = l,...,n«, (3.16)

with:

i^ = the shape function for the position vector belonging to node j ,
rjo = the material coordinates (a = 1,2,3),
ar' = the position vector of node j ,
7iu = the number of geometrical nodes.

Note that we have used the summation convention over the indexes that appear twice.
In the following we will use the summation convention unless otherwise indicated. The
dofs, « , £p, tc, are interpolated as follows:

« = i^V = ^Ua9<>; j = l,...,n«; Q = 1,2,3,

£p = 0'c"; s = l,...,rip,

e, = X"er; u ;= l , . . . , ne, (3.17)

with:

i^ = the displacement shape function of node j ,
«•* = the displacement vector of node j ,
g<j = a covariant base vector (a = 1,2,3) ,
u£ = a-th coordinate of displacement vector U' of node j with respect to base vector g,
0* = the tp shape function for node s,
X* = the tc shape function for node w,
e£ = the tp value in node s,
e^ = the £c value in node w.
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The weighting functions z, g, and h are interpolated in the same way as the dofs:

Time discretization We use a Houbolt'* third order time integration with variable
time step. The Houbolt method yields for an arbitrary function t/(t):

- T,) + Cy(< - T>,) + £>y(* - TV,), (3.19)

where r, are time constants, and A, S, C, and Z) integration constants depending on the
r,-. For the first two time steps a special starting procedure is needed. By definition (3.19)
the deviation in the time derivative of the function y is given by:

Jy = A<fy. (3.20)

Discretization of the weighted residual equations The volume integrals (3.12),
(3.14), and (3.15) are calculated as the sum of integrals over the elements. Discretiza-
tion of the element integrals leads to the following equations (momentum, continuity,
diffusion):

; + V""" + £>""" + E^l^e^ = C^, - C,";,]. (3.21)

The indexes a and /? run over the three covariant base vectors. The indexes i,r,j/j,s,w,ir
run over the nodes (n, geometrical nodes, 7ip £p nodes and nc tc nodes). The elements in
the matrix (3.21) are:

momentum:

= - / p,(*i,)5 : F - ' ( F

(3.22)
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continuity:

+ ivS--R"-Voep)JWK,', (3.23)

diffusion:

te), + » ' ' • F - ' • Vote)./]

^ (3.24)

with definitions:

= Vox"- (3-25)
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3.3 The ID computer implementation

A one-dimensional element was implemented in a computer program for the simulation
of confined swelling and compression experiments. We used linear shape functions, and
constructed a symmetrical stiffness matrix. The reference height of the elements is /io,
the actual height is /i. The elements have 2 nodes each. The isoparametric coordinate 77
runs from -1 to +1 over an element. We define node 1, referred to with sub- or superscript
"1" , at r; = — 1 and node 2, referred to with sub- or superscript "2", at 77 = 1. The shape
functions ¥>'('?)> xH'?)' V''^) for the displacement u, £p, and ê  are defined as follows:

where t = 1 for node 1, and i = 2 for node 2. The value for £p(T/) at material point 77 is
thus given by:

-7,), (3.27)

for 77 from -1 to +1. tpi is the value of £p in node 1, £p2 is the value of tp in node 2. For
the one-dimensional situation, we have the following definitions:

— <7e = — a , ,

with:

F = the deformation gradient,
J = the volume (length) quotient,
5 = the effective second Piola-Kirchhoff stress,
cr,r = the effective Cauchy stress.

The element stiffness matrix ELSTIF is given by:

(3.28)

with:

(/(GF)P)"
A S "
AT"

(7(G£)P)"
AS'*
AT'*

fl"
/ ,"
F " ((
71"
t"
F " f(

0 "
A "

AA/)VJ

0*'
A'*'

X T "

AT"

fl"
L "

^22

0'*
A''*

0 "
A'"

12

22

(3.29)

+ P « , i = 1,2; j = 1,2,
'•' + D" + £" , i = l,2; i = 1,2,

A = time integration constant.

The set of equations to be solved iteratively such that the deviations <Su,, Jtp,, and
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i = 1,2, tend to zero is: O!,1fi i " • WT r J! .-11- 1.1 -.itT

££S"77F

tp2

r PI _

(3.30)

A symmetrical matrix was devised. For this we approximated /?'•'. /?'•' is given by:

~ ~4

5*' is given by:

We approximated for /?'•': *

?. (3.31)

(3.32)

(3.33)

The above approximation is valid for values of tpi and tp2 close to unity, and /i close to
/»o- Using approximation (3.33), we write /?'•' = — c/.RT'S'-', and multiply the second and
fifth rows with ^ jp - H" ̂ e further leave out the remaining non-symmetrical terms, we
get:

0 0
( / (G£)P)" - c ^ « T 5 "

0

(3.34)

with:

+ D'->; i = 1,2; j = 1,2.

The corresponding right hand side is:

c'RT //J2 _ Q2 \
-/) Weit VinlJ

(3.35)

"The approximation of an element of the stiffness matrix ELSTIF does not lead to a different solution.
It only changes the direction in which a solution is sought. Ultimately, when the set of equations (3.30)
is solved (within a preset accuracy), the magnitude of the elements in ELSTIF is of no importance.
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The expressions for the remaining elements in the symmetrical stiffness matrix are:

)^
8(7*)'

>7- (3.36)

The one-dimensional forms of the internal forces are:

(ft»t)* = (-1)' (*, - ^Tc^ / i , In

3.3.1 Deformation dependencies; constitutive behaviour
A number of model quantities are deformation dependent. We have already mentioned the
fixed charge density and the porosity (3.8) and (3.9). The permeability and the diffusion
coefficients A'* and £>* are also deformation dependent. The principle of equipresence
would mean that A'* and D* are dependent on all of the independent fields. In the
literature, data are given on the dependency of A'* and £>* on fluid content. We will limit
ourselves to the dependencies of A'" and D* on fluid content, which is a function of the
deformation.

The definitions of A"* and D* we use in this numerical formulation differ from those
normally encountered in the literature. To get values that can be compared with literature
values (permeability coefficient in m*/Ns, diffusion coefficient in m*/s) we convert our A""
and £>* values:

^ 4
<"•>
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The Lagrangian forms A'* and D* are converted to Eulerian forms, A' and £>, by mul-
tiplying with the factor TJ^JT- />O is the height in the reference state of the sample. We
shall use the stress free (subscript "si") state of the sample as the reference state. The
triphasic Eulerian permeability and diffusion coefficients (converted according to (3.38)
and (3.39)) are referred to as "AVi", and "/?iri", respectively. AV; and £)(,.; are defined
in the usual units of m^/Ns, and m*/s, respectively. To discern between permeability
coefficients determined using biphasic theory and triphasic theory, biphasic permeability
coefficients are referred to with the symbol "At," (A'),,- is also defined in units of m*/Ns).
Note that A' and Z? are deformation dependent, when AVi and £>;,.< respectively are
assumed constant, because of the deformation dependencies of >̂, p*, and c"*" and c~.

The permeability is a function of the hydration. It increases as the hydration increases.
We determined a A';,, as a function of the hydration by fitting the compression phase of
CSC experiments with a biphasic solution (chapters 4 and 5). The A'(,,-hydration data
was fitted with a quadratic function:

A'6, = 0.710 * (Ayd)* - 0.482 * /iyd, (3.40)

where A'j,, is in units of 10"'® m^/Ns, and /iy<i is the hydration in g H2O per g dry weight.
The A'i,-hydration relationship (3.40) is similar to a relationship found by Urban and
Maroudas."* We used the A'(,,-hydration relationship in our model as an estimate for the
A'ir,-hydration relationship, with addition of the constant AA'fri. We thus get as estimate
for A',,,:

A',,-, = 0.710 * (/iyd)* - 0.482 * Ayd + Aft",,,. (3.41)

The diffusion of ions in a porous medium depends on the charges (fixed or mobile) present
in the medium, and the concentration gradient of the mobile ions. The volume fractions of
fluid and solid also determine the diffusional properties of the mobile ions in the material,
because solid particles obstruct the movement of the ions. A formula, derived by Mackie
and Meares"^ for porous media, and based on purely geometrical considerations relates
the diffusion coefficient in a porous medium, £)', to that in free solution D^ee- We "^e
this formula to define £),,.;:

In the model, diffusion of positive and negative ions is coupled into diffusion of the
neutral salt. For the diffusion coefficient of the salt, the harmonic average of the diffusion
coefficients of the separate ions has been used. Thus, for NaCl, the diffusion coefficient
in free solution is defined by:

0 £ £ ' = » ! ! . (3-43)

where D"° and D^'~ are the diffusion coefficients of Na+, Cl~ respectively, in an aqueous
solution at physiological strength (0.15 M NaCl). (3.43) is used to calculate the £)/,.« in
(3.42). At 25 °C the values for the diffusion coefficients are:'** £>""* = 1.33*10"* m7s;
D^'~ = 2.04*10-" m7s; £>£"?' = 1.61*10"' m^/s.
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The average activity coefficient of the ions 7* *" depends on the fixed charge density
and the concentrations of the ions. When its value is not measured, it can be estimated
from semi-empirical equations (Manning,^' Kwak,"^ and Wells^). According to these
relationships, the average activity coefficient is the product of a mobile-mobile ion interac-
tion part, 7**^, and a poly-ion/mobile ion interaction part, 7^^ . For the mobile-mobile
ion interaction the relationship between 7^"^ and the ion concentration at the co-ion
(i.e. the anion) concentration was used. For the calculation of 7*"^, data relating the
average activity coefficient, 7*, to NaCl concentration in aqueous solutions, reproduced
in Maroudas,'^ was used. For the poly ion-mobile ion interaction, 7^^, the equations
proposed by Manning'" (equations also in Urban et a l .^) were used, using the average
of the concentrations of the cations and anions. In chapter 5 the procedure for determin-
ing the average ionic activity coefficients in equilibrium situations in CSC experiments is
given.

For the effective stress-strain relationship a linear relationship between the effective
2nd Piola-Kirchhoff stress 5 and the Green-Lagrange strain F/ of the solid was chosen:

S = # , • F ' , (3.44)

where //g is the effective linear stiffness. The Green-Lagrange strain F* is defined relative
to the a-priori unknown stress-free height.

3.4 Comparison of the ID model with analytical so-
lutions

The ID computer model was tested against analytical solutions. As there are no analytical
solutions for the differential equations of the model, solutions of a linear biphasic confined
compression and a diffusion problem were used for comparisons. For the biphasic problem,
ions diffusion, and osmotic pressure were switched off. For the diffusion problem, solid
displacement, and fluid flow were switched off.

3.4.1 Linear biphasic compression

The linear biphasic confined compression test consists of compressing a sample, confined
in a cylindrical chamber with a force F. The bottom of the chamber is permeable for fluid.
The top of the chamber consists of an impervious piston. The experimental setup is that
of the confined swelling and compression experiment, described in section 1.3.3, Figure
1.7. The sample consists of a porous linearly elastic solid, the pores of which are filled
with a fluid, normally water. Both the solid and the fluid are intrinsically incompressible.
The sample has height /i, cross section /t, a compressive aggregate modulus (stiffness) //,),
and a permeability coefficient A't,. //>t and A't, are assumed to be constant (independent
of deformation). The fluid pressure p during linear biphasic compression is determined

*"In the numerical formulation 7* is defined on the basis of the total fluid volume in the mixture. In
chapter 5 average ions activity coefficients 7 ^ , and 7*, are defined, respectively on extrafibrillar and
total fluid volume basis.
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from the following differential equation:'**'"'

(3.45)

where < = t ime , and x = distance in the direction of the compressive force.

T h e differential equation (3.45) can be wri t ten with non-dimensional variables (Figure

3.2):

*==?; r==-?- = ^Tr^; P : = 4 » (3.46)
where T̂ ,- = compression time constant. Substitution of (3.46) in (3.45) yields:

The initial condition of the experiment is given by:

P = 1, /or 0 < X < 1 ai T = 0.

The boundary conditions are given by:

P = 0 a< X = 0 (/ree dramape),

</irou<;/i X = 1).

The analytical solution of this problem is given by:'*

oo n

where M = ^(2n + 1).

(3-47)

(3.48)

5P
•5-T7 = 0 a< X = 1 (no (3.49)

(3.50)

In order to simulate a biphasic lin-

ear compression with the t r ipha-

sic computer model, the osmotic

pressure was shut off by set t ing

the <*», and c+ and c~ values to

zero. In this case, the compres-

sive force is only counteracted by

the elastic (solid deformation) and

viscous (fluid flow) forces. In Fig-

ure 3.1 the comparison between

the analytical, and numerical re-

sults for TJ,; = 400 s is shown. We

see tha t the agreement between

Normalized distance x the analytical and numerical so-

Figure 3.1: Comparison between analytical (solid lines), and lutions is good. For T = 0.0125 a
numerical (diamonds) solutions of a linear biphasic confined small difference between the two
compression experiment. The time constant ni equals 400 s, solutions is found
tf* = 5 MPa, A'», = 5*10"'* mVNs, /1 = 1 mm.

0.2
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3.4.2 Diffusion

6?

Consider the situation of two solutions of NaCl in water, I and II, brought in con-
tact with each other at time i = 0. Solution I is of lower strength (concentration

c/) compared to solution II (con-
centration c/,). Compartment II
has length /i, compartment II is
of infinite length (Figure 3.2). Be-
cause of the concentration differ-
ence, solute (salt molecules) from
compartment II diffuses into com-
partment I. The rate of diffusion is
determined by the concentration
gradient, and the diffusion coeffi-
cient, D'. Assuming a constant
£>', the differential equation that

Figure 3.2: Schematic representation of one-dimensional dif- , •. .• , ..
, • • , , , , T > U . . • , . n describes the concentration c
fusion between two compartments. 1 he concentration at t = 0

Compartment I

c, (C = 0)

Compartment II

ac -^

*

as a
s is c; (C = 0) in compartment I, and c
ment II. Compartment II has length /i.

ncentration at t = 0
(C = 1) in compart- function of time and place in com-

partment II during the diffusion
process is given by:

Introducing dimensionless quantities:

(3.51)

- £ ..— —,
n

(3.52)

where rj = diffusion time constant, we get substituting (3.52) into (3.51):

ar
(3.53)

which is identical to (3.47), when C is substituted by P. The diffusion problem also has
the same initial (3.48), and boundary conditions (3.49) as the biphasic problem (with C
substituted for P), and thus the same solution (3.50). The initial condition C = 1 for
0 < X < l a t T = 0 means that the initial concentration inside compartment II equals
cj,. In compartment I, the concentration for T > 0 equals Q (first boundary condition).
At A' = 1, compartment II is impermeable (no solute flow at X = 1 boundary; second
boundary condition).

The simulation of the above described diffusion process was performed by the com-
puter program. The nodal displacements were set to zero, as was c". By set-
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0.8

0.6

= 0.4

0.2

X / " = 0.0322

/ / / "

T = 0.195
--"T •

IJ»JD.485
• — * •

T= 1.61

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
Normalized distance X

Figure 3.3: Comparison between analytical (solid lines), and
numerical (diamonds) solutions of a diffusion problem,
time constant r,j equals 621 s, /i = 1 mm.

ting c " to zero one gets identi-
cal values for c+ and c~, allow-
ing for the diffusion of neutral salt
molecules. A'<ri was set to a very
small value (10"™ m"/Ns) in or-
der to get a no fluid flow condi-
tion throughout compartment II.
In this way, solute movement by
convection is zero, and concentra-
tion only changes through diffu-
sion. The fluid fraction was set
to 1 in order to simulate diffu-
sion into a compartment with only
fluid. The result of the calcula-
tions from the analytical and nu-

The merical models is shown in Figure
3.3. For the diffusion coefficient, a
value of 1.61*10"® m^/s was cho-
sen (the value of the diffusion co-

efficient for NaCl in water at 25°C). We see that the numerical and analytical models
show small differences for T = 0.195 and T = 0.485. These differences are possibly due
to the approximation of Z? from £)<n in eq. (3.39).

3.5 The ID computer simulation of CSC experiments

In a confined swelling and compression experiment (CSC) a cylindrically shaped tissue
sample is tightly fitted in a cylindrical chamber. The top of the chamber is a piston
via which a mechanical load can be applied. The bottom of the chamber is closed by a
filter through which a salt solution circulates (Figure 1.7a). Water can be expelled out
of the sample through the filter by means of a step increase of the force on the piston
(mechanical load) or by means of a step increase of the salt concentration in the filter
(chemical load). The height of the sample is a function of the mechanical and chemical
loads, and time. In a CSC, the sample height is measured as a function of time.

In this section we outline the simulation of the ID program of two CSC experiments
performed in our laboratories. The samples were specimens of annulus fibrosus of canine
intervertebral disc, of 1 mm height and 4 mm diameter. Details of these measurements
can be found in chapter 5. The experiments consisted of four stages, the conditioning,
swelling, compression, and control stages (Figures 1.7b, 3.4a). The duration of each stage
was 6 h (sufficiently long in order to reach equilibrium), so that the total experiment
time was 24 h. The mechanical and chemical loads for both experiments are tabulated in
table 3.1. Stage 1 is the conditioning stage. The sample is equilibrated from an unknown
initial state to the conditioning equilibrium (w 0.0775 MPa, ss 0.46 M).
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exp.
cscl
csc2

conditioning
W (MPa)

0.0772
0.0778

C(M)
0.460
0.461

swelling
W (MPa)

0.0772
0.0778

C(M)
0.159
0.151

compression
W (MPa)

0.193
0.194

C(M)
0.159
0.151

control
W (MPa)

0.0772
0.0778

C(M)
0.460
0.461

Table 3.1: The mechanical (W) and chemical loads (C: M = mol/1) of 2 CSC experiments, cscl and csc2.

Then the sample is swollen by decreasing the external solution ionic strength to w 0.15
M. Due to time needed for the unmixing of the external salt concentration in the filter, the
change in external salt concentration is not taken as a step change in the simulation: an
exponential function for the decrease or increase of the external salt solution with a time
constant of 50 s is assumed. At the end of the swelling stage the sample is compressed
during the compression stage by increasing the mechanical load to w 0.19 MPa. Finally,
in the control stage the same loading conditions are applied as in the conditioning stage.

The fit procedure The swelling and compression stages were fitted by trial and error.
' 14 elements were used. The duration of the time steps was 5 s for the first half hour of
each phase, and after that 50 s. Using longer time steps than 50 s resulted in changes in
the transients, so it is advised to limit the length of the time step to 50 s.

Constants in the calculations
Na+, Cl~, and water molar masses: A/+ = 22.99 g/mol, A/" = 35.45 g/mol, A/' = 18.00
g/mol.
water concentration: c' = 55.0 M. RT = 2.436*10* J mol"' (T = 293 K).
The solid density, p% had been determined from the CSC experiments. The procedure by
which this is done, is described in chapter 5. The respective values were: experiment cscl:
p' = 0.00142 g/mrn^, experiment csc2: 0.00252 g/mnr'. For lack of data, the activity
coefficient for the water, 7^, was chosen constant. For both internal solution and external
bath 7 ' equaled unity, which is valid for dilute solutions.
For the experiments' conditioning equilibrium, values for the fluid fraction, %, and the
fixed charge density, c^, were determined from measurements of fixed charges and fluid
content. These values were fixed input values for the fit procedure. Deformation de-
pendencies (3.8) and (3.9) were used to calculate the values of c", and </>•', respectively,
during swelling and compression. The average ions activity coefficient, 7*, a parame-
ter that also determines the equilibrium heights, was calculated automatically using the
semi-empirical formulae of Manning.'*' Because the values of 7* were estimated itera-
tively, concurrently with the ions concentrations, the starting value, 7*, had no influence
on the equilibrium values of this parameter (see chapter 5). Because of material loss that
occurred in some degree during the experiments, a parameter that accounted for the loss
of fixed charges, ^ , was included. A linear loss of fixed charges after the onset of the
swelling stage (in these two experiments at 6 h) was assumed. The values for the effective
stiffness, /Z ,̂ and the ratio of the stress free height of the sample, and the conditioning
equilibrium height, J,/,o ** , were determined from the fits.

Hn chapter 5 the fitting of CSC experiments is also described.
''Note that the subscript "0" is used to indicate the conditioning stage of the CSC experiments, as

well as the reference state in the numerical formulation. The reference state in a CSC experiment is the
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The fit was performed as follows. First, the equilibrium heights of the swelling and
compression stages were fitted by adjusting the stress free height ratio, Js/,o, effective
stiffness, //,., and fixed charges loss parameter, ^ ^ . Then, the compression transient was
fitted by adjusting the permeability coefficient. It appeared that the swelling transient
(II) could not be fitted correctly concurrently with the compression transient (III). At-
tention was focused on the correct fitting of the compression curve. The parameter values
are shown in table 3.2 for both experiments.

exp.
cscl
csc2

CQ* (moleq/1)
0.0848
0.114

^ (moleq/(l*h))
-0.139*10-^

0
0.72
0.83

1.070
1.051

//, (MPa)
0.89
1.02

Table 3.2: The parameter values for the CSC fit: cj* and <£Q were determined
directly from measurements. ^§p, i»/,o. and //, were determined in the fit proce-
dure by trial and error.

For A'iri, ^iri and 7* the values for the equilibrium states of the swelling and
compression stages are given in table 3.3. In Figure 3.4 the results from the fits of exper-
iments cscl (a) and csc2 (b) are depicted.

exp.
cscl
csc2

A',H (*10-"W/Ns)
swel.
2.09
2.92

compr.
1.36
2.36

£»,„ (*10-*m7s)
swel.
3.45
5.27

compr.
2.93
4.91

7 *

swel.
0.698
0.687

compr.
0.691
0.682

Table 3.3: The values of A',ri, An , and 7* for the equilibrium states of the
swelling and compression stages determined from the computer simulation.

In both Figures 3.4a and 3.4b the compression phases (III; from 12 h to 18 h) are
shown to be fitted excellently: there is no distinction visible between the fit (dashed line)

stress free state, indicated with the subscript "sf\
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Figure 3.4: CSC fits of the swelling and compression phases of two CSC experiments, cscl and csc2.
The solid line shows the experiment, the dashed line the fit. In (a) the 4 stages of the CSC experiment are
indicated: I = conditioning, II = swelling, III = compression, IV = control.

and the experiment (solid line). However, the transients of the swelling phase show that
the fit rises faster than the experimental curve. The diffusion coefficients had to be chosen
many times higher than the value of /?£."f (at 25 °C). In the simulation the value l*10~*
m^/s for Z 5 / ^ ' was chosen (resulting in the equilibrium values shown in table 3.3), which
is 62 times the real value of Z^e?' in an aqueous solution (1.61*10"' m^/s).

Choosing the values of £> .̂°?' for the fit still higher had no effect in terms of slowing
down the swelling response in the fit. This could only be achieved by reducing the value
of the permeability coefficient. Reducing A'jn to fit the swelling transient, still resulted
in too high values of £),,.,, and deteriorated the fit for the compression stage.

Further results of CSC experiment fits are given in chapter 5.
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3.6 Discussion

This FEM of the three phase mixture theory for swelling tissues is to the author's knowl-
edge the first one with degrees of freedom that are continuous at the boundaries. The
advantage of a formulation with continuous degrees of freedom is that there is no need
for interface elements, contributing greatly to the user-friendliness of the program.

In choosing the continuous dofs one could consider the choice of the chemical potentials
of the fluid and the ions, and not expressions with e-powers thereof. This, however, would
lead to more complex forms, because of the incidence of gradients and time derivatives
in the formulae.

In the current formulation the Lagrangian forms of the permeability and diffusion
tensors, JC* and £)*, are used. This is important for the objectivity of these tensors: their
values should not be influenced by rigid rotations. This is ensured by the total Lagrange
formulation. However, deformation dependency of these tensors should be accounted for.
In our ID implementation we chose for relationships coupling the A',,-; and ZV, to the
fluid content. Both relationships are based on experimental results.

The ID computer model was used for the simulation of the swelling and compression
phases of two CSC experiments. It was possible to fit the equilibria of the swelling and
compression phases, by adjusting the stress free height and solid stiffness of the samples.
The parameter for the decrease of fixed charge density was used to account for continuous
loss of height in the compression phase, and proved a valuable parameter in fitting the
compression phase of experiment 1.

The compression transient was fitted by adjusting the permeability coefficient. Very
good fits of the compression phase were obtained in this way. The values of the per-
meability coefficients ((1.36-2.92)*10~'®m''/Ns) are in the same range as those found by
Urban and Maroudas:"* (0.5-11.5)*10~'*m'*/Ns). The values of the average ionic activity
coefficients (0.682-0.698) are in the range of values for cartilage (0.65-0.72) reported by
Maroudas.'^

Although the experiments and fits show excellent agreement for the equilibria and
compression transients, there were problems with the swelling transient (II; from 6 h to
12 h). The diffusion coefficient had to be chosen so high that further increase in /)(,.;
did not result in further decrease in swelling speed of the fit. Even decreasing AV; which
resulted in a poorer fit of the compression phase, did not yield acceptable values for £)(„•,
i.e., values smaller than the diffusion coefficient of NaCl in free water, although then it was
possible to fit the swelling transient. This finding is consistent with data of Snijders.™°
Oomens et a l . '^ show a similar conclusion for swelling of synthetic hydro-gel. Therefore,
we conclude that the triphasic model, on which this formulation is based, is inadequate
to simulate swelling phenomena with a correct diffusion coefficient.

Summarizing, the ID computer implementation of the triphasic model performs ade-
quately for equilibrium situations and compression transients. However, for swelling the
triphasic model appears to overestimate the diffusion coefficient. Although a ID com-
puter implementation with continuous dofs has been proven to work, no comparison of
convergence rates with and without boundary elements has been conducted. Further re-
search should focus on the convergence rates and 2- and 3D generalization of the present
work, combining a numerical formulation with continuous dofs with an adaptation of the
triphasic theory that models swelling adequately.
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3.7 Appendix

In this appendix we give the deviations of p, £, /?, and 7, as a function of deviation in
the dofs u, tp, and ê - In order to write the variables only as functions of the dofs, we
have to write ($c^ and <5<̂  also as functions of them. We first repeat some definitions of
variables, and then give their deviations.

c4 = ^ . (3.54)

c" = ^-5j-y. • • (3.55)

•'•' ' * °

^ = 1 - 1 ^ . '" (3.56)

• • • • • • • • " " ( 3 . 5 7 )

(3.58)

(3.59)

(3.60)

The pressure p is given by:

p = c'rtT [lntp - In7^-'] = c/flTln py (l + ^7) I • (3-61)

The deviation in p is given by:

<5p = pi i /F" ' : (Vo<Su)' + p2<5tp + p3<S«c, (3.62)

with:

c '
pa = ftT—, (3.63)

with:

*/ _ , , 9In-



7 4 • • • • ; - . * .

£ is given by:

The deviation in £ is given by:

with:

S 3̂.66)
/? is given by:

, = ^ £ . ,,67,

The deviation in /? is given by:

<$/? = /3,F- ' : (Vo<5ur + ftfce, (3.68)

with:

_ M*(c£
4 ^

7 is given by:
7 = I (Af*V + Miff*) . (3.70)( A f + f )

The deviation in 7 is given by:

«7 = 7,F-':(Vo*ti)« + Ti&c, (3.71)

with:

The time derivatives of <*• and &** are given by:

(3.73)

).)<)] - (3.74)
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4.1 Summary

Study design. This paper examines the permeability coefficient and aggregate modulus
of slices of annulus cut from canine lumbar intervertebral discs.
Objectives. The purpose was to examine the influence of radial position on these ma-
terial properties, including outer samples with intact annulus edge.
Summary of background data. The outer edge of annulus fibrosus shows radial bulge
during axial compression of motion segments. The radial bulge increases monotonically
when the axial compression is sustained for several hours, until a plateau is reached.
Triphasic modeling of axial compression shows that this time course of radial bulge can
not be obtained using a uniform permeability coefficient according to literature values.
Methods. Confined compression experiments (controlled load) were designed to measure
the time course of uni-axial deformation of samples of diameter 4 mm, and height 1 mm.
The rotation symmetry axis of the samples was taken in the radial direction of the disc.
The radial permeability coefficient as well as the aggregate modulus were determined by
fitting the compression data using linear biphasic theory.
Results. The permeability coefficient was lower at the periphery than in deeper layers
of the annulus. Outer samples with outer surface 0.0 to 0.5 mm from the annulus edge
had an average permeability coefficient of (1.02 ± 0.57)*10~'" nV'/Ns (n = 24). Inner
samples at 2.0 to 2.5 mm had an average permeability coefficient of (2.81 ± 0.98)*10~'^
m*/Ns (n = 13). The aggregate modulus //^ of outer samples was significantly higher
(WM = 1-56 ± 0.34 MPa) than that of inner samples (//„ = 1.31 ± 0.47 MPa).
Conclusions. The fact that the outer annulus is less permeable than the inner may
explain why radial bulge of annulus fibrosus increases monotonically in time to an equi-
librium value during sustained axial compression of a motion segment. [Key words:
annulus fibrosus, intervertebral disc, permeability, biphasic]

Accepted by 5pine (publication in January 1997) with co-authors: Maarten R. Drost,
Jacques M. Huyghe, Jan D. Janssen, and Anthony Huson.
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4.2 Introduction

The intervertebral disc (IVD) consists of collagen fibrils and fibres embedded in a pro-
teoglycan network. In the central part of the disc, the nucleus, the collagen fibrils are
randomly oriented, whilst in the annulus the fibres are organized in lamellae, enveloping
the nucleus. The fibre direction alternates from lamella to lamella, and makes angles of
about 65° or -65° with the axis of the spine. Bottom and top of the IVD are bordered by
the end plates, to which the inner lamellae of the annulus attach. The hydration of the
disc decreases with age: for the nucleus from 88 % at birth to 65 % at 77 years, for the
annulus from 78 % at birth to 70 % at 30 years '^ ' ' " (all percentages by weight).

For the mechanical functioning of the disc both the biochemical composition and the
structural organization are important. Biochemical composition depends on age, level
in the spine, region in the disc, pathology (e.g. herniation, scoliosis). A comprehensive
review on the biochemical composition, structure and mechanical functioning is given by
Ghosh."

For cartilage, research has been done on the permeability coefficient * as a function
of distance from the articular surface.'**''**'"® The permeability coefficient was found
to increase toward the articular surface. In some cases there was an increase of the
permeability coefficient from the deeper zones to the superficial layers and then a decrease
to the articular surface. Measurements of the permeability coefficient as a function of fixed
charge density (FCD) and collagen contents yielded an inverse relationship for both: for
FCD,'" and for FCD and collagen.'*»

Mansour and Mow'" measured the permeability coefficient in bovine cartilage as a
function of compressive strain and high pressures. They found that the permeability
coefficient decreased linearly with the strain, and non-linearly with the pressure.

To date, little has been published about the permeability coefficient of the IVD. Urban
and Maroudas*" determined a biphasic permeability coefficient of human radial annulus
samples, and axial nucleus samples, and gave the variation of A';,, with hydration for one
disc. They found that A'k, rose with hydration. Best et al.'* determined the biphasic
permeability coefficient A';,, from confined compression experiments of human L3-4, and
L4-5 discs. They found no differences in A't, for different regions and radial positions in
the disc. Drost et al.^' tested canine discs, also in confined compression experiments (L4-
5, L5-6, L6-7, L7-S1), and found no significant differences in the permeability coefficient
for different regions in the disc. They didn't test the radial dependence of A'w.

Using the triphasic chemo-mechanical theory of Lai et al.,'°* Gu and coworkers™
determined an expression for the permeability coefficient, which was used in the simu-
lation of a one-dimensional permeation experiment. Their permeability law sustains an
increase of the permeability coefficient with increasing hydration and decreasing FCD.
Snijders,™" in his triphasic model of cartilaginous tissues uses an exponential function for
the deformation dependency of A',,., defining an increasing A',ri with increasing hydration.

In the IVD there are two routes for fluid exchange: via the annulus and the end

"Generally, the symbol A' is used for the permeability coefficient, which has different definitions. In
this chapter the biphasic At, is determined. Whenever reference is made to the permeability coefficient
in this chapter, the A'n is meant. The permeability coefficient defined in the numerical formulation in
chapter 3 of this thesis has the symbol A, whereas the triphasic permeability coefficient is designated
with the symbol A',ri- For a more detailed explanation, see chapter 3.
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plates, as diffusion studies have shown, e.g.'"''**•'*'•*'* Fluid flow along these pathways
is governed by mechanical and osmotic pressure gradients in the disc and its permeability
coefficient. E.g., under axial compression, permeability influences the time course of am-
plitude of axial deformation and radial disc bulge. Experiments on motion segments that
were axially compressed^ performed in our laboratory showed a monotonically increasing
radial bulge up to a time of 4 h. The computer simulation using the numerical model of
Snijders et al.*** calculated an initial increase of bulge to a local maximum after about
1 h, followed by a decrease to an equilibrium value after 4 h. For the simulation the
same ATiri for both nucleus and annulus (constant over the entire disc) was used. The
A"(H was deformation dependent with an initial value of 9*10~'^ m"*/Ns. This value was
based on measurements of Urban and Maroudas"* who found A';,, to lie in the range
of (0.5-11.5)*10"'* m^/Ns. Other material parameters were also derived from literature
data. The discrepancy in measured and simulated results motivated further study of the
constitutive properties of the disc in vitro. In particular the magnitude of the hydraulic
permeability as a function of radial position in the disc was thought to play a role in the
explanation of the differences found between the simulation and the experiment of the
radial bulge.

A possible reason for the existence of an inhomogeneous permeability coefficient in
the annulus fibrosus might be that the outer annulus, which according to our information
had never been measured with intact edge, has a lower permeability than the more inner
regions. It was therefore the goal of the present study to investigate the radial variation
in the permeability coefficient in the annulus fibrosus.
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4.3 Methods

4.3.1 Sample preparation

The lower lumbar spines of 7 dogs (2 males, 5 females; races were shepherd, bouvier des
Flandres, and bobtail) were obtained postmortem. See also Drost et al.," who performed
similar studies. Body weights ranged 22-26 kg. Ages at death ranged from 1 to 4 years.
Within 1-3 h after death the spines were dissected. Spines were sawed off above the
lumbar region, and below L7-S1. The ventral sides of the discs were partially freed of
muscle tissue, and the longitudinal anterior ligament, leaving the surface of the discs
intact for measurements. After dissection, the spines were sealed in plastic bags, and
kept frozen at -65 °C.

Within two and a half weeks, the frozen spines were sawed, excising in radial di-
rection parts of the discs in more or less rectangular slabs, of dimensions of roughly

Dorsal

Lateral

Slab glued in perspex
holder: turned

15 mm

8 mm *- inner sample

outer sample

8 mm

Figure 4.1: Preparation of the samples. Slabs are sawed out of frozen discs, glued in cylindrical holders,
and finally turned on a lathe.

15(radial)*8(circumferential)*8(axial) mm^. The slabs were from discs L7-S1 to L4-5,
and from either of the ventral (V), ventrolateral (VL), or dorsal (D) regions (Figure 4.1).
The length axes of the slabs were approximately perpendicular to the outer surface of the
annulus.
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Within 9 days the slabs were glued into perspex cylindrical holders of inner diameter 10.5
mm, or 11.7 mm, with outer diameter 15.0 mm, and height of 25-30 mm, with a closed
bottom. In the exceptional case of very small slabs (n=3) they were glued in holders of
inner diameter 9.0 mm, outer diameter 10.0 mm and height 25-30 mm. The slabs were
glued with the outer surface of the annulus perpendicular to the axis of the holders, the
surface sticking out about 1 mm. Tissue-tek (OCT Compound 4583, Miles Diagnostics,
Elkhart, IN, USA) was used to glue the slabs. During gluing, the slabs were kept frozen,
using liquid nitrogen (-196 °C). Upon contact with the liquid nitrogen, the tissue-tek
solidified. • • •• • ,

In case the surfaces of the ventral slabs were polluted with blood, their surfaces were
scraped clean with a scalpel, taking care not to damage them. The same was done with
dorsal slabs of which roughly 50 % contained remnants of the spinal cord that had not
been broken off cleanly during sawing, or blood stains.

Within 3 days the glued slabs were turned on a lathe. Radial samples of approximately
1 mm height with a 3.9 mm diameter were turned keeping the chisel and slabs cooled with
liquid nitrogen. When possible 2 neighbouring samples per slab, with an interspace (lost
material from the thickness of the chisel) of 0.9 mm were produced. The outer samples
were either with intact outer annulus surfaces, or these were flattened on the lathe. Loss
of material for flattening the outside surface of outer samples amounted to approximately
0.5 mm. The inner samples were flattened on both sides on the lathe.

Thus, we get 4 categories of samples:
1. Outer samples with intact outer surface (osi) at 0.0 mm from the annulus edge (n =
15),
2. Outer samples with non-intact, flattened outer surfaces (osf) at approximately 0.5 mm
from the annulus edge (n = 9),
3. Inner samples neighbouring outer samples with an intact outer surface (isi) at approx-
imately 2.0 mm from the annulus edge (n = 10),
4. Inner samples neighbouring outer samples with a flattened outer surface (isf) at ap-
proximately 2.5 mm from the annulus edge (n = 3).

The samples were put in aluminum cups and stored to a maximum of 17 days before
being used in the experiment. During all the stages of preparation the samples had
been kept frozen, using liquid nitrogen as a coolant. In total 37 samples of the 74 were
successfully tested.

4.3.2 Confined swelling and compression setup

Three identical measurement setups were used in parallel. In Figure 4.2a the
setup is given schematically. A description of the measurement apparatus is also
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given in Snijders,*" and
Drost et al." The heart
of the experimental setup
for the confined swelling
and compression measure-
ments consisted of a cylin-
drical stainless steel cham-
ber of diameter 4.030 ±
0.004 mm. The bottom of
this chamber was formed
by a sintered glass filter
(pore sizes 16-40 /jm, per-
meability coefficient 10~"
m"/Ns). The top of the
chamber was closed off
by a piston, see Figure
4.2b.

Mechanical loading of the
samples was accomplished
by a cantilever arm on
which the loading piston
was mounted. Weights
were hung on this arm,
the compressive load of
which was transferred via
the piston. Chemical load-
ing was done by flowing a
bathing solution of NaCl

Figure 4.2: Schematic view of the measurement setup (a), with detail through the filter. The
of the measurement chamber (b). (a) setup; 1: measurement chamber, loading arm was connected
2: table, 3: piston, 4: loading arm, 5: rotation axis, 6: counter weight, 7: to a DC operated linear
linear displacement transducer, 8: weight, 9: vibrator, (b) measurement variable displacement trans-
chamber; a: sample, b: piston, c: cover platen, d: filter, e: O-ring, f: Jy^gj. (LVDT Schaevitz)
fluid inlet, g: fluid outlet, h: mechanical load. ' . ,. , , ' , ,

interfaced by a Labmas-
ter 12 bit AD converter

(Scientific Solutions Inc., Solon, Ohio, U.S.A.) to an IBM-AT. A vibrator was attached
to the setup to overcome sticking of the sample and piston to the chamber wall. 0.5 s
after each sample point, the setup was vibrated at 50 Hz during 2 s. The data acquisition
sampling frequency was 0.125 Hz.
4.3.3 Experimental protocol

To allow for free movement of the piston the measurement chamber was placed on a film
of silicon oil, and the circumference of the piston greased with vaseline. Using a scalpel,
the frozen sample was freed of irregularities that resulted from the turning. The sample
was then placed in the chamber, and the piston placed on top. The sample was allowed
to thaw while the salt solution was circulated through the filter. During the thawing the
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sample automatically expanded against the wall, filter and piston. Data acquisition was
started. The temperature was kept at 21 ± 1 °C.

The load scheme consisted of 3 stages: the conditioning, compression, and control
stages. For all stages the bathing solution had the same strength: a solution of 0.16
± 0.01 M NaCl, buffered with 5mM Tris at pH 7.9 was used. A salt strength around
the physiological had been chosen, because it is closest to the in vivo situation. The
pH was kept higher than 6, because in this range the fixed charge density in cartilage is
independent of the pH. '^ We assume that this is also valid for inter vertebral disc annulus.
Unlike the experiments described by Drost et al.,^' only the mechanical load was varied
from one stage to another. This suffices for determination of the permeability coefficient.
During the conditioning stage the sample was equilibrated against a mechanical load of
0.0772, or 0.0778 MPa (depending on the setup). In most cases the sample swelled during
the conditioning stage, but in 6 out of the 37 cases (which were all outer samples) the
sample decreased in height. The compression stage (used for the determination of the
permeability coefficient) consisted of an increase of the mechanical load to 0.194 MPa,
resulting in a decrease of sample height. Finally, in the control stage the sample was
again loaded with 0.0772 or 0.0778 MPa, equaling the loading conditions to those in the
conditioning stage. The changes of weights for the 2nd and 3rd stages were done using a
computer controlled step motor.

The total testing time was chosen as short as possible in view of possible tissue changes
and loss of material (proteoglycans in the filter^') during the experiment. However, in
order to reach equilibrium (i.e., a horizontal tangent in the time-(sample height) curve)
in the conditioning stage, which is imperative for the determination of the permeability
coefficients, the testing time of the conditioning stage had to be sufficiently long. It ap-
peared that per stage the equilibration times were approximately the same. Equilibration
times were influenced by the thickness of the sample. The thicker the sample, the longer
the equilibration time. Also, outer samples with intact outer surfaces required longer
equilibration times than non-intact outer samples or inner samples. The total testing
time was either 30 h or 15 h. For samples with intact outer surface (osi) and their neigh-
bours (isi), a 30 h experimentation time was used. To maintain the same experimental
conditions for their neighbours (isi), and because these samples were in general thicker
than the isf samples, these were also tested for 30 h.

For non-intact outer samples (osf) and their neighbours (isf), the experiment lasted
15 h. For the 15 h experiments the duration per stage was 5 h, except in three cases,
where the conditioning stages lasted 4.5 h and the compression stages 5.5 h. For the 30
h experiments the duration per stage was 10 h.

4.3.4 Data analysis

The compression phases of the experiments were used to determine the biphasic perme-
ability coefficients. The compression phase was fitted with a generalized, cross-validatory,
cubic B-spline"^ to remove noise. The exact moment of the beginning of the compression
phase was estimated visually from the raw data files. The end point of the compression
phase was taken at 5 h after the start of this phase. This means that for the 15 h exper-
iments with 5 h phases, the complete measured compression phase was used. For the 15
h experiments with 5.5 h compression measurement time, and for the 30 h experiments
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with 10 h compression measurement time thus not all the measurement data was used.
This was motivated by the fact that after 15 h of experiment time height loss presumably
due to loss of proteoglycans seemed to play a far more important role, than between 0
and 15 h, as could be seen from the time-(sample height) curves. In a number of the 30
h experiments (n = 9) an increase in the rate of height loss was noticed 15 h after the
start of the experiment.

For an experiment to be used for permeability determination a number of selection
criteria had to be met. Visual inspection of the sample had to be satisfactory, i.e. there
had to be no bone fragments present, or nucleus material. Bone or nucleus material,
especially the latter, were sometimes not visible when the sample was in a frozen state,
before being used in an experiment. So, in some cases, results were discarded upon
visual inspection after the experiment. Sometimes experimental problems (e.g. air in the
fluid circuit, displacement outside the range of the AD converter) rendered the results
unacceptable.

Furthermore, it was demanded that the conditioning phase was sufficiently equili-
brated, so that the results of the different experiments were comparable. All compression
phases had to start from the same equilibrated state (0.16 M, 0.0772 or 0.0778 MPa).
We discarded the experiment when the absolute value of the sample's average velocity
of height change during the last hour of the conditioning phase was too high, because
then the conditioning phase was not sufficiently equilibrated. This velocity was defined in
terms of a % of the average height of the last hour of the conditioning phase per hour. An
upper limit of 0.89 %/h was chosen based on what was deemed a reasonable measure from
visual inspection of the time-displacement plots. The mean ± standard deviation of the
velocity was: 0.22 ± 0.32 %/h. The mean velocity was determined by linear regression
through the last hour of the phase.

In roughly 50 % of the experiments that complied with the above-mentioned criteria,
the compression phase was not at equilibrium after 5 h. However, it was not a demand that
the compression phase was equilibrated, because the displacement-time curve calculated
with biphasic theory can also be fitted on a non-equilibrated curve. We thus fitted both
equilibrated and unequilibrated compression phases, and used the equilibrium height of
the biphasic fit as an estimate for the real equilibrium height after compression.

Finally, the relative least squares error in the determination of the compression time
constant r (see below) was required to be less than 5 percent. This relative error was
defined as the average sum of squares between the fit and the raw data divided by r.

Errors due to sample impurities, experimental problems, and the non-equilibration
criterion resulted together in the exclusion of 36 experiments. The demand of the maxi-
mum 5 % error in the least squares fit for T resulted in the exclusion of one experiment.
This left 37 experiments eligible for permeability determination.

The sample height loss for any sampling point of the compression phase was normalized
with respect to the total height loss of that phase:

^ " > . (4.1)
—An

with:

f («) = the normalized sample height for sample point i,
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/»(»') = the sample height for sample point i,
•iê m = the last plateau point before the compression phase,
tend = the last point of the compression phase,
A/i = -(h(ttej{n) - h(iend)) = the total height loss for the compression phase.

f

The normalized compression phase was fitted with a non-linear least square method to
the analytical solution of linear biphasic compression:"'

- /» (< = 0)

o
(4-2)

with:

[/ = normalized sample height,
/i = sample height,
A/i / , i = — (/i(< = oo) — /*(< = 0) ) ,

T = normalized time,
< = time since the beginning of the compression phase,
r = compression time constant.

The time constant T is dependent on the sample height /i,. For /i, the height of the
sample at the end of the conditioning phase (i.e. the beginning of the compression phase)
was chosen because this was the best equilibrated phase: /i, = h(tfa.g,'n). In working out
the equations of the biphasic theory, defining a linear elastic solid, it is found that:

r = ^ ^ f ^ (4-3)

with:

f/,4 = the compressive aggregate modulus,
A';,, = the biphasic permeability coefficient.

The compressive aggregate modulus is defined as the quotient of total Cauchy stress
(<T) from the external load (= weight/surface) and Cauchy's infinitesimal strain («). The
infinitesimal strain is taken as the quotient of the height difference of the compression
phase fit A/iy,( and the sample height after conditioning /ij.

(4.4)

From equations (4.3) and (4.4) the aggregate modulus Z/,4, and the permeability coefficient
A'(,, can be determined.
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Note that the height difference of the fitted compression phase A/i/,i does not have
to equal the height difference A/i of equation (4.1). In a number of cases (especially the
30 h experiments) the compression phase had not reached equilibrium after 5 h. In these
cases there is a difference between A/i/,f and A/i.

We used the non-parametric Mann-Whitney U, and the Wilcoxon matched pairs signed
ranks statistics to test for differences between groups. Where there is no reference, the
Mann-Whitney U test has been used.
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4.4 Results

For two of the experiments Figure 4.3 shows the curves of the sample height versus
time. The fit of the compression stage is given by the smooth solid line. The sample's

b.

1
•3.

0 5 10 15 0 5 10 15 20
Time (h) Time (h)

Figure 4.3: Sample height versus time for an osf (15 h) experiment (sample from outer regions of
annulus with a flattened outer surface) (a), and an isi (30 h) experiment (sample from inner regions of
annulus, neighbouring an outer sample with intact outer surface; b). The fit for the compression phase is
given by the solid unragged line.

decrease in height during the control phase of the 30 h experiment (Figure 4.3b) is char-
acteristic of those experiments. A perfect equilibrium (horizontal tangent) during the
compression phase of the 30 h experiments was only reached in two cases.

For each of the 4 groups (osi, isi, osf,
isf) we calculated the average perme-
ability coefficients and standard de-
viations. We did this also for osi+osf
(outer samples) and isi+isf (inner
samples). In Figure 4.4 the results
are given for the first 4 groups. For
the outer (0.0-0.5 mm from annulus
edge) and inner samples (2.0-2.5 mm
from annulus edge) we found for A't,-:
outer: A'w = (1.02 ± 0.57)*10"'«

"E

m"/Ns,
= (2.81 ±0 0.5 2.0 2.5 inner:

Distance in mm from annulus edge m*/Ns
Fieure 4.4: Average biphasic permeability coefficients ± , ,-,. . , , . . r . u
„ J*. , . , .. . n n , , . , In Figure 4.4 a clear rising of the
SD (error-bars) for the groups osi at 0.0 mm, osf at 0.5 ° "
mm. isi at 2.0 mm, isf at 2.5 mm from the outer edge of the permeability coefficients toward the

annulus (distances are average distances). inner regions of the annulus can be

seen. The results have been dis-
played in such a way that the average

distance from the annulus edge is scaled onto the horizontal axis of the plot, beginning
with zero distance at osi. For all matching pairs of inner/outer samples of which both
the permeability coefficients had been measured successfully (3 isf, 3 osf, 8 isi, and 8 osi),
the permeability coefficient of the inner sample was always higher.
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OSl

osf
isi

osi+osf

OSl osf
0.0027

1S1

< 0.0001
0.0011

isf
0.0013
0.0046
0.3462"

isi+isf

< 0.0001
Table 4.1: One tailed P values (Mann-Whitney U test) for
differences in permeability coefficients. The hypothesis is tested
that the permeability coefficients of the vertical groups are smaller
than those of the horizontal groups. The only non significant P
value on a 5 % level is indicated with a "*".

Differences in permeability co-
efficients were significant for
all but 2 groups (isi and isf).
In table 4.1 the 1-tailed proba-
bilities are summarized, where
the hypothesis had been tested
that the radial permeability
coefficient decreases in the outer
direction.

group
osi, D

osi, V+VL
isi+isf, D

isi+isf, V+VL

osi, L7-S1
osi, L5-6

Regions
A« ("10

0.91
0.73
3.19
2.46

Levels
0.86
0.73

- l b

-H
 -H

 -H
 -H

+1 +1

m"/Ns)
0.35
0.63
1.10
0.93

0.26
0.96

n
6
9
4
6

6
4

Table 4.2: Average biphasic permeability coeffi-
cients ± SD of groups per region (D = dorsal, V =
ventral, VL = ventrolateral), and for levels L7-S1,
L5-6 for osi samples.

are summarized.

We also compared permeability coefficients
of dorsal versus ventral + ventrolateral re-
gions for the osi samples and the inner
(isi+isf) samples. Neither for the osi, nor
for the inner samples was there a signifi-
cant difference in permeability coefficients
(P = 0.22 for osi samples, P = 0.48 for
isi+isf samples; 2-tailed), although there
was a trend for the dorsal samples to have a
higher permeability coefficient. For the osi
samples we compared the L7-S1 permeabil-
ity coefficients with the L5-6 permeability
coefficients (all regions), and did not find
a significant difference (P = 0.26; 2-tailed).
In table 4.2 the results of region and level

An interesting relationship between the strain of the conditioning phase, tcond, and the
permeability coefficient was found. The strain of the conditioning phase was defined as the
height difference between the conditioning plateau, and the maximum or minimum height
during the beginning of the conditioning phase, divided by the height of the conditioning
plateau. In the case of a maximum height, there was height loss during this phase, and
a negative conditioning strain. In some cases there was only an estimate available of the
maximum or minimum height, because data acquisition had begun after the sample had
expanded in the measurement chamber, and begun to swell or be compressed. Therefore,
the absolute values of the strains are in some cases underestimations. The conditioning
strains of outer (0.038 ± 0.093) versus inner (0.182 ± 0.055) samples were significantly



smaller (P < 0.00005). The perme-
ability coefficient was found to rise
with the conditioning phase strain as
can be seen in Figure 4.5. Quadratic
least squares regression gave an /i^
of 0.61.
To test the relative importance of
variation of A' with distance rf of the
mid-sample to the annulus edge and
conditioning phase strain tcona", we
performed a bilinear regression test
on the variation of A with d and ê ond

_ ..? . 0' . °-2 <" as independent variables. We found
Conditioning phase strain

Figure 4.5: The biphasic permeability coefficient as a ^ a t A' increased significantly with

• " /

• . ; /

> ^ •
»̂  • . •

•

-0.2 -0.1

and The bilinear equa-function of the strain of the conditioning phase, fconci- »
osi, +: osf, • : isi, x: isf. Absolute values of strains are tion was A' = (0.538 * <f + 0.545 *
in some cases underestimated. The quadratic least squares ^ •_ 0 247)*10~'® mVNs where
regression line is also given: A'&, = (0.84 -I- 5.43*(c<md + ,i •• . j j •

19 92V ,)* 10-" m*/N. («* = 0.61). *** distance was rf was measured in
'""" mm. The P values were: P = 0.0022

for d and P = 0.0030 for e,,<mrf-
The average values of the compression phase strain e and aggregate modulus //>i (at 0.2
MPa) for all the experiments were: e = 0.139 ± 0.038, //^ = 1.47 ± 0.41 MPa (n = 37),
for the outer samples: e = 0.127 ± 0.023, //^ = 1.56 ± 0.34 MPa (n - 24), and for the
inner samples: « = 0.162 ± 0.048, //.4 = 1.31 ± 0.47 MPa (n = 13). The values of //^ of
outer versus inner samples were significantly different at a 5 % level (2-tailed exact P =
0.0148). This means that the outer samples were stiffer than the inner samples.

To assess if the PG loss resulted in a significant influence on the calculated results of A'w
and //^, we corrected for the PG loss, ** and again determined the A't; and //>» values.
The correction was done by assuming that before 5 h of testing no PG loss occurred (4.5
h for three experiments with a 4.5 h conditioning phase), and after that a linear decrease
in sample height was assumed. The linear loss was defined by the line connecting the
sample height at 5 h (4.5 h), and at the end of the experiment (15 h, or 30 h). The 5
h point was taken because it marks the end of the conditioning phase for all but three
15 h experiments, and it is close to the 5.56 h found by Best et al. within which time
no PG loss was found to occur. For the 30 h experiments the conditioning phase was
almost in equilibrium after 5 h, so the height at 5 h was also a close approximation of
the equilibrium height for those experiments.

**PG loss was not directly measured, but inferred from height loss in the time-(sample height) curve.
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An example of a PG correction is
given in Figure 4.6. The top curve
is corrected for PG loss, the bot-
tom curve the original one. The
dashed line, which is just visible in
the compression phase under the top
curve, is the fit of the PG corrected
curve. For this correction the Aw.orr
was 0.204*10-'" mVNs, with an un-
corrected A'w of 0.195*10"^ m"/Ns.
The aggregate moduli were: ///t.orr
= 1.83 MPa, and //^ = 1-67 MPa.
After correction, the calculated val-

Figure 4.6: Example of linear correction for PG loss. "«> of A',,, and #„ were found to
From 5 h on, the linear assumed loss is added to the sample lie close to the uncorrected results,
height. This results in the upper curve. The lower curve The average values were (the sub-
gives the original data. The dashed line (visible in the ^ i p t "corr" indicates corrected re-
compression phase under the top curve) is the Diphasic fit. . ,

outer samples (n = 24): A'w = (1.02
± 0.57)*10-'« m"/Ns, A ' ^ r r = (1.04 ± 0.53)*10-'" m"/Ns (P = 0.0008); //„ = 1.56 ±
0.34 MPa, //„,„„. = 1.67 ± 0.36 MPa (P = 0.23),
inner samples: (n = 13) A'w = (2.81 ± 0.98)*10"*« m"/Ns, A'w.corr = (3.19 ± 1.13)*10""
mVNs (P = 0.0015); //^ = 1.31 ± 0.47 MPa, #,,,«,„ = 1.42 ± 0.50 MPa (P = 0.38).

The changes in the calculated values of A'w and //^ for uncorrected and PG loss
corrected data analysis were significant for the A'w, and insignificant for //>( (Wilcoxon
statistic; P indicates the probability that the samples of the 2 groups come from the
same population). The differences for A'w were significant in a Wilcoxon test, which is a
matched pairs test. This means that after correction for PG loss the A'w value is expected
to be higher. However, the differences above indicate that the increase in A'w, especially
for outer samples, is small. We further notice that the difference in Aw of outer versus
inner samples is enhanced after PG correction.
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4.5 Discussion

4.5.1 Permeability as a function of radial position in the disc,
and conditioning phase strain

From the results in Figure 4.4 it is clear that, derived on the basis of linear biphasic
theory, the radial permeability coefficient of annulus fibrosus decreases towards the edge.

Conditioning strain has been found to correlate with the permeability coefficient. The
smaller the strain, the smaller the permeability coefficient (Figure 4.5). The conditioning
strain for outer samples was significantly smaller (in a number of cases negative, implying
a shrinkage of the specimen in the conditioning phase) than that of the inner samples.
This means that the outer samples, physiologically subjected to low compressive loads,'•*
tend to shrink or swell a little in the conditioning phase, whereas the inner samples, phys-
iologically subjected to higher compressive loads, tend to swell more in the conditioning
phase. Because the inner samples swell more during conditioning than outer samples,
inner samples are expected to have a higher permeability coefficient after conditioning.
It is thus the difference in conditioning swelling behaviour, that can at least in part ex-
plain the differences found in the biphasic permeability coefficients of outer versus inner
samples. The results from the bilinear regression test verify this, but do at the same time
demonstrate that the increase of A' with d can not be entirely explained by the increase
of A' With £conrf-

The edge of the annulus is covered by a small layer of semi translucent material of
thickness about 0.5 mm. It can be discerned from the adjacent part, which is opaque
and milky white. Because the osf samples had been flattened on the turning lathe, part
or all of the outer semi translucent layer had been removed, leaving less of this material
compared to the osi samples. Also, the osf samples were uniform in thickness in contrast
to the osi samples. The inner samples contained only opaque material. It is the authors'
opinion, that the outer semi translucent layer is in part responsible for the decrease in
the radial permeability coefficient of annulus samples toward the edge.

Urban and Maroudas^ found the permeability coefficient of human discs to increase
with increasing hydration. This is in accordance with our finding of increasing A't, when
going from outward to inward regions in the annulus, because hydration increases in that
direction in the annulus.^'^

Drost et al.^' did not test radial dependency of the permeability coefficient, but com-
pared radial (with the specimen's surface parallel to the axis of the spine) with axial
specimens (surface perpendicular to the axis of the spine). They used the same experi-
mental techniques and data processing as we did. They found A't, to be (1.8 ± 0.5)*10~""
m^/Ns for radial specimens, and (3.2 ± 1.5)*10~'̂  m^/Ns for axial specimens. Their ra-
dial value corresponds well with our (radial) value: (1.6 ± l.l)*10~'® rn'/Ns.

Best et al.' ' found values for the radial permeability coefficient A't,- (human L3-4,
L4-5 discs) corresponding in order of magnitude to our canine values (we give the overall
average): (2.5 ± l.l)*10~'^ m^/Ns. They found no dependence on position whatsoever
(radial position, level of the disc, or region in the disc). They also used a confined
compression setup and biphasic theory. However, they did not apply the same mechanical
load for each experiment, but selected stresses "based on preliminary tests, to induce
physiological levels of strain (6 - 10 %) in the tissue, and to ensure that in vitro strains
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did not exceed the assumptions of the linear model used to describe the mechanical
behaviour of the annulus fibrosus". Their compressive stresses were in the range of 0.02
to 0.11 MPa. We used the same compressive stress of 0.194 MPa for each experiment.
The chemical loads were comparable: 0.15 M for Best et al. and 0.16 ± 0.01 M for our
experiments.

To explain the difference in our average overall value of the permeability coefficient
and that of Best et al., it is probable that the difference in applied mechanical loads is
responsible. We used a higher load than Best et al., which results in a lower biphasic
permeability coefficient. As to the fact that Best et al. did not find significant differences
of A'&, between outer and inner samples, and we did, there are a number of possibilities.
The use of different protocols (constant strain versus constant stress), is one probable
cause. It is also likely that Best et al. did not perform experiments with a certain
amount of semi translucent material, which in our opinion can be responsible for the
lowering of A'&; of outer samples. Finally, we performed experiments on canine discs, and
they used human material.

Best et al. used shorter total experimentation times (less than 4.17 h), because they
could operate their loading mechanism in displacement control mode. In this fixed dis-
placement mode it appeared that samples were equilibrated faster (less than 1.39 h).
Although we used longer times (15 h) for permeability coefficient determination, we do
not believe that this influenced the differences found in permeability coefficients of outer
and inner samples. We found that the effects of PG loss on the calculated coefficients is
small (see the section on leaching of PG).

We found no evidence for a dependence of the permeability coefficient on level in the
spine (L7-S1 versus L5-6), or region in the spine (dorsal versus ventral + ventrolateral).
It was not the aim of this paper to test differences of material properties of IVD annulus
along the complete spine. Our finding of a non-dependence of A'(,< on the levels L7-S1
versus L5-6 does therefore not mean that there can not be a dependence when different
levels are chosen.

4.5.2 Approximation of the permeability coefficient
Determination of the permeability coefficient was done using linear biphasic theory, with
the equations given by Terzaghi.^" It implies assumptions of linearity of the stress-strain
relationship of the solid, the absence of a swelling pressure, and A'w is assumed to be
constant. Recently developed chemo-mechanical triphasic theories,"*"•*"" and numerical
implementations of t h o s e " ' ^ deal with the mechanics of swelling materials in a physi-
cally more realistic fashion, incorporating swelling pressure, deformation dependency of
permeability and diffusion. Usage of triphasic models to compute permeability coefficients
by fitting experimental data is hampered though by insufficient knowledge of a number
of triphasic parameters and constitutive behaviour of cartilaginous materials, such as the
stress-strain relationship for the solid, activity coefficients for water and ions, the osmotic
coefficient, and the deformation and concentration dependency of permeability and dif-
fusion. ^ Therefore we judged that it is beyond the scope of this study to fit triphasic
simulations of compression experiments to their experimental counterparts.

^The stress-strain relationship for the solid, and the deformation dependency of the permeability are
also unknowns in biphasic theory.
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4.5.3 The aggregate modulus

The aggregate modulus //,t was found to differ significantly between outer and inner
samples. The outer samples were stiffer. This is difficult to interpret physically because
in biphasic theory solid stiffness and osmotic stiffness are lumped into one parameter.
This means that the difference in total stiffness could be a result of differences in either of
these stiffness parameters. Also, W^ is deformation dependent, but was assumed constant.
To compare //^ with results from other researchers, the chemical equilibrium conditions
(the external salt concentration), as well as the mechanical loading conditions need to be
the same. This is neither the case for Best et al.,'^ nor for Drost et al.^'

We applied a mechanical load of 0.194 MPa, and a chemical load of (0.16 ± 0.01)
M NaCl, and found for the overall //,,: ///t = (1.47 ± 0.41) MPa. Best et al. applied
mechanical loads ranging from 0.02 to 0.11 MPa, and a chemical load of 0.15 M NaCl,
and found: //^ = (0.38 ± 0.16) MPa. Drost et al. used 0.194 MPa, and 0.2 M and found
for the overall //,» of the compression stage for radial samples: //,» = (0.66 ± 0.30) MPa.
For axial samples they found (1.01 ± 0.31) MPa.

We found a significant difference in #4 between outer and inner samples: outer sam-
ples: //„ = (1.56 ± 0.34) MPa, inner samples: //„ = (1.31 ± 0.47) MPa. The strains
for outer and inner samples were: outer samples: (12.7 ± 2.3) %, inner samples: (16.2 ±
4.8) %. Best et al. did not find significant differences between outer and inner samples,
but did find a trend for middle and outer samples to be stiffer than innermost samples.
They also did find a significant negative correlation between //,t and the water content.
As water content decreases from inner to outer annulus, this corresponds with the finding
of a stiffer outer annulus.

Thus, although the methodology of Best et al. did not lead to the conclusion of
differences in permeability coefficient of inner versus outer annulus, they did find a trend
for the outer annulus to be stiffer. We found both for the permeability coefficient and the
aggregate modulus a significant difference between outer and inner annulus samples: from
inner to outer annulus the permeability decreases, and the aggregate modulus increases.

4.5.4 In vitro versus in vivo state

The values for the mechanical and chemical loads on the samples were chosen within
the range of physiological loads for humans. The salt concentration (0.16 ± 0.01 M) is
physiological. The mechanical loads of 0.0772, 0.0778, and 0.194 MPa compare with in
vivo values found in the literature.^''" For the supine position the average load on a
human L3-4 disc is about 0.11 MPa. Keller et al.®* found for the disc pressure in the
central part of the nucleus in the normal immature porcine disc 0.0357 ± 0.0060 MPa
(Ll-2 disc, prone position, general anaesthesia).

Lacking data on the physiological range of disc pressures, and salt concentrations in the
canine, we have taken recourse to human data presented above, and to one measurement in
the porcine disc. In a study of Zimmerman et a l . ^ the canine disc showed a similar axial
stiffness (after normalizing for size differences), but significantly higher torsional modulus
compared to human values. Differences of more than a factor 3 between the intradiscal
pressures of humans and canines are unlikely, because of the comparable anatomy and
axial stiffnesses of the discs and a difference in size of a factor 2 to 3.
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Deep freezing and storage of samples of cartilaginous tissues may cause changes in
the material properties of these tissues. A number of researchers have investigated the
influence of deep freezing and storage on the mechanical properties of cartilaginous tis-
sues. Rabbit annulus fibrosus samples were investigated by Hickey and Hukins." They
found no significant changes in the distribution of collagen fibrils in the sample (by X-
ray measurement) for three methods of conservation: (1) fixation in formol saline, (2)
freezing, (3) freezing in liquid nitrogen. Fixation, however, caused the collagen molecules
to be more closely packed. Panjabi et al.'™ investigated the response of human thoracic
motion segments to compressive, torsional, and bending loads as a function of storage
time. The specimens were stored in a deep freezer. The freezing procedure consisted of
sealing the spinal segments in double plastic bags and storing at -18°C. The specimens
were thawed at room temperature (22°C) at the time of testing. They concluded that the
biomechanical properties of the spinal specimens were not significantly altered by either
short- or long-term storage (up to 7 months) in air-tight containers at -18°C. Kwan et
al.'°* tested the effect of storage (not deep frozen) on the biomechanical behaviour of
articular cartilage for large strains. They stored medial plateaus of the right knee of
mongrel canines in closed containers at 4°C filled with a culture media. The plateaus
were stored for either 3, 7, 28, or 60 days. They used confined compression tests to
compare the mechanical behaviour. Their conclusion was that stored articular cartilage
maintains a similar ability as normal fresh tissues in response to large applied stresses,
and that the effects on storage time on the compressive modulus are insignificant. In
our own laboratories (results not published) the viscosity of nucleus pulposus material
was tested on a rheometer. The conclusion of these experiments was that deep freezing
slightly alters the viscosity of the specimens.

The storage temperature for the experiments in this study was -65°C, and average time
of storage 38.6 ± 15.7 days. On the basis of the facts presented above, we do not believe
that there were gross changes in the mechanical properties of the annulus specimens we
tested, and that the sample's state directly after thawing approximately represented the
in vivo state.

The temperature at which we conducted the experiments (22 ± 1 °C) was well be-
low the physiological temperature (37 °C). This was done for practical purposes (lab
temperature), and had the additional advantage that autolysis is reduced compared to
the situation, where testing is done at physiological temperature. The influence of this
temperature difference was not investigated.

4.5.5 Leaching of proteoglycans

Leaching of proteoglycans during testing influences the mechanical behaviour of the tis-
sue. Periods of equilibration substantially longer than 18 h lead to losses of GAG (gly-
cosaminoglycans) for cartilage.'^ Best et al."' found no changes in equilibrium isometric
swelling pressure or aggregate modulus only within the first 5.56 h of testing (annulus of
IVD). During our experiments the samples suffered material loss, especially for the 30 h
experiments. Most of the 30 h experiment samples (84 %) showed a significant progressive
decrease in height during the control stage, an example of which can be seen in the right
graph of Figure 4.3. The height loss of outer versus that of inner samples at the end of the
experiment (15 h or 30 h) was somewhat higher for inner samples ((5.7 ± 2.1) % versus
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(3.8 ±3 .1) %), but this difference was a lot smaller after 15 h (a time which was not
exceeded for the determination of coefficients) for the 30 h experiments. The influence of
correction for height loss turned out to be small for the permeability coefficient values,
and the differences for A' between inner and outer samples were even enhanced. We can
thus conclude that leaching of PG does not alter the result of this study that the A" of
outer samples is significantly lower than that of inner samples.

4.5.6 Conclusions
The biphasic permeability coefficient decreases with decreasing distance to the annulus
edge. Whether this finding explains the discrepancy between the model simulation and
experiment with respect to bulging of the edge of the annulus, should be investigated
further. Similar experimental studies on the permeability coefficient of the end plate
could shed more light on the boundary conditions along this outflow surface.
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5.1 Summary

Study design. The chemomechanical material properties for swelling and compression
of slices of annulus cut from canine intervertebral discs were determined, as well as the
permeability coefficient and aggregate modulus, as a function of radial position in the
disc. A triphasic one-dimensional computer model was assessed.
Objectives. The purpose was to determine material properties in radial direction as a
function of radial position, distinguishing between elastic, osmotic, and viscous forces,
and to test a computer implementation of the triphasic mixture model for intervertebral
disc.
Summary of background data. The deformation of intervertebral disc tissue in re-
sponse to external load is associated with (1) elastic forces, (2) osmotic forces, and (3)
viscous forces. Mixture models have been designed to separate the influences of the
constituents to the chemo-mechanical behaviour of swelling porous materials, such as
cartilage and intervertebral disc.
Methods. Confined swelling and compression (CSC) experiments were designed to mea-
sure the time course of uni-axial deformation of samples of diameter 4 mm, and height 1
mm. The rotation symmetry axis of the samples was taken in the radial direction of the
disc. Chemo-mechanical material properties such as osmotic coefficients, activity coeffi-
cients, fraction of intrafibrillar water and an effective stress-strain law were determined
from the time-displacement data, and using semi-empirical laws and literature data. The
equilibrium results were interpreted in terms of Donnan osmotic theory, the division of
the fluid compartment into an extra- and intrafibrillar compartment, and porous media
concepts. The time-displacement data including transients were fitted with computer
simulations of a one-dimensional implementation of the triphasic model, based on one
fluid compartment. Fixed charge density and hydroxyproline measurements were per-
formed as necessary input for the model equations. Linear biphasic theory was used to
determine biphasic radial permeability coefficients and aggregate moduli. Approxima-
tions of in vivo triphasic permeability coefficients were determined from the computer fits
of the CSC experiments.

Results. The fixed charge density, bi- and triphasic permeability coefficients and aggre-
gate modulus increased with distance from the outer annulus, hydroxyproline decreased.
f/4̂  e^ui/iftrium £-yZuirf compar/me»< j-esu//s. The material appeared to be under com-
pression in radial direction in the in vivo situation, as well as in most cases of the ex-
perimental equilibrium states. A linear fit between the (2nd Piola-Kirchhoff) effective
stress and (Green-Lagrange) strain yielded for the effective stiffness: //e = 1.09 ± 0.66
MPa (n = 20). The average fraction of intrafibrillar water was 1.16 g/g collagen. The
results were sensitive for changes in the activity and osmotic coefficients, and the fraction
of intrafibrillar water.
fB) computer /i< wt</i one /fui</ compaWment. Triphasic computer fits based on a single
compartment (no distinction between intra- and extrafibrillar fluid) yielded parameter
values close to the two-fluid-compartments equilibrium results. The equilibria and com-
pression transient could easily be fitted using the two-fluid-compartments parameter val-
ues as starting input. The swelling transient, however, could not be fitted concurrently
with the compression transient.
Conclusions. This study demonstrates how confined swelling and compression experi-
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ments can be combined with a number of physico-chemical measurements to separate the
elastic, osmotic, and viscous contributions of annulus fibrosus to the overall behaviour
of the intervertebral disc. The triphasic (one-fluid-compartment) model can be used
to simulate the CSC experiment with parameter values that are close to the two-fluid-
compartments equilibrium analysis results. Biphasic and triphasic vivo permeability co-
efficients were shown to be greater for inner annulus compared to outer annulus. [Key
words: annulus fibrosus, intervertebral disc, triphasic, mechanics, permeability, aggregate
modulus, biphasic, canine]

An abridged version of this chapter was submitted to Spine with co-authors: Jacques
M. Huyghe, Maarten R. Drost, Jan D. Janssen, and Anthony Huson.
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5.2 Introduction

Because of the role the intervertebral disc (IVD) annulus fibrosus (AF) may play in
the etiology of low back pain, e.g. in disc herniations,^'"'™'*'''^ it is important to
understand its mechanical functioning. The annulus contains about 70 % of water (by
wet weight), 10-20 % proteoglycans (PG) by dry weight, and 67 % of collagen by dry
weight.** The AF is organized into circumferential fibrous lamellae that connect to the
nucleus, end plates, vertebral bodies, and ligaments. There is a steady increase in the
proportion of collagen and a decrease of PG content from the inner to outer annulus,^'"' "*
although for collagen content this has not always been confirmed.'^

AF has a strong swelling propensity because of the presence of the hydrophilic PG.
The fixed negative charges on these PG are the main cause of tissue swelling. This swelling
behaviour can be explained in terms of Donnan osmotic pressure, 134,219,222,224,225 charge
to charge repulsion forces (chemical expansion),"•" or both.'"® The swelling tendency
increases with the concentration of the fixed negative charges, which is called the fixed
charge density (FCD).

Urban and McMullin,"*'^ Maroudas and Bannon,'^ and Maroudas and colleagues
93,135,232 have shown that the concentration of fixed charges inside the tissue should be
based on the amounts of extrafibrillar water. In cartilaginous tissues part of the water
is trapped inside the collagen fibrils. This fraction of the total tissue water is called the
intrafibrillar water. The PG, because of their large size, are excluded from this intrafibril-
lar space. Maroudas et al.'"** performed experiments to determine the dependence of the
fraction of intrafibrillar water on the pressure. They loaded proteoglycan-free bovine ar-
ticular cartilage with either a mechanical (unconfined compression) or an osmotic pressure
(sample in dialysis sac, immersed in 0.15 M NaCl -I- P(oly)E(thylene)G(lycol) solution),
and found that for both types of loading the pressure-total water relationship is the
same. Thus the amount of extra- + intrafibrillar water for PG depleted bovine cartilage
is the same function for mechanical and osmotic pressures. To determine the amount
of intrafibrillar water as a function of pressure they used an X-ray scattering technique.
The diffraction patterns of the X-rays yield information on the lateral packing of collagen
molecules. From the interaxial spacing of the collagen molecules, the mass of intrafibrillar
water per g of collagen, <&,, can be calculated.

Maroudas and colleagues also tested the dependence of the intrafibrillar water content
of native cartilage as a function of PEG osmotic pressure. They found that the PEG
osmotic pressure-^ profile was the same for native and depleted cartilage. Thus, the
intercollagen spacing is the same whether the osmotic pressure on the fibres comes directly
from PEG (PG depleted cartilage), or from the PG from the extrafibrillar space, which,
in their turn were compressed by the PEG across a dialysis membrane (native cartilage).
From this they concluded that the intercollagen spacing and thus the intrafibrillar water
content in cartilage is regulated primarily by the magnitude of the osmotic pressure
gradient between the extra- and intrafibrillar compartments.^' '35,231

For IVD no studies have been performed to determine <£,-, under well defined loading
conditions. Urban and McMullin"'' determined a value of 1.33 for <£c, by comparing
osmotic pressures of extracted PG with swelling pressures of disc slices, assuming that
(£ci was constant. However, having fitted their data with a straight line to obtain the
value for (/>„-, they found that a quadratic relationship gave a better fit. Furthermore,
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they had not matched the extracted PG and disc PG for GAG composition.
Because of the PG exclusion from intrafibrillar water, the effective concentration of

PG, the effective FCD, is higher than the value based on total tissue water. The osmotic
pressure, estimated from extrafibrillar or effective FCD is higher than that based on total
tissue water, and corresponds well with osmotic pressures determined from isolated PG
solutions, both for cartilage,'*' and IVD."*

Theories that describe the mechanical behaviour of cartilaginous tissues such as in-
tervertebral disc annulus ribrosus can be divided into three categories. (1) The physico-
chemical theories that are based on microscopic or macroscopic continuum electrical mod-
els. The classical Donnan theory for aqueous polyelectrolyte solutions is an example of
the macroscopic continuum electrical model. Physico-chemical theories do not explicitly
model the solid phase.»*•»*."M32.2W (2) Solid (single phase),**'™ or solid-fluid (bipha-
sic)'*'' "*• ' ' ° ' ""• '""' "^ continuum theories that do not explicitly model PG electrical charge
related swelling phenomena (ionic effects). (3) Models that take both ionic effects and
solid deformation into account. They model the ionic effects either implicitly (hybrid
biphasic models),"-".«".»3.«'".i5°,i93 or explicitly (triphasic models).'°*>'*>°

Macroscopic physico-chemical models can be used to explain fluid and solute transport
in soft hydrated tissues, 1M-128,132,215,217,218,222 and small ions distribution and swelling of
these tissues.'̂ • '̂•.136,220,222-225 Ag these models do not explicitly take the solid phase
into account, they are not able to account for viscoelastic behaviour of the tissue, which
is in part due to intrinsic viscoelasticity of the golid."-»*-<»'»<».i59,i68,i69.208.239 Neither
can they be used for the modeling of failure mechanisms of the solid.

Biphasic theories have been reasonably successful in describing compressive behaviour
of cartilaginous tissues, treating the collagen-proteoglycan matrix as a solid with the
viscoelastic properties depending on all the underlying physico-chemical effects. However,
biphasic theories are not equipped to model phenomena such as Donnan osmotic and
chemical expansion swelling. These PG charge related phenomena are responsible for the
pre-stressed state of the collagen fibres (collagen pre-stress, or elastic stress*'"'"''**''•**),
and increased fluid pressure, inside a tissue sample bathed in a solution of NaCl, when
there is no external mechanical load.

The first theory to model the ionic effect explicitly was reported by Lai et al.'°®
Their theory incorporates the Donnan ion distribution and osmotic pressure theory for
polyelectrolyte solutions. They define three phases: (1) the interstitial fluid phase and
(2) the collagen-proteoglycan solid phase, both immiscible, and a fluid miscible phase:
(3) the ionic phase. In this triphasic theory, the stresses in the solid matrix and the
chemical potentials for the interstitial fluid and ions are related to the Helmholz energy
functions in accordance with the laws of energy balance and entropy. The triphasic
theory thus unites the continuum biphasic theories,'^' '** and macrocontinuum physico-
chemical theories*""'"''**"*"'"" for the mechanics of cartilaginous tissues. The theory
does not distinguish between intra- and extrafibrillar water. According to Lai et al.'"^
the "one-fluid-compartment" Donnan osmotic pressure alone is not sufficient to account
for the tissue swelling, and they introduced the chemical expansion stress (electrostatic
repulsive forces exerted on the PG-collagen network) to also contribute to the swelling
behaviour of cartilage and to its mechanical stiffness in compression.

Snijders*"" developed a similar triphasic theory, based on the theory of Lai et al..
The main difference between the two theories is that Snijders does not define chemical
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expansion stress, but only uses Donnan theory to account for the swelling. Snijders et
al.*'" also developed a numerical finite element (FE) model based on the triphasic theory
with coupled differential equations. They demonstrated the ability of the model (1) to
fit confined swelling and compression measurements of annulus fibrosus t issue^ and (2)
to simulate compression of an axisymmetric intervertebral disc.*"'

To determine the triphasic material parameter values as input for the FE model the
confined swelling and compression (CSC) experiment is very suitable. In the experiment
a cylindrical sample of annulus material is confined in a cylindrical chamber. Compres-
sive load is conferred to the sample by means of a loading piston that fits tightly in the
chamber. The sample is placed in contact with a bathing solution of known osmotic
strength by placing it on a filter through which the solution circulates (chemical load).
The sample's height variation (piston displacement) in time as a function of mechanical
and chemical load is measured. Because of the well defined sample geometry, and me-
chanical and chemical loads, the CSC experiment is a good tool to determine triphasic
material properties, and also serves as a assessment instrument for the triphasic model.

In this study, the AF of the canine IVD was used as an animal model for the hu-
man AF. The goal of this study was to analyze experimentally the chemo-mechanical
behaviour of AF. Unlike Lai et al.,'°^ and Snijders et al.,*™ the analysis was not done
on the basis of three phases (solid-water-ions), but on a more advanced approach, dis-
tinguishing between intra- and extrafibrillar compartments, the existence of which has
been clearly demonstrated by Maroudas and colleagues,^''"^'''^'^^ and Urban and Mc-
Mullin."''''"^ The swelling and compression phases were fitted with simulations from the
one-dimensional computer program of chapter 3. These fit results were compared with
the two-fluid-compartments analysis of the equilibria of the CSC experiments. As a sec-
ondary goal the biphasic and triphasic permeability coefficients, and aggregate moduli
were determined as a function of radial position.

From the experiments, determinations were made of the following chemo-mechanical
properties of the AF: the ions average activity coefficient, the Donnan osmotic coefficient,
the fraction of intrafibrillar water, the stress free deformation state, and an effective stress-
strain relationship as a function of the radial position in the disc.

When the effective stress-strain relationship is estimated from a CSC experiment, the
stress free length of the sample needs to be fitted at the same time. The stress free state
of a cartilaginous tissue sample represents the state when the Donnan osmotic pressure,
the fluid pressure and the mechanical load equal zero. The solid is then unstressed. It is
difficult to attain this state experimentally, because in order to reach that state all the
water would have to be extracted from the tissue. Theoretically, however, the stress free
dimensions of a sample have to be known in a mixture model in order to determine a
constitutive model for the effective stress versus strain.

In order to determine the mechanical properties, fixed charge density was measured
using the tracer cation method,'*' and collagen contents was estimated from the hydrox-
yproline content.*'"® Semi-empirical laws and literature data have been incorporated
to calculate the ionic activity coefficients,'"*' '"•'33 osmotic coefficients, and fraction of
intrafibrillar water.
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5.3 Methods

5.3.1 Sample preparation

The lower lumbar spines of 3 German shepherds (2 males, 1 female) were harvested
postmortem. Body weights were 25, 28, and 40 kg. Ages at death ranged from 1 to 3
years. Within 1-3 h after death the spines were dissected. Spines were sawed off above
the lumbar region, and below L7-S1. The ventral sides of the discs were partially freed of
muscle tissue, and of the longitudinal anterior ligament, leaving the surface of the discs
intact for measurements. After dissection, the spines were sealed in plastic bags, and kept
frozen at -65 °C.

Within two weeks, the frozen spines were sawed, excising in radial direction parts of
the discs in more or less rectangular slabs, of dimensions of roughly
15(radial)*8(circumferential)*8(axial) mm^. The slabs were from discs L7-S1 to L2-3,
and from either of the ventral (V), ventrolateral (VL), or dorsal (D) regions (Figure 4.1).
The length axes of the slabs were approximately perpendicular to the outer surface of the
annulus.

Directly after the slabs were sawed, they were glued into perspex cylindrical holders of
inner diameter 10.5 mm, or 11.7 mm, with outer diameter 15.0 mm, and height of 25-30
mm, with a closed bottom. The slabs were glued with the outer surface of the annulus
perpendicular to the axis of the holders, the surface sticking out about 1 mm. Tissue-tek
(OCT Compound 4583, Miles Diagnostics, Elkhart, IN, 46515 USA) was used to glue the
slabs. During gluing, the slabs were kept frozen, using liquid nitrogen (-196 °C). Upon
contact with the liquid nitrogen, the tissue-tek solidified.

In case the outer edge of the annulus was polluted with blood, the surface was scraped
clean with a scalpel, taking care not to damage it. Remnants of the spinal cord of dorsal
specimens that had not been broken off cleanly during sawing, were also removed with a
scalpel.

Within 4 days the glued slabs were turned on a turning lathe. Radial samples of
approximately 1 mm height with a 3.9 mm diameter were turned keeping the chisel and
slabs cooled with liquid nitrogen. When possible 2 or even 3 neighbouring samples per
slab, with an interspace (lost material from the thickness of the chisel) of 1.0 mm were
produced. The outer samples were either with intact outer annulus surfaces, or these
were flattened on the lathe. Loss of material for flattening the outside surface of outer
samples amounted to approximately 0.2-1.0 mm. The inner samples were flattened on
both sides on the lathe.

Of each sample the approximate distance (frozen state) of the middle to the outer
annulus edge was calculated, making it possible to infer quantities such as permeability,
fixed charge density, and porosity as a function of the distance to the annulus edge. The
determination of this distance was biased by measurement errors that in some cases could
amount to 0.5 mm.

The samples were put in aluminum cups and stored to a maximum of 21 days before
being used in the experiment.

During all the stages of preparation the samples had been kept frozen, using liquid
nitrogen as a coolant.
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5.3.2 Confined swelling and compression (CSC) setup

Three identical measurement setups were used in parallel. A description of the testing
apparatus (Figure 4.2a) is given in Snijders,"* and Drost et al.*' The heart of the
experimental setup for the confined swelling and compression measurements consisted
of a cylindrical stainless steel chamber of diameter 4.030 ± 0.004 mm. The bottom of
this chamber was formed by a sintered glass filter (pore sizes 16-40 /im, permeability
coefficient 10"'* m^/Ns). The top of the chamber was closed off by a piston (Figure
4.2b).

Mechanical loading of the samples was accomplished by a cantilever arm on which
the loading piston was mounted. Weights were hung on this arm, the compressive load
of which was transferred via the piston. Chemical loading was done by flowing a bathing
solution of NaCl through the filter. The loading arm was connected to a DC operated
linear variable displacement transducer (LVDT, Schaevitz) interfaced by a Labmaster
12 bit AD converter (Scientific Solutions Inc., Solon, Ohio, U.S.A.) to an IBM-AT. A
vibrator was attached to the setup to overcome sticking of the sample and piston to the
chamber wall. 0.5 s after each sample point, the setup was vibrated at 50 Hz during 2 s.
The data acquisition sampling frequency was 0.125 Hz. To allow for free movement of the
piston the measurement chamber was placed on a film of silicon oil, and the circumference
of the piston greased with vaseline.

5.3.3 Experimental protocol

Using a scalpel, the frozen sample was freed of irregularities that resulted from the turning.
The sample was then placed in the chamber, and the piston placed on top. During the
thawing the sample automatically expanded against the wall, filter and piston. Air was
expelled from the setup by use of a vacuum pump, which was used as the salt solution
circulation was started.

After the three samples had been placed in the cylinders, and the salt solution was
circulating, data acquisition was started. Sample height was measured by the LVDT as
a function of time. The temperature was kept at 22 ± 1 °C. The load scheme consisted
of 4 stages: the conditioning, swelling, compression, and control stages. The duration of
each stage was chosen sufficiently long in order to reach equilibrium (no change in sample
height in time). The mechanical and chemical loads for all stages are tabulated in table
5.1.

W (MPa)
C (mol/1)
duration

conditioning
0.0772 or 0.0778

0.469 ± 0.013
5 or 6 h

swelling
0.0772 or 0.0778

0.159 ± 0.007
5 or 6 h

compression
0.194

0.159 ± 0.007
5 or 6 h

control
0.0772 or 0.0778

0.469 ± 0.013
5 or 6 h

Table 5.1: The loading stages of the experimental protocol. W = mechanical load, C = chemical
load. For the chemical load the average ± SD for all the experiments (n = 23) is given. Per
experiment more exact values were used.

The bathing solution was either (average of all experiments ± SD) (0.159 ± 0.007) M
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or (0.469 ± 0.013) M. Exact values per experiment were determined from concentration
measurements. To keep the pH at a sufficiently high constant level the solutions were
buffered with 5 mM Tris, pH 7.9. Computer driven electromagnetic valves switched the
circulation from one bathing solution to the other. The changes of weights were done
using a PC driven step motor. The total testing time was either 20 h or 24 h, divided in
equal parts per phase. For outermost samples with either intact outer surfaces or a few
tenths of a mm taken off for flattening 24 h experiments were used, for inner samples 20
h. The longer equilibration times for the outermost samples motivates this difference in
experiment times.

For a sample to be chosen for further determinations after the CSC experiment the
sample itself had to be free of bone, or nucleus material. An experiment was successful,
if (1) the four phases were well equilibrated, i.e. the mean absolute height change per
h of the last hour of a plateau amounted to no more than 0.4 % of the height at the
end of the plateau, and (2) the height at the end of the control phase differed less than
5 % of the conditioning height. From visual inspection of the time-displacement curves,
these demands were regarded acceptable. The average percentage height loss ± SD of
the height from the end of the conditioning to the end of the control stage was 1.72 ±
1.17 % of the end height of the conditioning stage (n = 23). The average height change
of the last hour in %/h of the end height of the plateau was calculated for all stages:
conditioning: 0.123 ± 0.093 %/h, swelling: 0.056 ± 0.066 %/h, compression: 0.106 ±
0.079 %/h, control: 0.049 ± 0.050 %/h.

The above criteria resulted in 23 successful experiments from a total of 79. The 23
samples were distributed among the 3 dogs as follows: 8 from dog 1 (male; 28 kg), 2 from
dog 2 (female; 25 kg), and 13 from dog 3 (male; 40 kg).

5.3.4 Data analyses

Chemical analyses; dry weight, fluid volume, hydroxyproline, fixed charge
density

Wet weight and height (volume), dry weight, hydroxyproline content, and the fixed neg-
ative charges (FC) of all samples were measured. From these quantities total water
content and fraction, collagen content, intra- and extrafibrillar water content, density of
the solid, and fixed charge density (FCD; symbol: c*"*) were determined. At the end of
the experiment the height of the piston was measured, the sample was taken out and
blotted to remove adhering water. Directly after this the wet (total) weight was mea-
sured. The sample was stored frozen (-65°C) before it was freeze dried (24 h) for dry
weight determination.

Total water content and fluid fraction at sample height h were determined as follows:

^ = m^ — m*,

V'(fc) = V'(fte) + (A - M * A,
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with V'(/i) the sample volume at height h, A the area of the sample, m{ the fluid mass
at the end of the experiment, m' the total or wet mass at the end of the experiment, m*
the solid or dry mass (after freeze drying), V'(/i) the fluid volume at height h, /i^ the
sample height at the end of the experiment, p ' the density of the fluid, and <^(/») the
fluid fraction at height h.

When the fluid fraction <£o at height /io is known, the fluid fraction at height h can
be calculated from:

*/ = 1 - i ^ , (5.2)

with J = /i//io the elongation factor.
After the dry weight was measured, the sample was cut in two, and the dry weights of

each half were measured. One half was used for hydroxyproline determination, the other
half for FCD measurement.

To determine the collagen content, the % hydroxyproline on dry weight basis (Ziypju,.)
was measured using a colorimetric assay.^ A factor of 7.55 was employed to convert
hydroxyproline to collagen.®'"*

FCD was measured with the tracer cation method,""*'*" using "Na (Dupont de
Nemours, Mechelen, Belgium) as tracer. The samples were equilibrated for at least 48
h in a 0.015 M NaCl, 25 % 20,000 polyethyleneglycol (PEG) solution, spiked with 0.1
/iCi/ml "NaCl. After dry weight measurement the samples were put in dialysis sacs
(molecular weight cut-off 15,000; Spectrum, Laguna Hills, CA, 92653 USA) to prevent
PEG from penetrating into the tissue. Equilibrating solutions were sealed off from contact
with air to prevent discharge of carboxyl groups. Because of Donnan equilibrium the c*"'
approximately equals the Na+ concentration, measured from the counts of the "Na.*"

FCD on dry weight basis, cjĵ ,, was calculated as follows. (1) A fraction of known weight
was taken from the equilibrating solution. 1 g of this fraction contained 1.125*10"^ mol
NaCl, yielding y counts per minute, J cpm from the tissue thus corresponded with i> =
x*(1.125*10"7y) mol Na+. (2) The fixed charge density on dry weight basis, (c^,), is
now given by: cjjj, = t>/(<frj/ u>ei</feZ)-

Equilibria

During an experiment there were 4 equilibrium states: conditioning ("0"), swelling ("sw"),
compression, and control. For the first 3 equilibrium states we determined: (1) intra- and
extrafibrillar water content, (2) the FCD on extrafibrillar water basis, cj!^, (3) the second
Piola-Kirchhoff effective stress as a function of linear strain.

Intra- and extrafibrillar water content. The extrafibrillar water volume, V ^ , is
the difference between the amount total water, V' , and intrafibrillar water V ^ :

Ki; = V - K{,. (5.3)
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Intra- and extrafibrillar water content was determined from the collagen content. Collagen
content (in % of dry weight) was assumed equal to the hydroxyproline content multiplied
by 7.55.®'"* Intrafibrillar water mass is a factor ^ times the collagen mass (<£„• g water
per g of collagen).'3°' 135,136,224,232 Maroudas et al . '^ performed experiments to determine
the dependence of <£„ on the osmotic pressure difference between extra- and intrafibrillar
compartments Air (in atm) for articular cartilage. We fitted (least squares) their Acu-
pressure relationship derived from X-ray data with an exponential function:

<£c = 0.448e-°-*"** + 0.822, (5.4)

Regarding the equilibrium relations for fluid flow between the external ("ext"), extrafib-
rillar ("exf") and intrafibrillar ("inf") compartments, we get:

where p is the fluid pressure, and 7r the osmotic pressure. The external and the in-
trafibrillar solutions only contain NaCl. Equilibrium between the intra- and extrafibrillar
compartments requires that the salt concentration in the intrafibrillar compartment is
in Donnan equilibrium with the extrafibrillar compartment. Therefore, the intrafibrillar
salt concentration equals the external salt concentration, and their osmotic pressures at
equilibrium are the same:

Tei< = Tin/- (5-6)

The osmotic pressure difference between the extrafibrillar and intrafibrillar compartments
is given by:

A7T = *•„/ - 7T,n/. (5.7)

The boundary condition for momentum is given by:

^e,Ml • »* - Pcxf = <7e,M/ • « - Per/ = <J"e,in/ ' « ~ Pin/, (5.8)

where tr,. is the effective Cauchy stress tensor, n a unit vector, and p the fluid pressure.
The external pressure can be chosen freely. For convenience a zero value is chosen. Then,
if we choose n parallel to the loading direction, as in our experiment, the tr,;.^ • n equals
the minus of the applied mechanical pressure — F/A A zero p^i together with eqs. (5.5)
and (5.6) results into:

£<7ui/i6rium : p^, = p,,,/ = 0. (5-9)

The osmotic pressure difference between extra- and intrafibrillar compartments is now
given by:

A?T = 7T^/ - 7T,n/ = 7T«/ - 7T«, = ? „ / • (5.10)

As suggested by Maroudas et al . '^ the osmotic pressure difference Aw = p^,/ is used in
the pressure-^ relationship (5.4). Substituting the Donnan osmotic pressure difference""'
for Aw we get:

ATT = $e*, f l r (2C, + c£,) - 2««,flTc«,, (5.11)

where $ „ / is the osmotic coefficient in the extrafibrillar compartment, ft is the universal
gas constant, T the absolute temperature, cj"j./ the negative ions concentration in the
extrafibrillar compartment, c£̂ y the FCD on extrafibrillar water basis, $„., the osmotic
coefficient of the external solution, and Ceii the external salt concentration.
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</>c being dependent on ATT (5.4), ATT being dependent on the c£'̂  (5.11), and c£'y be-
ing dependent on <£„ because the extrafibrillar water content depends directly on </>„,
an iterative procedure is needed to calculate (£„, and thus c£^. Iteration with eqs.
(5.4) and (5.11) converges to a ^ with matching c£*y. Convergence was reached when
II ((&i)'-(&•)'"')/(&•)' II was smaller than 0.00001, where (</>„)' is the i-th estimation of
<£„. The extrafibrillar water volume is the difference between total water and intrafibriilar
water: V^, = V - V&.

The FCD on extrafibrillar water basis. The FCD on extrafibrillar water basis, c£*y,
is given by the number of moles of fixed charges FC, divided by V ^ .

From now on, un/ess o</ieru>tse mentioned, to/ieneiier re/erence is made <o c~ or c+,
t/»e concentrations in t/ie ex/ra^6n//ar compartment are meant, and a// re/erences to in-
side t/ie tissue pertain to t/ie eztra^6ri//ar compartment.

The effective second Piola-Kirchhoff stress; stress free elongation factors. The
effective second Piola-Kirchhoff stress 5 is defined as the current effective stress (at time
t) in the reference state coordinates (at time to). We define the reference situation as
the situation at the end of the conditioning phase. Quantities pertaining to the reference
situation are marked with a "0" suffix. In a one dimensional situation 5 is related to the
current effective Cauchy stress ô  by:

S = Iff,. (5.12)

To determine ffj in the equilibrium states, one needs to calculate the osmotic pressure
difference Atf between the extrafibrillar and external solutions. In equilibrium the ex-
ternally applied mechanical load F//4 is balanced by the extrafibrillar effective Cauchy
stress, <Te,er/, and the fluid pressure p^ / (see eq. (5.8) with n parallel to the loading
direction and the discussion below it):

- F / A = <r,,^/ - p^ / = o\.,«/ - ATT. (5.13)

The last equation comes from the equality of p^ / and Atf (5.10). A7r is given in (5.11). To
determine the ATT in equilibrium one needs to know the equilibrium c~, and the osmotic
coefficients. For the equilibrium c~ the mean activity coefficients have to be known.
The equation for the equilibrium c~ concentration is derived using electroneutrality, and
chemical potential equations.

In the extrafibrillar compartment we have PG, and positive and negative ions. From
electroneutrality we have:

c+ = c - + c £ / - (5.14)

Equilibrium requires that the chemical potentials of the ions are equal for the extrafibrillar
and external solutions. This translates to the condition of Donnan equilibrium:'^

(7±,)*4, = (T*y)Vc", (5.15)
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with 7 .̂( the mean activity coefficient of the ions in the external solution, c^i the ex-
ternal molal salt concentration, and 7 ^ the mean activity coefficient of the ions in the
extrafibrillar compartment.

From the electroneutrality condition (5.14), and the Donnan equilibrium condition
(5.15), the equilibrium c~ concentration can be derived:

2 c " = - <
\

(5.16)

The mean activity coefficients depend on the ions concentrations. For free solutions (salt
and water), the mean activity coefficient is tabulated.'**''*'' We used a least squares fit
of an exponential/polynomial function of graph data from Maroudas'** to determine the
mean activity coefficients as a function of ion concentration. For 0.15 M NaCl 7^., equals
0.755, for 0.46 M NaCl it is 0.685. When the ions concentrations inside can be determined,
e.g. via partition studies, the mean activity coefficient inside can be determined from
(5.15). Maroudas'** found that mean activity coefficients in cartilage lie mostly between
0.65 and 0.72 (external solution 0.15 M), decreasing when FCD (on total fluid volume)
increases.

When the mean internal activity coefficient is not determined experimentally, it can
be estimated from semi-empirical equations. The most complete treatment is given by
Manning.'*' Manning's equations apply only to low external concentrations. For higher
concentrations, including the physiological, Kwak,"-* and Wells™ suggested modifica-
tions. According to these modifications the mean activity coefficient is the product of a
poly-ion/mobile ion interaction in the absence of salt, 7^**, and mobile ion-mobile ion
interaction, 7*"^.

7±, = 7 ™ * 7 " " (5.17)

Manning'*' related the 7^^ to the ratio A' of the fixed charge density to the concentration
of free electrolyte (i.e. at the concentration of the co-ion) in the tissue:

/n7™ = - 0 ^ ^ , (5.18)

where the factor £ has the value 0.99 in accordance with the composition of disc proteo-
glycans.*" 7 ^ ^ is defined as the mean activity coefficient of the salt corresponding to
the concentration of the co-ion in the polyelectrolyte solution (Wells™), or at the mean
ionic strength of the polyelectrolyte solution (Kwak,''* and Freeman and Maroudas^).
Note that the relationships (5.17) and (5.18) were derived for cartilaginous tissue on the
basis of total water volumes.

We estimated the mean activity coefficient and c~ for the eztra/i6rt7/ar compartment
in absence of determined values of c~ and c* as follows. We used eqs. (5.16)-(5.18) for an
iterative procedure to estimate 7^,, and c~. 7*"^ was calculated using the least squares
fitted graph data from Maroudas at the total mean ionic strength (i.e. 0.5*(c^,, + c£<))
of all the ions (intra- plus extrafibrillar) in the total fluid volume, where the subscript
"tot" refers to all the ions in the total fluid volume.

7^^ was calculated substituting for X the ratio of c£'y to the concentration of the
co-ion (c~). Because the proteoglycans are restricted to the extrafibrillar space we used
a ratio based on extrafibrillar values here.
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The initial value of 7^ , for the iterations was 0.70. Convergence was reached when
II ((7«/)' - (7«/) '~')/(7«/) ' II was smaller than 0.00001, where ( 7 ^ ) ' is the i-th estima-
tion of 7 ^ . This iteration loop was placed inside the iteration loop for the determination
of <k, and c£f,.

In order to calculate values of average activity coefficients that are based on total ions
concentrations, one can use the equation:

(7±,)'cL = (7&)'c+,c-,. (5.19)

(5.19) relates the external ( 7^ ) and total internal (7^1) average activity coefficients using
the concentrations c,~, and c£, based on the total internal number of ions and total fluid
volume. Compare (5.19) and (5.15). Note that 7,*< does not equal the 7* that would
result if there were no distinction made between extra- and intrafibrillar compartments,
because the ions concentrations resulting from one-compartment calculations would not
equal those in (5.19). Therefore, 7,*, is not more than an indication for the average
activity coefficient based on one fluid compartment.

The osmotic coefficient in free NaCl solution is a function of the NaCl concentration,'**
decreasing with increasing concentration. For concentrations of 0.15 M to 0.50 M it is
almost constant with a value of 0.924. The internal osmotic coefficient for cartilaginous
tissues is split up in two independent components, viz.:

$ „ , = * ™ • $ " " . (5.20)

gMAf jg j.jjg osmotic coefficient in aqueous solutions, which is taken either at the co-ion
concentration,*^ or at the mean ionic strength.^''"* $ ^ ^ represents the interactions
between the poly-ions and mobile ions. Its dependence on 7^^ is defined by Manning'*'
as:

* ™ = l + /n7™. (5.21)

The $*"^ was calculated from a least squares fit of an exponential/polynomial function
of the graph data from Maroudas,'** substituting the total mean ionic strength on total
fluid volume basis, analogous to the calculation of 7****.

Using the formula:
w«/ = $,«,,ftT(c-, + c+,), (5.22)

one gets an estimate of the osmotic coefficient $(<,( for the total internal fluid volume.
Once the values of <!>„, and $,.x/ have been determined, the a,, can be determined

from (5.10), (5.11), and (5.13), and 5 from <r, with (5.12).
To derive the 5 as a function of the Green-Lagrange solid strain £ ' , the 3 data points

per experiment were fitted with a linear relationship between 5 and £*:

S = ff« * £*, (5.23)

where A is the sample's height, /1,/ is the height of the sample in the stress free state,
and //e is the sample's effective linear stiffness. The stress free state is defined as the
state where the solid experiences no stress in the loading direction. Note that none of
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the observed experimental states is stress free, because osmotic effects always stress the
solid. Therefore, /i,/ could not be determined directly from the experiment, and had to
be varied along with the //j to get the best least squares fit. After determination of /i,/
by least squares fitting, stress free elongation factors (Jj/,,) defined as the ratio of the
stress free height, divided by a particular height (indicated with subscript "i"), e.g., an
equilibrium height, could be calculated.

The biphasic permeability coefficient, A'̂ , and aggregate modulus //^

The biphasic permeability coefficient, A't,, and aggregate modulus //,» from the compres-
sion phase were determined by fitting the analytical solution of linear biphasic compres-
sion*" to the compression phase, using the least squares criterion. A detailed description
of this procedure is given in chapter 4 (Houben et al.*^).

In vivo values of parameters

To determine approximate in vivo values of several parameters, we used the sample height
measurement at the beginning of the experiment. Measurement was started within 2 min-
utes after thawing of the sample. The sample height at the beginning of the experiment
is thus a measure for the in vivo height, /*„, of the sample. The parameter values, based
on /!„, are indicated with a subscript "v". We determined in vivo approximations of the
fluid fraction, $„, the stress free elongation factor, •/,/,„, the % of hydroxyproline on wet
weight basis, /ii/p^.v, the FCD on wet weight basis, cjf ,̂,, and on total fluid volume
basis, cj».

The ID triphasic computer fit of the CSC experiments

The equilibrium data of the CSC experiments were used as input data for the ID com-
puter implementation of the triphasic model presented in chapter 3. For an outline of
the fit procedure the reader is referred to chapter 3, section 3.5. The data processing
of the equilibrium results of the CSC experiments was based on Donnan osmotic theory,
with separate extra- and intrafibrillar fluid compartments. The ID computer simulation
program, however, is based on triphasic theory with only one fluid compartment: no dis-
tinction between extra- and intrafibrillar water is made here. Referral to the two (fluid)
compartments analysis results of the equilibrium situations of the CSC experiments is
made with the terms "equilibrium results". The results of one (fluid) compartment com-
puter simulation are referred to as "(computer) fit results" or "(computer) simulation
results". The values of quantities based on total water of fixed charge density, cj*, and
fluid fraction, <%i at the end of the conditioning stage were calculated from the condition-
ing equilibrium, and used as fixed input in the simulation. The J,y_o "« (eq. (5.23)), and
7,o, o (eq. (5.19)) values derived from the equilibrium results of the CSC experiments were
used as starting values for the computer fit. The biphasic permeabilities, A'(,,, were used
as starting values for the triphasic permeabilities, A',,-;. To calculate the approximate
permeability coefficient in the in vivo situation, in vivo hydrations were calculated, and
from these hydrations the (approximate) in vivo triphasic permeabilities were calculated,
using eq. (3.40), and adding the AA,™ that was determined in the computer fit. We thus
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get:

where A'tri.u is the estimate of the in vivo triphasic permeability coefficient, and /iyd« the
approximate in vivo hydration. There were no starting values for the parameter for PG
loss, ^jp, nor for the diffusion coefficient, £)(,.,.

Deformation dependencies of c", (//, 7(*,, A',H, and Djr, are defined in chapter 3,
section 3.3.1.
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5.4 Results

i n

Figure 5.1 shows the curves of the sample height versus time of two experiments.
The biphasic fits of the compression stages are given by the dashed lines. Figure 5.1a
shows the result of an outer sample (distance from mid-sample to annulus edge 0.27 mm),
Figure 5.1b of an inner sample (distance 2.42 mm). Comparing Figures 5.1a and b, we
see that the outer sample has a descending conditioning phase, and the inner sample an
ascending conditioning phase. The compression phase in Figure 5.1a shows relative to
the conditioning equilibrium height more height loss for the outer sample. If we define
outer samples as those with distance from mid-sample to annulus edge < 0.6 mm, and
inner samples with distances greater than that, we have 4 outer samples, and 19 inner
samples. 3 of those 4 outer samples have a descending conditioning phase, 1 of the 19
inner samples has a descending conditioning phase.

a:csc9.

0.54

1 0.52

jj 0.5

| 0.48
to

0.46

/ II III IV s
1

12
Time (h)

1.3

1.25

1.2

1.15

1.1

1.05

1

b:csc4.

/ 1 _

1

18 24 10
Time (h)

15 20

Figure 5 .1: Sample height versus time for two experiments: a. csc9, outer sample, b. csc4, inner sample.
The dashed line in the compression phase is the biphasic fit. In (a) the 4 stages of the CSC experiment
are indicated: I = conditioning, II = swelling, III = compression, IV = control.

5.4.1 Parameters as a function of distance to the annulus edge

As a function of the distance of the middle of the sample to the annulus edge we
determined the fixed charge density on dry weight basis, c^, (Figure 5.2a), the biphasic
permeability A'&, (Figure 5.2b), the biphasic aggregate modulus //,( (Figure 5.2c), the
stress free elongation factor relative to the conditioning equilibrium, J,;,o (Figure 5.2d),
and the swelling equilibrium, J , ; , ,B , the % of hydroxyproline on dry weight basis, /ij/pju,
(Figure 5.2e), and the solid density, p*. We also calculated as an estimation for the in vivo
values the following parameters: the fluid fraction, (^, the stress free elongation factor,
./*/,„, the % of hydroxyproline on wet weight basis, /it/p^u,,,,, the FCD on wet weight basis,
cjfu,,,, and on fluid volume basis, cjj*. These in vivo approximate values are given in table
5.3.

For the biphasic permeability the results of only 15 out of the 23 samples were used,
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Figure 5.2: FCD on dry weight basis, cj* (a), biphasic permeability, A"», (b), biphasic aggregate modulus,
/ /* (c), stress free elongation factor, J,/,o (d), and % hydroxyproline on dry weight basis, / iyp^ (e) as a
function of the distance of the center of the sample to the annulus edge. For cjjjj,, / /^ , and /ij/pdu, n = 23, for
•/./.o n = 20, and for A't, n = 15. A reduced number for J,/,o has been used, because 3 experiments yielded
an unphysical stress strain relationship (decreasing strain with increasing stress), and thus no value of
J,/,o could be calculated. Only 15 experiments for A't, have been used because of the demand of a relative
error in the biphasic time constant of less than 5 %. The plots have been fitted with linear least squares fits.

because we required the relative least squares estimation fault of the curve fit to be under
5 %. For the stress free elongation factors J,/,o •/,/,,„,, and ./,/,,, only 20 experiments
were used, because 3 experiments yielded effective stress-elongation factor results with
a decreasing strain for increasing stress. Therefore, no physically plausible linear stress
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strain relationship could be fitted, and thus no value of 7,/ could be calculated.
We see the cjĵ ,, A'w, and //,» rise with distance from the annulus edge, and the
and /iyp<ju/ decrease with distance. The cJJ*̂ ,,, and cj* (not plotted) also increased with
distance from the annulus edge. We fitted (least squares) the plotted quantities of Fig-
ure 5.2 with linear functions, and plotted these functions in the graph. In table 5.2 the
coefficients and statistics of the fits are given.

parameter

At,

# . 4

•Ai/,0

hj/Pdu,

a
(7.2 ± 1.0)*Kr* (moleq/g)/mm

(0.79 ± 0.18)*10-"* (nV/Nsj/mm
0.26 ± 0.11 MPa/mm
-0.044 ± 0.010 mm"'
-0.89 ± 0.28 %/mm

b
(8.5 ± 1.8)*10~* moleq/g

(0.54 ± 0.28)*10"»« mVNs
1.36 ± 0.19 MPa

1.163 ± 0.018
11.46 ± 0.50 %

R*
0.70
0.59
0.22
0.52
0.32

Pa
0.0000
0.0008
0.0243
0.0003
0.0047

Table 5.2: Linear least squares regression for parameters (n = 23, 15 for Aw, 20 for i,/,o) as a function of
distance d in mm of the mid-sample to the annulus edge: parameter = a * <f + b. In columns 2 and 3 the
estimates of the coefficients a and b ± SD are given. Column 4 lists R*, the coefficient of determination, and
finally column 5 gives the two-tailed Student's ( probability p,,, that the slope of the regression line is 0, i.e.
that there is no linear relationship between parameter and distance.

For (/>{, >̂*, ./j/,su,, .A/.N, and /it/p^u,,,,, a linear least squares fit gave no correlation with
distance (p,, > 0.05). The average values ± SD, and the extrema of the parameters above,
plus those of the distance to the annulus edge and the percentage height loss (A/i^c) of the
end of the control phase in % of the height of the end of the conditioning phase (Figure
5.1) are listed in table 5.3.

parameter
distance (mm)

c& CIO"" moleq/g)
cjJ»,,(*10-' moleq/g)

cS» (mol/1)
Ĵ/Pdu> (% of dry weight)

/»yPu/u;,u (% of wet weight)
AM (*10"'^ m^/Ns)

# A (MPa)
//, (MPa)

././,.«,
./,/,„

p* (g/mm')
AA« (%)

average ± SD
1.59 ± 0.79
1.99 ± 0.68
0.80 ± 0.28

0.135 ± 0.047
10.1 ± 1.2

4.07 ± 0.80
1.56 ± 0.84
1.77 ± 0.44
1.09 ±0.66

1.089 ± 0.046
1.013 ± 0.039
1.194 ± 0.097
0.728 ± 0.068

0.00191 ± 0.00048
1.7 ± 1.2

minimum
0.27

0.706
0.283
0.045
8.04
2.64

0.160
1.127
0.208
1.030
0.961
0.994
0.531

0.00122
0.16

maximum
2.71
2.960
1.170
0.202
12.80
6.94
3.400
3.044
2.550
1.200
1.124
1.333
0.847

0.00313
3.90

Table 5.3: Average ± SD, and minimum and maximum of the parameter values, n =
23, 15 for A'i,, 20 for tf,, J,/.o ././,.*, and ./,/,„.
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5.4.2 The mean activity and osmotic coefficients

For the extrafibrillar mean activity and osmotic coefficients the following average values
were found:
conditioning (n = 23): 7 ^ = 0.623 ± 0.022; $ „ , = 0.801 ± 0.033,
swelling (n = 23): 7 ^ = 0.586 ± 0.025; $ „ / = 0.710 ± 0.038,
compression (n = 23): 7 ^ = 0.555 ± 0.024; $ „ / = 0.663 ± 0.040,
total average (n = 69): 7,*, = 0.588 ± 0.037; $ „ / = 0.725 ± 0.068.
The estimates for the values of these parameters on total fluid volume using equations
(5.19) and (5.22) yielded:
conditioning (n = 23): 7*, = 0.663 ± 0.010; $,„, = 0.879 ± 0.025,
swelling (n = 23): 7,*, = 0.640 ± 0.025; $,„, = 0.850 ± 0.055,
compression (n = 23): 7,*, = 0.623 ± 0.024; $,„, = 0.875 ± 0.103,
total average (n = 69): 7*< = 0.642 ± 0.026; <*>«>, = 0.868 ± 0.070.

Whereas the average activity coefficients are reasonably constant over the stages, there
is quite a large variation in osmotic coefficient. From conditioning to compression $ „ /
shows a decrease of 0.801 to 0.663 (17 %) It can be seen that the values on total volume
basis for both the activity and osmotic coefficients are higher than their extrafibrillar
counterparts. The total average of the mean activity coefficient increases from 0.588 to
0.642, while the osmotic coefficient increases from 0.725 to 0.868.

5.4.3 The intraflbrillar water factor: </>c

The iteratively calculated 0« values per phase are (mean ± SD; n = 23): 1. Conditioning:
0c = 1.21 ± 0.05 g/g, 2. Swelling: 0c = 1.16 ± 0.04 g/g, 3. Compression: 0c, = 1.11 ±
0.05 g/g. The mean value for all phases is 0c. = 1.16 ± 0.06 (n = 69). The above results
indicate that the collagen fibres bind most water in the conditioning phase (highest 0c),
and least water in the compression phase.

Taking the factor 0c as a function of the osmotic pressure difference, and iteratively
calculating it, leads to different solutions of c£'y and V^y, than when 0« is taken a
constant. We have plotted c£'y as a function of the elongation factor J relative to the
conditioning state for the iteratively calculated 0c. (Figure 5.3a), and for a fixed (average
of the 3 equilibrium states) 0c of 1.16 (Figure 5.3b). In the figure there are per experiment
3 points, joined by 2 line segments. The elongation factor was calculated with reference
to the conditioning equilibrium. The swelling equilibrium has a J > 1, the compression
equilibrium has J < 1.
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Figure 5.3: The c ^ as a function of the elongation factor J relative to the conditioning height. In
(a), 0ci is iteratively calculated for each phase separately (indicated with the term "iterative" in the
header). In (b), (/>„ is taken as the average of the iteratively calculated ^ i of the 3 equilibrium stages:
1.16 (indicated with the term "non-iterative" in the header). For comparison labels 1-4 are placed in (a),
and labels 2 and 4 in (b). Experiments 1 and 3 are missing from (b) because application of the constant
$c,- of 1.16 resulted in unphysical results for these experiments.

In Figure 5.3 we see that the results for iteratively (a) and non-iteratively (b) calculated
<£„• differ. One difference is that the c£'y values from the compression equilibrium for
non-iteratively calculated <£,.,• are higher. For comparison labels 1-4 have been placed
in Figure 5.3a, and in 5.3b labels 2 and 4. Experiments 1 and 3 are missing from the
constant <£„ (non-iterative; b) results because the results were unphysical.

5.4.4 Effective stress
The effective 2nd Piola-Kirchhoff stress 5 was calculated for the 3 equilibrium states.

In Figure 5.4a 5 is given as a function of the elongation factor. The same 4 experiments
b.
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Figure 5.4: (a) The second Piola-Kirchhoff stress 5 as a function of the elongation factor for all
experiments (n = 23). (b) 5 versus the Green-Lagrange strain for a linear fit of the experiments that had
an increasing stress with strain (n = 20). The average linear fit (dotted line) is also plotted in b (slope =
1.09 MPa). Outliers have been labelled. Experiments 1-3 are left out in b because these yielded negative
regression coefficients.

as in Figure 5.3 have been labelled, plus experiment 5. Experiments 1-3 are missing from
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Figure 5.4b because these yielded negative regression coefficients.
From Figure 5.4a we see that the effective stress increases as a function of the elongation
factor, and that it is negative for the compression (J < 1) and conditioning (J = 1)
stages in all but 3 experiments. Experiments 1-3 show from compression to conditioning
a decreasing stress with an increasing J. They all have positive stress values. We fitted
(Figure 5.4b; dashed line) the 20 experiments with increasing stress as a function of the
Green-Lagrange strain, £*, with a linear function going through the origin according to
eq. (5.23). The average ± SD values (n = 20) for the effective linear stiffness, / / j , and
the stress free elongation factors, J,/,,, are given in table 5.3.

There was a slight increase of //,, from outer to inner annulus. Linear regression
yielded: tf. = (0.160 ± 0.053)*rf + 0.448 ± 0.098 MPa, where <f is the distance from the
annulus edge in mm; R* = 0.33, p,i = 0.0076. For the 8 paired samples, the inner sample
always had a higher #e.

5.4.5 The ID triphasic computer fits of the CSC experiments

In chapter 3 the results of two computer fits of CSC experiments are shown. In this
section the individual results of 6 more experiments are shown, as well as the triphasic
permeability coefficient results of the computer fits (for n = 15, and n = 23), and the
effective stiffness and stress free heights (n = 20). In Figure 5.5 the graphs of sample
height versus time for the 6 CSC experiments, with their computer simulations are shown.
Tables 5.4-5.6 show the parameter values of the 6 CSC experiments. In table 5.4 the
mechanical and chemical loads are given.
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Figure 5.5: Triphasic computer model fits of the swelling and compression phases of six CSC experiments
(csc3-csc8). The solid line shows the experiment, the dashed line the fit.
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exp.
csc3
csc4
csc5
csc6
csc7
csc8

conditioning
W (MPa)

0.0778
0.0772
0.0772
0.0772
0.0778
0.0772

C(M)
0.447
0.460
0.458
0.477
0.480
0.480

swelling
W (MPa)

0.0778
0.0772
0.0772
0.0772
0.0778
0.0772

C(M)
0.167
0.148
0.146
0.161
0.164
0.164

compression
W (MPa)

0.194
0.193
0.193
0.193
0.194
0.193

C(M)
0.167
0.148
0.146
0.161
0.164
0.164

control
W (MPa)

0.0778
0.0772
0.0772
0.0772
0.0778
0.0772

C(M)
0.447
0.460
0.458
0.477
0.480
0.480

Table 5.4: The mechanical (W) and chemical loads (C: M = mol/1) of 6 CSC experiments, csc3-csc8.

For eg', ^j-p, <%, i/»/,o and //,., both values determined from the equilibrium states
of the experiment ("eql."; used as starting values for the computer fit), and final values
determined from the computer fit ("fit"), are shown in table 5.5.

exp.
csc3
csc4
csc5
csc6
esc 7
csc8

eg* (moleq/1)
eql. & fit

0.127
0.142
0.126
0.090
0.153
0.152

^ (moleq/(l*h))
fit

-0.89*10-=*
-0.56*10^
-0.42*10-3
-0.28*10-3
-0.56*10-3

0

eql. & fit
0.82
0.72
0.76
0.85
0.78
0.77

eql.
1.027
1.029
1.071
1.119
1.085
1.077

fit
1.004
1.013
1.035
1.077
1.006
0.979

#e (MPa)
eql.
0.97
0.90
0.76
0.91
0.74
0.63

fit
1.21
1.12
0.88
0.87
0.67
0.54

Table 5.5: Parameter values for the CSC fit: "eql." indicates the values determined from the
equilibrium data of the experiments, "fit" indicates the values determined from the computer
simulation. The subscript "0" refers to the conditioning equilibrium.

exp.
csc3
csc4
csc5
csc6
csc7
csc8

A',,, (*10-'«mVNs)
swel.
1.79
4.53
2.63
2.09
6.31
3.71

compr.
1.35
4.12
2.03
1.44
5.51
3.01

£>,r. (*10-W/s)
swel.
4.93
3.41
4.09
5.75
4.45
4.20

compr.
4.59
3.06
3.64
5.29
3.94
3.65

±

swel.
0.681
0.680
0.685
0.696
0.676
0.676

compr.
0.678
0.676
0.680
0.690
0.671
0.670

Table 5.6: The equilibrium values of A'iri. Diri, and 7,*, of the swelling and
compression phases determined from the computer simulation.

The equilibrium val-
ues for the swelling
and compression stages
of the fit for AV.,
D,r,, and 7,*, are given
in table 5.6. The
values for £)<,-, in ta-
ble 5.6 were calcu-
lated using the for-
mula of Mackie and
Meares,"® equation
(3.42). For all the

simulations a £^.*^' of 1*10 * m'/s was chosen, which is 62 times the value of the diffu-
sion of NaCl in an aqueous solution (1.61*10~® m'/s).

From the computer fits we determined the triphasic permeability coefficients during the
swelling and compression stages for the same 15 experiments as were used for the deter-
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Figure 5.6: (a) the bi- and triphasic permeability coefficients, A'K (O), and AVi (error-bars) (n = 15) as
a function of distance of the mid-sample to the annulus edge. The extrema of the triphasic permeability
coefficient correspond with the swelling (maximum) and compression (minimum) equilibrium values of the
fit. The bottom solid line corresponds with a linear regression through the biphasic results, the middle
dotted line with the compression A'tri.c* and the top dot-dashed line with the swelling A'<ri,j- (b) the
in vivo triphasic permeability coefficients, Air, „, as a function of the distance of the mid-sample to the
annulus edge, along with the linear regression fit (n = 23).

mination of the biphasic permeability coefficients. The maximum values for the triphasic
permeability coefficients in the computer simulation are found during the swelling equi-
librium, the minima during the compression equilibrium. The averages over the swelling
and compression stages, and the extrema are shown in Figure 5.6a. For comparison,
the biphasic results are reproduced in Figure 5.6a. The in vivo triphasic permeability
coefficients, A'jri.t,, were determined for all 23 experiments. All compression stages of the
experiments could be fitted satisfyingly with the computer simulation (in contrast to the
determination of A't,, for which only 15 experiments passed). The result of A'trt> as a
function of distance of the mid-sample to the annulus edge is given in Figure 5.6b.

The average values of the permeability coefficients (n = 15) are:
triphasic swelling: A',,,,, = (2.3 ± l.l)*10~*« m'/Ns,
triphasic compression: A',r,,c = (1.8 ± 1.0)*10~*® m^/Ns,
biphasic: A* = (1.6 ± 0.8)* 10"'" m^/Ns.
The averages for the in vivo triphasic permeabilities, for n = 15, and n = 23 are:
triphasic in vivo (n = 15): #,,,> = (1.8 ± 0.9)*10-"> m"/Ns,
triphasic in vivo (n = 23): A',,,-',, = (2.5 ± 1.5)*10"'« m"/Ns.

From Figure 5.6a it can be seen that for most experiments the triphasic permeabilities
of both the swelling and compression equilibria are greater than the biphasic permeabil-
ity. Of the averages, only the A'iri.» is significantly greater than Aj,, (2-tailed, exact P =
0.0408; Mann-Whitney). In Figure 5.6a and b we also see that the permeability coeffi-
cients rise with distance from the annulus edge:
swelling: A,,,,, = (1.01 ± 0.26)*d + (1.02 ± 0.40); R* = 0.54; p . = 0.0017,
compression: A',r,,c = (0.91 ± 0.21)*d + (0.57 ± 0.32); R* = 0.60; p,, = 0.0007,
biphasic: A't, = (0.79 ± 0.18)*rf + (0.54 ± 0.28); R* = 0.59; p,, = 0.0008,
triphasic in vivo (n = 23): A',,,-.,, = (1.02 ± 0.36)*d + (0.89 ± 0.65); R* = 0.27; p_ =
0.0109, where A'I,.;, A),, are in units of 10"'* m^/Ns, and </ is the distance of the mid-
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sample to the annulus edge in mm. p<, is the probability of rejection that the slope of the
regression line does not equal zero. We see that all permeability coefficients rise signifi-
cantly with distance to the annulus edge on a 5 % level.

«A/,o
tf, (MPa)

-v*
7(O|,5
7(ol,c

1

0
0

.089
1.09
.640
.623

eql

±
±
±
±

0.046
0.66
0.025
0.024

1

0
0

.033
0.83
.687
.681

fit

±
±
±
±

0.039
0.18
0.012
0.013

P
0.0003
0.1344
0.0000
0.0000

The averages of equilibrium and
fit results of the stress free elon-
gation factors, ./j/,o, effective stiff-
nesses, #e, and average activ-
ity coefficients, 7,*(, (for swelling

Table 5.7: Comparison of values from equilibrium analysis of and compression equilibria), are
CSC experiments ("eql."), with values, determined from the compared in table 5.7. The 2-
computerfit ("fit"). The 2-tailed, exact P-values are given in the tailed, exact probabilities that
right column. 7,o,, is the average value of 7,*, for the swelling ,, r ,,

* .,., . '(»(,< o '<»< «> the averages come from the same
equilibrium state, 7S , , ditto for the compression equilibrium. , . . _, , ,
„ , , ' ""• ' . ± , ± „, population are given. Table 5.5
For J,/,o and tf. n = 20, for 7*, and 7*, n = 23. ^ ^ &

shows that the nt values of J,/,o
are systematically smaller than

the equilibrium values from the experiments.
Linear regression of Jj/,o as a function of the distance of the mid-sample to the annulus

edge, d, through the computer fit results (n = 20) resulted in:
•/,/,<, = (-0.040 ± 0.007)*<f + (1.000 ± 0.010); R* = 0.62; p* = 0.0000.
For the equilibrium results the linear fit for J,/,o was:
>/»/,o = (-0.044 ± 0.010)*rf + (1.163 ± 0.018); R* = 0.52; p« = 0.0003.

From table 5.7 we can see that the values of Jj/,o for the fit are significantly lower than
their equilibrium counterparts. The same holds for the average activity coefficients. The
average //^ for the fit is smaller than that for the equilibrium results, but because of the
large standard deviation, there is no significant difference.
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5.5 Discussion

This study introduces a protocol to determine mechanical properties of IVD annulus using
porous media concepts and Donnan osmosis (triphasic theory; Lai et al.,'°^ Snijders et
al.*"), dividing the fluid compartment into intra- and extrafibrillar compartments based
on the findings of Maroudas and colleagues,^. 130,135,232 .^d Urban and McMullin."*'"*
This extension increases the number of constituents in the mixture from 3 to 4 (an
extra ions phase in the intrafibrillar compartment). The possibility to derive a linear
relationship for the effective stiffness has been demonstrated. The average linear effective
stiffness between the effective 2nd Piola-Kirchhoff stress and Green-Lagrange strain was
found to be 1.087 ± 0.657 MPa.

The introduction of extra- and intrafibrillar compartments, requires a new interpre-
tation of ionic activity and osmotic coefficients. Determinations in the past of these
quantities'^''^®''"" have been based on Donnan osmotic theory for the total fluid com-
partment. This means that new experiments have to be designed to determine quantities
such as 7 ^ ^ , 7 ™ , $**A^ and $ ™ for the extrafibrillar compartment. The laws that
relate the above quantities to fixed charge density and ions concentrations (see equations
(5.16)-(5.18), (5.20), and (5.21)) are semi-empirical and the interpretation of these laws
in terms of what concentrations should be substituted has been subject of discussion.'**
We used concentrations (c+ + c~)/2 based on the total volume for the determination of
7 " " and $ ^ ^ , whilst for the poly-mobile ions interactions we chose concentrations on
the basis of the extrafibrillar compartment. With this choice, the 2nd PK effective stress
increased as a function of Green-Lagrange strain.

From the results of the coefficients per equilibrium stage we infer that especially the
osmotic coefficient is quite sensitive to changes in the chemical and mechanical loads.
These results indicate that for the determination of the osmotic coefficient it is important
to accurately define the experimental conditions.

It appears that the activity coefficients determined for the extrafibrillar compartment
are smaller than the literature values for cartilage. For the mean activity coefficient for the
ions in cartilage Maroudas found for an external solution of 0.15 M NaCl the values to be
in the range of 0.65-0.72.'̂ ® For the extrafibrillar compartment we found an average over
the 3 equilibrium stages of 0.588 ± 0.037. After correction for the total volume the value
of 0.642 ± 0.026 was found which lies at the bottom of the range found by Maroudas for
cartilage. Note, however, that the correction for total volume does not correspond with
directly determining quantities for one fluid compartment, as clarified in the methods
section. Further differences are that the mean activity coefficient for the ions from our
experiments is inferred from canine data in an experiment where mechanical loads were
applied. For the determination of activity coefficients in cartilage, no mechanical load
was applied in Maroudas' experiments.''"

For the osmotic coefficient we found for the extrafibrillar and total volume values
respectively: 0.725 ± 0.068 and 0.868 ± 0.070. Maroudas'^ inferred from cartilage data
the relationship
$cari;iase/$ext. .o/uiion « 0.8. For an external $„< of 0.942 (which is the value for molalities
over 0.15 mol/kg) this would mean an internal osmotic coefficient of « 0.74, which lies
closest to our extrafibrillar value. We have no explanation why in this case the osmotic
coefficient for cartilage lies closer to the extrafibrillar value.
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The results of the stress-strain relationship proved to be quite sensitive to the ionic
activity and osmotic coefficients, and the pressure-^ relationship. It is therefore im-
portant that these quantities in future studies be determined accurately. E.g., activity
coefficients (for a single fluid compartment) can be determined from partition studies.

5.5.1 Position dependent parameters

Fixed charge density, hydroxyproline, and water content. To our knowledge, no
data on FCD of canine IVD were available prior to this study. All fixed charge density
quantities (cjj^, cjjj^,,, cj*) increased with distance to the annulus edge. For the fixed
charge density on wet weight basis we found an average of (0.80 ± 0.28)* lO"'' moleq/(g
wet weight). Urban and Maroudas*'® found for human intervertebral discs in the outer
regions of the annulus values between 0.7*10"'' and 1.3*10"'' moleq/(g wet weight). They
also found an increase of cjjf̂ ,, going from the outer annulus inwards.

For hydroxyproline and collagen we found relatively high values: hydroxyproline on
dry weight basis 10.1 ± 1.2 %. On wet weight basis the estimate of the hydroxyproline
content in vivo was 4.07 ± 0.86 %. For a conversion factor of 7.55 the collagen average
on dry weight basis was: 75.9 ± 9.4 %. Ghosh et al.^ examined collagen content in
canine IVD as a function of age, spinal level and breed. They found no variation of
collagen content with age, or spinal level for the AF. For chondrodystrophoid and non-
chondrodystrophoid breeds they found the AF collagen content to be around 55 % (using
a conversion factor of 7.4). Skaggs et al . '^ found for human lumbar annulus fibrosis for
the outer anterior annulus 62.6 ± 7.7 % (n = 9), for the inner anterior annulus 59.3 ±
6.0 (n = 8), for the outer posterior annulus 63.0 ± 12.9 % (n = 9), and for the inner
posterior annulus 66.6 ± 5.9 % (n = 9). They found no correlation with radial position
for collagen. Best et al.'* calculated for human discs the hydroxyproline per wet weight.
They reported a decrease of hydroxyproline per wet weight from outer to inner annulus,
and lower values of hydroxyproline in the dorsal-lateral regions compared to the ventral
region. The overall mean value on wet weight basis was 2.5 ± 1.0 %.

The increase of cjf̂ , „ with distance from the annulus edge is in accordance with the
findings of Urban and Maroudas.^'® For the % hydroxyproline (% collagen) there is no
uniformity in experimental studies. We found a decrease with distance to the annulus
edge of /ij/Pdu,, but no correlation for /typ^u,,,,, whilst, albeit for human discs, Best et al.
found a decrease of /ij/p^.v Skaggs et al.'̂ ® found no correlation of /it/p,<u, with radial
position.

We did not find a radial dependence of water content (^{) for the pooled results of
all the samples. It is however generally accepted that the water content of AF decreases
from outer to inner annulus.'<• 199.219 QT ^ g 5 pairs of neighbouring samples (10 out of
23 samples) we found 4 with higher <^ of the inner sample, corroborating the trend of
increasing water content from outer to inner annulus. The absence of radial dependence
of the pool of samples might therefore be due to a large scatter in the values of hydration
per disc and disc region.

The results above indicate that it is best to compare hydroxyproline values on a dry
weight basis, because water content has been shown to have large fluctuations between
discs and regions, so as to obscure variation as a function of radial position.
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Biphasic permeabi l i ty coefficient and aggregate modulus Our average biphasic
permeability coefficient A'j,, was (1.56 ± 0.84)*10~'®m*/Ns. The radial permeability co-
efficient of human disc nucleus and annulus was determined by Urban and Maroudas."*
They also used creep data to determine the permeability coefficient, and equilibrated the
samples in a salt solution (molarity is not indicated) prior to testing. As a function of
hydration they found values for annulus from (0.5-11.5)*10~^ m^/Ns (results from one
disc), with permeability rising with hydration. It is not clear, however, what measure
they took for the hydration. They used the "original hydration", but this could be the
hydration of the sample prior to the equilibration in the salt solution corresponding to
the in vivo value, or after the equilibration, just before the application of the load.

We did not find a correlation between the permeability coefficient and in vivo hy-
dration, but did find an increase of the permeability coefficient with swelling equi-

librium hydration. This is proba-
bly due to the fact that the per-

10 [• —; 1 1 1 -) meability coefficient was determined
from compression data starting at

8 r • • • —I hr" H t h e swelling equ i l i b r ium. Had t h e
permeability coefficient been deter-
mined directly at the beginning of
the experiment, reflecting the in vivo
situation of the sample, we might
have found an increasing A;,, with in
vivo water content. In Figure 5.7 the

0 i 1—.--i-t •• 1 1 1 1 1 . 1 results of Urban and Maroudas along
0 0.5 1 15 2 2J 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 with our results from swelling equi-

Hydrauon (g H2O/g dry wt) . . . . . , , ,
Figure 5.7: Biphasic permeability coefficients as a func- " b n u m hydration are shown. We
tion of hydration: o: data from Urban and Maroudas,*" see that our A't, lies in the neigh-
+ : data from the present experiments using swelling bourhood of the data of Urban and
equilibrium hydrations. The dashed line represents a least Maroudas, but our hydrations are
squares fit for the data from the present experiments: y = , r» * * i IT J i • J
0 734*x*-0.948*x. *"' determined a

biphasic A't, from confined compres-
sion experiments for radial human

annulus specimens (from outer to inner annulus) and found A'w = (2.5 ± l . l ) * 1 0 ~ "
m*/Ns. We can conclude that the order of magnitude of our canine At, corresponds with
those of human annulus measured by Urban and Maroudas,*" and the human biphasic
permeability coefficients determined by Best et al..

We again found a decrease of A'w with distance from the outer annulus edge, as in
earlier experiments,*' as can be seen in Figure 5.2b. This finding is not corroborated by
the findings of Best et al . '" In another study by Houben et al.*"' possible explanations for
this discrepancy is given. The nature of the samples (intact edge versus non-intact edge,
canine versus human), and the experimental protocols used (constant strain by Best et
al. versus constant stress by Houben et al.) are the most plausible.

The biphasic aggregate modulus //^ was found to increase from outer to inner samples,
i.e. inner samples were (biphasically) stiffer than outer ones under the combination of
0.078 MPa mechanical load and 0.159 M chemical load (the loads in the swelling phase).
This increased stiffness of inner samples can well primarily be caused by a higher osmotic

1

*
*

*

• • - •

• , • • •
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stiffness of inner samples, as their c " is higher than that of outer samples. In a previous
study, Houben et al.** found that the biphasic aggregate modulus (compressive modulus)
was greater for outer samples. Best et al.'* found a trend for the outer samples to be
stiffer. In Houben et al. these aggregate moduli were determined from a compression
from an equilibrium state of 0.08 MPa and 0.16 M. Best et al. used varying mechanical
loads (0.02-0.11 MPa) and 0.15 M NaCl. We compared the //^ of the outer samples of
the previous biphasic study,*•* with that of the outer samples of this study (distance of
mid-sample to annulus edge < 1 mm; n = 8), and found that these values did not differ
significantly: //^ = 1.56 ± 0.34 MPa (n = 24; biphasic previous study) versus //,» = 1.54
± 0.23 MPa (n = 8; this study). The inner samples had significantly higher values (p,,
= 0.004): 1.31 ± 0.47 (n = 13; previous study) versus 1.89 ± 0.47 MPa (n = 15; this
study).

Using eq. (5.13) to determine the relative contribution of the extrafibrillar effec-
tive Cauchy stress Ce.cx/, and the extrafibrillar fluid pressure, Pex/, to the bearing

of the applied mechanical load F//1,
we determined the ratio of — <7j,ex/
and pex/ for the equilibrium state of
the swelling phase (0.078 MPa; 0.16
M). The fluid pressure p^x/ equals
the osmotic pressure difference be-
tween extrafibrillar space and exter-
nal bath. The ratio — <7j^//Pcx/ for
the swelling equilibrium phase as a
function of the distance of the mid-
sample to the annulus edge was plot-

-0.2

ted in Figure 5.8 along with the lin-
ear fit. The fit shows a significant

-0.4
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5

Distance from annulus edge (mm)
Figure 5.8: Ratio of the negative of the effective ex- decrease of the ratio going from the
trafibrillar Cauchy stress (-<>•,,„/) and the fluid pressure outer annulus inwards (P = 0.0011).
in the extrafibrillar compartment (p^;) for the swelling This means that the relative con-
equilibrium phase as a function of the distance of the ^ibution of the osmotic pressure in
mid-sample to the annulus edge. A linear fit yielded: y = , , , , . . ... ,.
-0.305*x + 0.631, R' = 0.457, P = 0.0011. *"« «*"» bearing increases with dis-

tance from the edge. The solid of the
outer samples carries relatively more

weight. We also found that the absolute value of the effective Cauchy stress decreased,
and that the extrafibrillar fluid pressure increased for the swelling phase equilibrium going
from the outer annulus inward.
The increased aggregate modulus (total stiffness) of inner versus outer samples is thus
caused by the increase of osmotic pressure. Whether the aggregate modulus increases or
decreases from the outer annulus inward depends therefore on the absolute and relative
magnitudes of the effective and osmotic stresses, both a function of radial position. It
should be borne in mind that the effective and osmotic stiffnesses both depend on the
deformation of the tissue, and that these parameters do not per se correlate with distance
from the annulus edge in every equilibrium state. In fact, the swelling equilibrium state
was the only state where we found a correlation.
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5.5.2 Effective stress-strain law and stress free state of the sam-
ple

A linear relation between the radial stress and strain has been fitted, resulting in an
average effective stiffness coefficient #,. of 1.09 ± 0.66 MPa (n = 20). In order to obtain
a relationship between the stress and strain, the stress free height of the sample, i.e. the
height where the solid is stress free in the loading direction, also had to be fitted. This
height corresponds with zero strain. From Figure 5.4b it can be seen that most Green-
Lagrange strains were negative. This means that in most equilibrium states the solid was
under compression. For the sample's state at the beginning of the experiment, which is
an approximation of the in vivo state, the stress free elongation factor J,y,„ was greater
than unity (table 5.3) for 19 out of 20 experiments, meaning that the stress free height
of the sample was greater than the approximate in vivo height. Thus it seems that in
vivo the solid is under compression in radial direction. Note that this conclusion is based
on the supposition that the stress-strain relationship (2nd PK stress and Green-Lagrange
strain) is linear. For other relationships this is not necessarily true.

A remarkable finding is that //^ increased from the outer annulus inwards. Also for the
paired samples the inner sample always had a greater //^ than the outer one. In tensile
tests of AF it was found by Galante®' for annulus specimens in circumferential direction,
and by Skaggs et a l . '^ for single lamelar AF specimens that the stiffness decreased going
from the outer annulus inwards. However, these results refer to tensile (mainly solid)
stiffness in the circumferential direction of the annulus, and not to compressive stiffness
in the radial direction. Furthermore, it is impossible to determine the effective stiffness
//c by direct measurement, because in a direct measurement the sample's stiffness is
determined by the effective stress and fluid pressure. The effective stress cr, equals the
total stress minus the fluid pressure, and is not equal to the intrinsic solid stress, because
the <Te is based on the total mixture surface.

We have opted for the linear approach as a first and simple approximation for the
determination of the effective stress because we had only 3 equilibrium points to infer
a relationship from. Further research into the elastic response of the material is needed
to reveal a more exact relationship. Getting more data points per experiment to fit a
stress-strain curve is however difficult because of the long equilibration times needed per
point, and the deterioration (loss of PG and autolysis) of the sample in the course of the
experiment.

5.5.3 The influence of (/><.; on calculated results

We calculated the <£ci by using a curve fit of the pressure-^ relationship based on articular
cartilage data from Maroudas et al., '^ because we had no pressure-^ relationship for
IVD AF. As pressure variable the osmotic pressure difference between the extra- and
intrafibrillar compartments was taken, as was suggested by Wachtel and Maroudas."'
However, we had different experimental conditions (confined swelling and compression)
than those under which Maroudas and colleagues determined the cartilage pressure-^
relationship. They either used unconfined compression, or osmotic compression in dialysis
sacs.

We found an average value of 1.16 ± 0.06 (n = 69) for the 3 equilibrium states for <£«,
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which compares reasonably with the value of 1.33 determined by Urban and
From the results of Figure 5.3 we can conclude that the extrafibrillar c^ is susceptible to
changes in <£ci. We also compared results using much lower values of 0^ (<̂>ci = 0.86), and
found that there was much less scatter in the stress-strain results, and that all 23 2nd
PK effective stresses were negative. In view of the importance of a well determined </>c,-
for the understanding of IVD mechanics, further research into (^-pressure relationships
under various experimental situations for IVD is necessary.

5.5.4 The ID triphasic computer fits of the CSC experiments

Fitting the CSC experiments with the computer simulations has been found to be a
relatively easy task, once an equilibria analysis has been performed. With measured
values for the fixed charge density, and the fluid fraction, the equilibrium heights of the
swelling and compression stages could be fitted by varying the stress free length ratio,
J,/,o the effective stiffness, //^, and the PG loss parameter, ^ - . The values of J,/,o and
//e, derived from the equilibrium (two-fluid-compartment) results of the CSC experiments
were good starting values for the fit of the equilibria in the computer simulation (table
5.7). The stress free elongation factors from the fit were systematically smaller (around
5 %) than the results from the equilibrium analysis. The //,. of the fit were normally
around 20 % smaller than the //, of the equilibrium analysis of the experiments.

The biphasic permeability coefficients were good estimators for the triphasic perme-
ability coefficients. A';,, was systematically around 14 % smaller than A'iri.j. The average
activity coefficient of the ions was calculated automatically according to the dependencies
of Manning.'^' The estimate of its starting value (from the conditioning phase) had no
influence on its values during the swelling and compression equilibria in the computer
simulation, because these values were iteratively calculated, concurrently with the values
of the ions concentrations. The activity coefficient of the fluid was kept constant at a
value of 1, which was no impediment for fitting the experiments.

The results of Figure 5.5 show that the equilibria of the swelling and compression
stages, as well as the compression transient were fitted very well. The swelling transient,
however, could not be fitted concurrently with the compression transient. It was possi-
ble, by decreasing the value of A',ri, to get a reasonable fit of the swelling transient, but
even then the value of the diffusion coefficient was higher than the value of the diffusion
coefficient for diffusion of NaCl in an aqueous solution (1.61*10"^ m^/s). A high diffusion
coefficient slows down the swelling of the material in response to a step change in the ex-
ternal salt solution. The finding that extremely high (unphysical) diffusion coefficients do
not result in a decrease in swelling speed indicates that the triphasic model, albeit qual-
itatively correct, is not capable of quantitatively predicting swelling transient behaviour.
The triphasic model ignores the Don nan potential, which is present across the boundary
of a medium with fixed charges in contact with a salt solution. This Donnan potential
might play a role in slowing down the swelling of the porous medium in response to a
step change in the external salt solution.

Biphasic and triphasic permeability coefficients The triphasic permeability coef-
ficients were found to be greater than the biphasic ones. The fact that At, and At™ are
different is not surprising; A'w is based on the gradient in the fluid pressure, Vp, while
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A'iri is based on the gradient of the fluid pressure minus the osmotic pressure, V(p— ;r). A
greater A',,.; (assuming equal fluid flows) would thus mean that || Vp ||>|| V(p-7r) ||. All
permeability coefficients (A',,.,,*, A',n,c, and AVi.v) rose with distance of the mid-sample
to the annulus edge. This finding corroborates the conclusion of chapter 4 that in vivo
permeabilities do rise with distance to the annulus edge. However, some caution is war-
ranted with this conclusion: it should be borne in mind that in vivo hydrations, and thus
the A'<ri>, are only approximately known, because (1) measurements did not always start
right after the thawing of the samples; they started somewhere between 0 and 2 minutes,
and (2) the assumption that the sample state right after the thawing in the CSC setup
represents the in vivo state is an approximation.

Activity coefficients As was reported in chapter 3, a value of 1 for the activity co-
efficient of the fluid, 7 ' , was chosen. This value, which corresponds with an infinitely
diluted solution, was chosen for lack of data on this coefficient. The fit results (especially
the equilibrium heights) were quite sensitive to changes in this parameter. The osmotic
coefficient (not defined in the numerical formulation) is linked to the activity coefficient
of the fluid, but can not be directly calculated from it. It is thus impossible to use the
values of the osmotic coefficients, calculated from the equilibrium results, for the deter-
mination of 7^. Because of the sensitivity of the fit results to 7 ' (different values of
7 ' lead to different values of J,/,o and //^), it is important to determine this parameter
independently.

The average activity coefficient of the ions, 7*,, was found to be reasonably close
to the values found from the equilibrium analysis. The values of the average activity
coefficient were calculated using the equations of Manning.'^' The attentive reader will
have noticed that the input for the equations of Manning was not the same for the (two-
fluid-compartments) equilibrium analysis, and the (one-fluid-compartment) computer fit
(compare sections 3.3.1 and 5.3.4). This can be justified by remarking that the aver-
age activity coefficients for the two-fluid-compartments theory are based on extrafibrillar
values of the ions concentrations, while for the one-fluid-compartment theory, they are
based on total fluid volume ions concentrations. Separation of the fluid compartment in
an extra- and intrafibrillar compartment requires a new definition of activity coefficients
for the ions in dependence of the extrafibrillar concentrations of these ions.

5.5.5 Conclusions

Confined swelling and compression experiments can be combined with a number of
physico-chemical measurements to separate the elastic, osmotic, and viscous contribu-
tions of annulus fibrosus to the overall behaviour of the intervertebral disc. Results have
been observed to be highly sensitive to values of activity and osmotic coefficients. To
obtain a reliable set of chemo-mechanical parameter values, it is important that those
parameters that can be measured independently, are measured independently. E.g., the
activity coefficients for the ions can be measured from partition studies, although this
method only yields results for a single fluid compartment. Also, the dependence of the
fraction of intrafibrillar water on the various loading conditions, mechanical and chemical
will have to be revealed. The combination of triphasic mixture theory with intra- and
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extrafibrillar compartments has been proven to yield results that differ from the triphasic
view with one fluid compartment.

Results of the in vivo triphasic permeability coefficients indicate that this coefficient
increases, as does the biphasic permeability coefficient, from outer to inner annulus.

After equilibrium analysis, the computer simulation based on one-fluid-compartment
triphasic theory has been used to fit the swelling and compression equilibria, and com-
pression transient of a CSC experiment. The triphasic model, however shows shortcoming
in the fitting of the swelling transient. A thorough investigation into the determination of
fluid and ions activity coefficients, based on two-fluid-compartments models will have to
be conducted to get more insight in the separation of solid (stress free dimensions, effec-
tive stiffness) and osmotic contributions to the mechanical behaviour of porous swelling
materials.

In view of the fact that the existence of two different fluid compartments has been
proven incontestably by Maroudas and others,'^ it seems that integration of the two com-
partments into mixture theory is necessary for the correct describing of chemo-mechanical
loading of cartilaginous tissues.
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6.1 Introduction

At present, it is commonly accepted that cartilaginous tissues such as the interverte-
bral disc do not primarily sustain mechanical loads by means of elastic and viscous
forces,'"^ 116,190,192,195,197,204,206 j ^ , . ^ a t osmotic, or alternatively, electrochemical forces
fulfill an important role in the mechanical behaviour."*' 125,128,200,221-223 p ^ ,^e under-
standing of the etiology of disc diseases (e.g. disc herniation), and the process of disc
degeneration (aging), it is of vital importance to separate the various components that
contribute to the mechanical behaviour of the disc. E.g., in order to know the stresses
the solid fibres experience, the magnitude of the osmotic pressure has to be known.

Also, for the construction of artificial inter vertebral discs, a detailed knowledge of the
different constituents is required. Only then the mechanical properties of the real discs
can be mimicked.

In the light of the requirements above this study has focused on (1) the development
of experimental methods and a protocol to separate the elastic, osmotic, and viscous
contributions to the overall mechanical behaviour of the IVD, and (2) to develop a nu-
merical formulation and computer program to implement these features in a numerically
economic fashion.

A protocol to determine the separate chemo-mechanical properties from confined
swelling and compression (CSC) experiments, and measurements of fixed charge density
(FCD) and hydroxyproline, is presented in chapter 5. With this protocol it is possible to
find a relationship between the effective stress (a measure for the solid stress), and the
strain. The radial variation of the permeability and other quantities in the disc is inves-
tigated in chapters 4 and 5. A model and numerical formulation based on the chemical
potentials of fluid and salt molecules, with continuous boundary values are presented in
chapters 2 and 3, respectively.

In this chapter the most important findings of this study are discussed. Topics of
discussions of previous chapters are summarized, or broadened. Recommendations for
future research in the field of swelling mechanics of porous, charged media, with specific
reference to the canine intervertebral disc annulus fibrosus, are given where appropriate.

6.2 The determination of chemo-mechanical quanti-
ties of the IVD AF

6.2.1 Fitting the equilibrium situations of the CSC experiments
using Doimaii osmosis and introducing extra- and intrafib-
rillar fluid compartments

This thesis presents a protocol to determine chemo-mechanical parameters of radial sam-
ples of annulus fibrosus (chapter 5). CSC experiments and measurements of water con-
tent, FCD, and hydroxyproline served as a basis for the determinations. The analysis of
equilibrium situations of the CSC experiments was based on the separation of the fluid
compartment in an intra- and extrafibrillar compartment. Donnan osmotic theory was
applied to determine osmotic pressures. Using the semi-empirical relations of Manning,'*'
values for the average ions activity coefficients, and osmotic coefficients were calculated.
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The size of the extrafibrillar compartment was calculated based on the osmotic pres-
sure difference between the compartments, using articular cartilage data of Maroudas.'•"
Concentrations, activity coefficients, and osmotic coefficients in the intrafibrillar com-
partment were assumed to equal those in the external bath. Among the results were the
effective stress and stress free height of the samples. The effective stress equals the solid
stress times the solid volume fraction when there is no fluid flow. The stress free height
yields information about the dimensions of the unstressed solid fibres, relative to the in
vivo situation. Approximate in vivo values were determined from extrapolations of the
equilibria data, making use of the sample height at the beginning of the CSC experiment,
which is a measure of the in vivo height.

Extra- and intrafibrillar fluid compartments; activity and osmotic coefficients
The separation of cartilaginous tissue water into extra- and intrafibrillar water compart-
ments was postulated by Maroudas and colleagues. They demonstrated that osmotic
forces in cartilaginous tissues can be predicted from osmotic data of pure proteoglycan
solutions, if it is assumed that part of the water is shielded from the proteoglycans by
the collagen. This part is called the intrafibrillar p a r t . ^ ' ^ ' ^ * " This finding upsets
the view of a single fluid compartment, on which current bi- and triphasic models are
based.'"9,195,203,205 j ^ Qj-̂ gj. ^ incorporate the two-fluid-compartments model into mix-
ture models of cartilaginous tissues, it is essential to (1) determine the size of the extrafib-
rillar compartment accurately, and (2) to define separate activity coefficients for fluid and
ions, as well as osmotic coefficients, in the intra- and extrafibrillar fluid compartments.
With regards to (1) Maroudas and colleagues determined the size of the intrafibrillar com-
partment for cartilage by means of a coefficient, ^ 1 , that gives the weight of intrafibrillar
water in g per g of collagen.'^ It was concluded that ^ depends on the pressure that is
applied to the cartilage sample. <£,.,• decreases, both for increase in mechanical and increase
in osmotic pressure. From unconfined mechanical and osmotic compression experiments
they deduced a pressure-^, relationship, which could be fitted with an exponential func-
tion. However, neither for intervertebral disc, nor under the circumstances under which
we performed our experiments (confined swelling and compression), do data on <k, exist.
Hence, firstly, experiments need to be done to reveal the pressure-^, relationship for IVD
under various combinations of mechanical and chemical loads.

Once a pressure-^, relationship for IVD has been established, and two-fluid-
compartments theory is used in the context of a mixture model, it is not possible to use
the definitions of activity coefficients and the osmotic coefficient that are based on a single
fluid compartment. The activity coefficient for ions is defined to indicate the fraction that
is "active", i.e., chemically not inert. Alternatively, it is defined to account for non-ideality
of the Donnan osmotic theory.^ For a uni-univalent salt solution (e.g. NaCl) the average
activity coefficient decreases with increasing concentration. For cartilaginous tissues, the
average activity coefficient of NaCl, defining a single fluid compartment, can be obtained
from partition studies assuming an ion distribution according to the Donnan theory.'^'
With the introduction of extra- and intrafibrillar compartments, the average activity
coefficient of the salt in the extrafibrillar compartment differs from that of the intrafibrillar
compartment. In the intrahbrillar compartment there are no PG, with which the ions can
interact. Therefore, a simple partition study does not suffice to determine the average ions
activity coefficient in the extrafibrillar compartment: assumptions concerning the division
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of ions activity between the two compartments have to be made. A first approximation
would be to treat the intrafibrillar compartment equivalent to the external solution. In
the interpretation of intra-tissue osmotic coefficients we are confronted with the same
problem.

Lacking data on the pressure-^, relationship, and the extrafibrillar activity and os-
motic coefficients, assumptions had to be made concerning their values and dependencies
on concentrations. The results, however, demonstrate that it is possible with this limited
knowledge, to get an estimate of the various chemo-mechanical parameters.

6.2.2 The computer fit of the swelling and compression stages
of the CSC experiments with a single fluid compartment

Next to the equilibrium analysis, that was based on two fluid compartments, a computer
fit of the swelling and compression stages of the CSC experiments was performed, us-
ing the numerical formulation of chapter 3, and defining only one fluid compartment:
concentrations of ions and FCD were calculated based on the total fluid volume. Equilib-
rium analysis data, and biphasic permeability coefficients were used as starting input for
the computer simulation. The two-fluid-compartments equilibrium analysis results were
found to be good starting values for the fit (section 5.4.5). However, both the equilibrium
analysis, and the computer fit were performed with incomplete knowledge of the parame-
ter values (osmotic and ions average activity coefficients for the equilibrium analysis, the
fluid activity coefficient for the computer fit). This means that at this point the exact
quantitative difference between a one-fluid-compartment and a two-fluid-compartments
approach is not known.

It was easy to fit the swelling and compression equilibria with the computer simula-
tion, as well as the compression transient. However, the computer simulations of CSC
experiments in chapters 3 and 5 (sections 3.5 and 5.4.5, Figures 3.4 and 5.5, show a faster
swelling transient than was found in reality. The diffusion coefficient, £)<,.,, had to be
chosen so (unrealistically) high (in order to slow down the swelling response) that further
increase of £),,-, did not result in slowing down the swelling speed.

The problem, encountered in fitting the swelling transient may have its origin in the
fact that the streaming and diffusion potentials in the triphasic model are neglected, as
is discussed below. The definition of only one fluid compartment in the computer model,
in stead of two, is also a possible cause for the fast swelling response of the model.

The approach used in the numerical model in this thesis for tissue swelling is based
on the assumption that the driving forces for salt molecules movement and fluid flow are
proportional to the respective gradients of their chemical potentials. Assuming a dilute
solution, the gradient of the fluid chemical potential equals the gradient of the hydrostatic
fluid pressure p minus the Donnan osmotic pressure TT. Hence the dependence of fluid
flow and thus swelling behaviour on Donnan osmotic pressure.

The generation of an electrical potential gradient in the mixture due to polarization
of the ionic species during fluid flow, or ion diffusion, is not accounted for in the present
work. It is arguable, that the introduction of an electrical potential field, or equivalently,
the separate electrochemical potential for cations and anions, slows down the swelling
response in the simulation, because of the viscous drag the counterions (cations) exert
on the fluid. In order to account for the electrical potential, the chemical potential of
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the salt molecules thus should be replaced by electrochemical potentials of the separate
ions.'™ The introduction of the electrochemical potential for the separate ions changes
the triphasic theory into a quadriphasic theory.

The use of chemical expansion next to Donnan osmosis to predict swelling pressures
as introduced by Lai et al.'°® seems superfluous, as Donnan osmotic theory alone, albeit
with the use of osmotic and activity coefficients, is capable of quantitatively predict-
ing swelling pressures (chapter 5). The problem, however, remains that the osmotic
and activity coefficients need to be determined. For one-fluid-compartment theory, the
Poisson-Boltzmann model may be used to estimate activity and osmotic coefficients in
the Donnan model.^ For two-fluid-compartments theory, it remains to be seen whether
there is a simple solution to the problem.

6.2.3 The CSC experiment as an instrument to determine chemo-
mechanical quantities of the intervertebral disc

The confined swelling and compression experiment is a useful tool to determine chemo-
mechanical properties of cartilaginous tissues, especially IVD tissue. Firstly, the exact
geometry of the sample is known at all times, so that FCD and fluid fraction can be cal-
culated at any given moment, as a function of the deformation. Secondly, the mechanical
and chemical loads are applied in a controlled fashion, so that the loads are also known
at all times. Despite the evident advantages of the CSC experiment to test IVD tissue,
one should be aware of the limitations of the method.

In vivo parameter values from in vitro CSC experiments In the procedure for the
preparation of samples that were tested in the CSC setup, it was the aim to safeguard the
in vivo characteristics. The spinal columns were removed within a few hours after death.
After removal, the columns were frozen at -65 °C, and the material was kept frozen during
the various stages of treatment. In such a deep-frozen state, the mechanical properties of
articular cartilage have been proven to stay the same for several months."" Deep frozen
storage time of the material was kept within a maximum of one month.

As a result, the sample is expected to be in its in vivo state at the beginning of the
CSC experiment, after thawing. Its height is the in vivo height. Fluid content, fixed
charge density, and permeability coefficients have in vivo values. The CSC experiment
can thus be used to determine in vivo values of chenio-mechanical parameters, and assess
models that include tissue swelling.

The starting procedure of a CSC experiment, however, takes some time: valves have
to be opened, air has to be removed from the tubing. To avoid measurement of noise
from the starting procedure, measurement of the sample height was sometimes delayed 1
or 2 minutes, as a result of which the initially measured sample height did not equal the
in vivo height, but was an approximation of this height.

Loss of PG Because of the long times needed for equilibration of the material (5-10 h for
samples of thickness 0.7-1.5 mm), the experiment duration is so long that loss of PG (due
to autolysis) is unavoidable.'" Because the minimum number of equilibrium situations is
3, the minimum time needed for an experiment is 15 h. Within 15-20 h the loss in height
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of the samples (as a result of material loss) is usually within reasonable bounds (chapters
4 and 5), but after 30 h, severe loss of material has occurred. The number of equilibrium
situations that can be realized is thus limited to 4 (this includes the control phase). This
leaves for the determination of the effective stress-strain relationship according to the
protocol described in chapter 5 a maximum number of 3 points per experiment.

The height loss in the control phase of the experiment is expected to be mainly due
to the reduced capacity of the tissue to attract water by means of osmosis, because of
loss of fixed charges, and not so much because of the direct loss of solid material (PG
molecules). The reason for this is the fact that PG molecules bind amounts of water that
exceed the volume of the PG molecule itself many times: e.g., the average fluid fraction
of the annulus samples of chapter 5 is 0.73.

The loss of fixed charges was modeled in chapter 4 (section 4.5.5) as a linear loss in
sample height at 5 h (4.5 h) after the beginning of the experiment. Results for A'w and
//yt were compared with and without linear correction of sample height decrease. Values
of permeability coefficients and aggregate moduli when including the linear loss differed
only a few per cent from values when neglecting PG loss. For the computer fit of CSC
experiments in chapter 5 (section 5.4.5) a linear decrease of cf',, beginning at the end of
the conditioning phase (5 or 6 h) was assumed. * This improved the quality of the fits.

The one-dimensional nature of the CSC experiment A limitation of the CSC
experiment is the fact that it is a one dimensional method. The three-dimensional consti-
tutive behaviour of the material can not be evaluated by means of one-dimensional tests.
The samples are assumed homogeneous in properties, while IVD tissue is in fact very
in homogeneous. One thus gets an average of the mechanical properties over the volume
of the sample. The results of the CSC experiments are dependent on the orientation of
the sample in the disc*' (e.g., in the direction of the fibres, perpendicular to the fibre
direction).

6.2.4 Conclusions

The procedure used in chapter 5 for the determination of chemo-mechanical parameters
from equilibrium situations of CSC experiments demonstrates that it is possible to distill
solid and osmotic properties separately from CSC experiments, dividing the fluid between
extra- and intrafibrillar compartments. The computer model (chapter 3) of the triphasic
mixture theory with Donnan osmosis was found to fit equilibrium situations and com-
pression transients of CSC experiments easily. However, swelling transients could not be
fitted properly. The diffusion coefficient was unrealistically high. An important problem
in using the Donnan osmotic model for tissue swelling is the determination of activity and
osmotic coefficients. The separation of the fluid compartment into intra- and extrafib-
rillar compartments poses extra problems, both theoretically and experimentally, with
regards to the determination of separate activity and osmotic coefficients for the two
compartments. How should the intrafibrillar compartment be defined? Do the values of
activity and osmotic coefficients of the intrafibrillar compartment correspond with their

*Note that linear correction for sample height loss as performed in chapter 4 does not necessarily
correspond with a linear decrease in rf', as assumed in chapter 5.
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counterparts in the external bath? We did not find indications for the introduction of a
chemical expansion stress, next to Donnan osmosis to account for tissue swelling.

The CSC experiment is a valuable instrument to determine mechanical properties of
cartilaginous tissues, because of the well controlled loads and sample geometry. However,
long experimentation times lead to PG loss which limits the validity of the experiments.
Taking PG loss into account in the model overcomes this problem in part. CSC ex-
periments can be used for the estimation of in vivo chemo-mechanical parameters of
cartilaginous tissues.

6.2.5 Recommendations

Extra- and intrafibrillar fluid compartments; activity and osmotic coefficients
The division of the fluid into extra- and intrafibrillar compartments requires quantification
of additional activity and osmotic coefficients. These coefficients need to be determined,
separately for extra- and intrafibrillar compartments, as a function of the size of the
extrafibrillar compartment, the FCD, and the external ions concentrations. Thus, a
relationship between the collagen content, FCD and external ions concentration, and
the amount of fluid in the extrafibrillar compartment has to be determined. A first
approximation to the intrafibrillar compartment with respect to activity and osmotic
coefficients is to treat it as the external solution. The Poisson-Boltzmann model can
be used to give estimates of the activity and osmotic coefficients for the Donnan model.
Finally, quadriphasic theory and two-fluid-compartments theory should be merged into
one model.

The computer fit of the swelling and compression stages of the CSC experi-
ments with a single fluid compartment The existing triphasic model with Donnan
osmosis needs to be improved, so that it is capable of predicting quantitatively the swelling
properties of cartilaginous tissues with a realistic diffusion coefficient. The introduction of
the electrochemical potential for the cations and anions separately (quadriphasic theory),
together with the definition of two fluid compartments are possible improvements of the
computer model.

The CSC setup and measurements; in vivo parameters The results of in vivo
values of chemo-mechanical parameters of IVD tissue should be used for the assessment
of chemo-mechanical models of cartilaginous tissues. The protocol given in chapter 5 can
be used as a basis for this assessment. In order to determine in vivo parameters from CSC
experiments it is advised to speed up the starting procedure and start the measurement
of sample height before the sample has thawed.

Because of the existence of electrical potentials (Donnan, streaming, and diffusional
potentials) in the mixture during experiments, one should be aware of the influence the
environment may have on these potentials, and thus on the fluid flow and ion diffusion
across the boundaries of the sample. Using electrically conducting surfaces of the walls
and piston in a CSC setup may well influence the mechanical behaviour of the sample, and
cause the boundary conditions to be essentially non-one-dimensional. It may therefore
be better to use electrically non-conducting materials to construct a CSC setup.
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Knowledge of the effective (solid) stress, and stress free height can ultimately enable
the researcher to predict situations in which solid failure can occur. The in vivo values
of the parameters are useful to aid the designer of artificial materials that mimic the
mechanical properties of the real biological materials, e.g., an artificial disc.

6.3 Dependence on radial position of chemo-mechanic;
parameters and properties of the annulus fibro-
sus of the canine intervertebral disc

Measurements of various chemo-mechanical quantities have revealed radial dependencies
in the annulus fibrosus. Dependencies of FCD, hydroxyproline, and fluid fraction are more
or less corroborated by literature data. The increase of the bi- and triphasic permeability
coefficients from outer to inner annulus, however, is not in accordance with any other
experimental study.

6.3.1 Fixed charge density, hydroxyproline, and fluid fraction

For the FCD an increase was found from outer to inner annulus on dry weight basis, on
wet weight basis, and on fluid volume basis (cjjj,, cgf̂ ,,, cj»; sections 5.4.1, 5.5.1). For the
FCD on wet weight basis (human material) this finding is corroborated by Urban and
Maroudas.*'^ For hydroxyproline (sections 5.4.1, 5.5.1) there is no general agreement. We
found a decrease of the hydroxyproline content on dry weight basis (/it/p^u,) from outer to
inner annulus, but not on wet weight basis (/it/Pum,,,,). Best et al.'^ found for human discs
a decrease of /iypu,<L,,v from outer to inner annulus. Skaggs et al. , '^ also for human discs,
found no correlation with radial position for /it/pju,. Although there is general consent on
the decrease of fluid fraction (sections 5.4.1, 5.5.1) from the outer annulus to the inner
(e.g. for human discs, Urban and Maroudas^), we did not find such a result for pooled
samples from different discs and regions. However, for neighbouring samples from the
same disc, we did find a higher fluid fraction for the inner sample for 4 out of 5 pairs.

6.3.2 Permeability coefficient

When the permeability coefficient of a porous material is discussed, it is very important
to define exactly what permeability coefficient is meant, and how it was measured. In
this thesis we have defined several permeability coefficients (section 3.3.1). From fits of
time-displacement data during the compression stage of CSC experiments we determined
biphasic (chapters 4 and 5) and triphasic permeability coefficients (sections 3.3.1, 5.3.4).
The biphasic permeability coefficient, A'K, is defined in an analytical solution of the
compression of a porous medium consisting of a fluid and a solid phase (section 4.3.4). It
relates fluid flow to the gradient in hydrostatic fluid pressure. For the analytical solution
an infinitesimal strain (< 1%) is assumed. Furthermore, /u, is assumed constant.

In the CSC experiment, neither of these assumptions is satisfied. The strains are in
the order of 10%. Because A';,, depends on the pore size, and the pore size depends on the
deformation, which is considerable, A'),, is actually not a constant. The values found for
A'w are therefore dependent on the deformational state of the sample before the testing.
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The triphasic permeability coefficient, Ad-t, relates fluid flow to the gradient of fluid
pressure minus osmotic pressure. In contrast to the constant A'w defined in chapter 4, it
is chosen deformation dependent: every deformational state is identified with a unique
A"(ri-

For the biphasic permeability coefficient that was determined from the transients
going from the conditioning (section 4.3.4), or swelling (section 5.3.4) equilibrium to the
compression equilibrium, a dependence on the radial position of the sample in the disc
was found (section 4.4, Figure 4.4, section 5.4, Figure 5.2b): A'j,, was higher for more
inward annulus samples. *" However, A't, also increased as a function of the strain of the
conditioning phase, tconrf (section 4.4, Figure 4.5). The following question arises: could
the increase of A'j, with distance to the annulus edge after conditioning be caused by
the conditioning of the sample? In other words: is there still a radial dependence of A'j,,
before conditioning, i.e., in the in vivo configuration of the sample? It was found that
conditioning the sample was indeed at least in part responsible for the decrease of A't,
of outer samples (section 4.4, Figure 4.5). Bilinear regression with the distance «f of the
mid-sample to the annulus edge, and the conditioning strain, ê ond (section 4.4) revealed
that A'I,, increased significantly with both </ and «cond- The conclusion therefore is that
the biphasic permeability in the in vivo state increases with distance from the annulus
edge.

For the triphasic permeability coefficients, AVi, determined from the transient of
the swelling to the compression equilibrium by means of a computer fit (sections 5.3.4,
5.4.5), a similar radial dependence was found for the A'trt of the swelling and compression
equilibria (section 5.4.5, Figure 5.6a). Extrapolation to the in vivo situation also showed
a significantly increasing A'j,.;,v (section 5.4.5, Figure 5.6b).

The results of both bi- and triphasic permeability coefficients thus strongly suggest
that the inner annulus is more permeable than the outer for fluid flow in the in vivo
situation.

6.3.3 Conclusions
A radial dependence of FCD, hydroxyproline, and permeability coefficients was found
for pooled samples of different levels and regions. For FCD, the increase with distance
from annulus edge, was corroborated by results for human material. For hydroxyproline,
decrease with distance to the annulus edge was found on dry weight basis, but not on
wet weight basis. There was no general agreement of findings in the literature. The
fluid content for pooled samples showed no correlation with distance to the annulus edge.
However, for 4 out of 5 pairs of neighbouring samples, the inner sample had a higher
fraction of fluid. The bi- and triphasic permeability coefficients increased from outer to
inner annulus, which had not been found previously.

''Note that the conditioning equilibrium conditions used in the experiments of chapter 4 (0.0772, or
0.0778 MPa, 0.16 ± 0.1 M), equal the swelling equilibrium conditions of chapter 5 (0.0772, or 0.0778
MPa, 0.159 ± 0.007 M). The compression equilibrium conditions for both series of experiments are also
equal (0.194 MPa, 0.16 M).
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6.4 Relevance of this study and future use

This study represents a step towards a better understanding of the chemo-mechanical
behaviour of cartilaginous tissues, specifically the intervertebral disc annulus fibrosus.
The intervertebral disc (IVD) is an important mechanical sub-unit of the spine, making
possible complex movements of the back. The processes that affect the disc in normal
aging and abnormal use, or abuse (traumas) are at present not completely understood.
In order to understand what processes are of importance in the mechanical functioning
of the disc, a physically realistic model is needed. The triphasic model used in this thesis
is an important step towards such a model. It comprises a separation of elastic, osmotic,
and viscous forces.

Why is it so important to use a physically realistic model for the intervertebral disc?
Why would a phenomenological model not suffice? A phenomenological model might
be capable of modeling mechanical behaviour, but does not elucidate the underlying
physical principles. An example of a phenomenological model is a spring-damper model.
The elastic force of the solid, together with the osmotic swelling force, are represented
in the spring. The viscosity of the material is represented in the damper. The osmotic
swelling pressure depends on the concentration of the external salt, and the fixed charge
density. The spring-damper model is not able to predict concentration-dependent swelling
phenomena, which are important for the disc in maintaining its integrity. E.g., swelling
plays a role in the diurnal variation of the disc's height. A spring-damper model would
neither be able to predict the consequences of aging, because these comprise changes in
the water and proteoglycan content, which influences the osmotic pressure. Possibly also
changes in the stiffness of the collagen fibres in the disc are involved.

Another example is the matter of traumas to the disc. In, e.g., a disc hernia, it is
the solid fibre that fails under a certain combination of stress and strain. It is possible,
that the rate of change of the fibre strain is an important factor in the damaging process.
Thus, a solid component is needed to gain insight in the process of disc hernia. Another
important factor that influences the choice of model is the desire to make synthetic discs
that can replace the IVD in case of dysfunctioning, or after a trauma. In order to mimic
the IVD's properties, it is imperative to have a physically realistic model.

Where does this study stand in the light of the requirements above? This study is still
at a pretty fundamental stage, in the process of unraveling the mechanical secrecies of
the intervertebral disc. The study has focused on the determination of the permeability
coefficient for radial fluid flow, and the estimation of elastic, viscous, and osmotic forces
that play a role in IVD mechanics. The permeability coefficient is an important parameter
for the mechanics of the IVD, as it determines the rate of fluid flow through the disc.
Because the disc is an avascular structure, nutrition of the disc, and the removal of waste
products out of the disc, depend on the permeability. The matter of radial variation
in disc permeability (chapters 4 and 5), which has not been found previously, will give
reason for discussion on the interpretation of the results, and the experimental techniques
used.

This study is also the first to present a protocol for determination of chemo-mechanical
parameters of the IVD annulus based on a poro-elastic view with Donnan osmosis (tripha-
sic model) in combination with a model for the separation of the fluid into an extra- and
intrafibrillar compartment. This combination of models improves the quantification of
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the osmotic force, and thus also the elastic and viscous forces.
The triphasic (Donnan osmosis) model has been proven to be insufficient in the pre-

diction of swelling transient behaviour of annulus fibrosus (although it works satisfactorily
for equilibria and compression transients). For swelling due to changes in external ions
concentrations, a transition to the quadriphasic model (possibly in combination with
extra- and intrafibrillar fluid compartments) seems necessary. The quadriphasic model is
able to model the effects of electrical potentials by using the electrochemical potentials
of the separate ions. Electrical potentials are present in any process involving separation
and flow of electrical charges. The Donnan potential is present against any gradient of
chemical potential of an ionic species; the streaming and diffusion potentials are generated
during fluid flow and ion diffusion in cartilaginous tissues.

Besides the expected advantage in the mechanics modeling, there is another reason for
introducing a model that incorporates electrical phenomena. Many biological processes
are controlled by electrical potential differences. Nerves and muscles work on electricity,
transports of small ions across cell membranes depend on the gradients of the electro-
chemical potential. During physiological functioning there is always fluid flow in the disc.
Because of the gravity and muscle forces on the disc, the IVD is compressed during nor-
mal daily activity. During bed rest, the disc swells due to an osmotic swelling pressure
that exceeds the mechanical pressure on the disc. Therefore, streaming and diffusion
potentials are expected to be normally present in the disc. These potentials might have
an influence on the membrane potentials of the cells in the tissue, and thus might play a
role in the vital processes of these cells. These processes involve intake of nutrients, and
production of new proteoglycan and collagen molecules. One might also speculate on the
role that electrical phenomena play in the aging process. The aging process of an inter-
vertebral disc is associated with a change of composition (less water and proteoglycans)
and a subsequent change of mechanical properties of the disc. How do these changes
come about, and is it possible that electrical potentials play a role in them? Although
these aspects are outside the scope of this study, further research can be motivated to
find answers to these questions.

One question the researcher should never stop asking himself: into what detail should
one go in making models of the biological tissue for a functional understanding of the
tissue. In other words: to what depths should an investigator go in unraveling the chemo-
(electro-)mechanical mysteries of tissues like the IVD, while still calling the research
relevant for medical science? Where does relevance for medical purposes border on the
satisfaction of the curiosity of the researcher?
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Summary

The etiology of low back pain is often unclear. It is not always possible to link the
occurrence of low back pain to abnormalities in the intervertebral disc. In the case of
disc herniation sometimes a direct relationship with pain symptoms can be found. For
an understanding of the factors that cause mechanical defects in the disc, micromodels
including chemical and mechanical features of the intervertebral disc may be helpful. The
intervertebral disc does not primarily sustain mechanical loads by means of elastic and
viscous forces, but osmotic, or alternatively, electro-chemical forces fulfill an important
role in the mechanical behaviour. For the understanding of the etiology of disc diseases,
and the process of disc degeneration (aging), it is of vital importance to distinguish
between the contributions of these three forces. In this way it is possible to make an
accurate estimate of, e.g., the solid stress, which is most possibly of importance for the
occurrence of disc hernia.

In the light of the requirements above, this study has focussed on the development
of (1) a numerical model that accounts for elastic, osmotic, and viscous contributions to
the mechanical functioning of intervertebral disc tissue, and (2) an experimental protocol
separating these three contributions. The experimental protocol leads to quantitative
estimates of model parameters, such as elastic stress, strain, activity and osmotic coeffi-
cients in the in vivo tissue. As such, it is a valuable new tool for assessment of mixture
models of intervertebral disc.

The numerical model is based on mixture theory, and discriminates between three
components (phases): solid, fluid, and salt molecules (ions). The choice of the degrees
of freedom is based on the requirement that discontinuities in the ions or fixed charge
concentrations do not lead to discontinuities in the degrees of freedom. As a result, the
continuity of the degrees of freedom at the boundaries of the material is ensured.

The theory of the triphasic mixture model is described in chapter 2. The interaction
between the three components is governed by the fundamental physics conservation laws.
For the derivation of the differential equations, the first (conservation of energy) and
second (increase of entropy) laws of thermodynamics are combined, where the increase of
entropy is applied to the mixture as a whole, not on the components separately. Donnan
osmosis is used as a model for material swelling. The basic assumptions for the mixture are
as follows: the constituents are assumed to be intrinsically incompressible; the absolute
temperature is assumed to be constant in time and place; the volume fraction of the ions
is neglected compared to those of the solid and the fluid; mass transfer, and moment
of momentum supply from one component to the other are neglected; inertia forces and
body forces in the momentum equation are neglected.

Three coupled differential equations describing the motion of the solid, fluid and ions
result from the triphasic model. These differential equations can not be solved analyti-
cally. Therefore, a finite element model is constructed. The degrees of freedom are the
position vector of the solid, and the chemical potentials of the fluid and the salt molecules
(chapter 3). For the simulation of one-dimensional confined swelling and compression ex-
periments, a one-dimensional computer model has been developed. In a confined swelling
and compression experiment, the height of a sample in time is measured as a function
of the mechanical and chemical (osmotic) loads. The sample is confined in a cylinder,
contacting a salt solution (chemical load) via a filter at the bottom, and mechanically
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loaded by means of a piston, placed on top of the sample. From the computer fits of the
confined swelling and compression experiments, chemo-mechanical parameters, such as
activity coefficients, permeability and diffusion coefficients, effective stress and stress free
height, are determined.

The equilibrium situations and the compression transient of the experiments are fitted
easily. However, it is not possible to fit the swelling transient concurrently with the
compression transient. It appears that the diffusion coefficient is overestimated, whereas
the rest of the parameter values is within the physiological range.

The radial variation of the permeability in the annulus fibrosus of the intervertebral
disc has been investigated in chapter 4. Fitting a biphasic analytical solution to the com-
pression transient of a confined swelling and compression experiment, results in a biphasic
permeability coefficient, and aggregate modulus. The biphasic permeability coefficient in-
creases from outer to inner annulus. This result is corroborated by results from chapter
5. For the aggregate modulus as a function of radial position there is no conclusive find-
ing: the aggregate modulus can either decrease (chapter 4), or increase (chapter 5) from
outer to inner annulus. The biphasic permeability coefficient and aggregate modulus are
deformation dependent.

In chapter 5 a series of experiments is designed to determine the in vivo chemo-
mechanical properties of canine annulus fibrosus. The protocol for the determination of
these properties is based on the division of tissue fluid into extra- and intrafibrillar water
(two fluid compartments), and the use of Donnan osmotic theory for the determination of
the osmotic pressure. The experiments used in the protocol are: one-dimensional confined
swelling and compression experiments, measurement of fixed charges using radioactive
labelling, measurements of hydroxyproline and fluid content. Research has revealed that
part of the tissue water is bound to the collagen fibrils. This fraction is not available for
the proteoglycans and is called the intrafibrillar fraction. The size (fluid content) of the
intrafibrillar compartment is determined by the collagen (hydroxyproline) content and
the osmotic pressures.

From the equilibrium situations of the confined swelling and compression experiments,
a relationship between the effective stress (a measure for the solid stress), and the strain is
determined. In vivo values of chemo-mechanical quantities, such as fixed charge density,
fluid fraction, collagen content, osmotic and activity coefficients, effective stress and stress
free length, are determined. Bi- and triphasic permeability coefficients are determined
from fits of the compression transient, using the biphasic analytical solution (chapter 4),
and the one-dimensional computer model of chapter 3 respectively. For the triphasic
permeability coefficient also an estimate of the in vivo value is made. The triphasic
computer model is also used for the determination of chemo-mechanical parameters based
on a single fluid compartment, as was done in chapter 3. The computer model, in contrast
to the analysis protocol for the equilibrium situations, does not discriminate between
extra- and intrafibrillar water.

For the stress-strain relationship, we have chosen for a linear relationship between
the effective 2nd Piola-Kirchhoff stress and the Green-Lagrange strain. This choice has
important consequences for the stress and strain that are found for the in vivo situa-
tion. Using the linear relation, it is found that in the in vivo situation, the solid is
under compression in the radial direction. The analysis based on extra- and intrafibrillar
compartments yields different results from the single fluid compartment results of the
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computer simulation. The extent of the difference depends on the amount of water that
is bound by the collagen fibrils. The analysis of the results give no indication for the
introduction of chemical expansion stress to account for material swelling. The triphasic
in vivo permeability coefficient also increases from outer to inner annulus, as does the
biphasic permeability coefficient.

The protocol presented in chapter 5 is a first approach to gain insight in the separate
influence of chemo-mechanical quantities on the mechanical behaviour of cartilaginous
tissues. The division of the tissue fluid in two fluid compartments requires the definition
of additional activity and osmotic coefficients. The fluid in the intrafibrillar compartment
can as a fist approach be defined as having identical activity and osmotic coefficients as
the external fluid, as was done in this study. The existing triphasic model, based on
Donnan osmosis, needs to be improved, so that it is capable of fitting swelling transients
with realistic diffusion coefficients. A start to this is the introduction of electro-chemical
potentials for the cations and anions separately (quadriphasic theory). Subsequently, the
concept of separation of the tissue water into two fluid compartments can be combined
with the quadriphasic theory.
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Samenvatting

De oorzaken van lage rugpijn zijn in veel gevallen onduidelijk. Het is niet altijd mo-
gelijk om een link te leggen tussen het ontstaan van lage rugpijn en het optreden van
abnormaliteiten in de tussenwervelschijf. In het geval van een hernia kan soms een di-
rect verband worden gevonden tussen de pijnsymptomen en de defecte tussenwervelschijf.
Om te doorgronden hoe het mogelijk is dat bepaalde mechanische defecten aan de tussen-
wervelschijf optreden, is het nuttig om gebruik te maken van chemo-mechanische micro-
modellen van de tussenwervelschijf. De tussenwervelschijf draagt zijn mechanische belast-
ing niet alleen via elastische en viskeuze krachten, maar osmotische, of electrochemische
krachten spelen hierbij een belangrijke rol. Voor een goed begrip van de etiologie van
tussenwervelschijfziekten en het proces van degeneratie van de tussenwervelschijf, is het
van belang de bijdragen van deze drie krachten te kunnen scheiden. Op deze manier kan
bijvoorbeeld een goede inschatting gemaakt worden van de spanning die optreedt in de
vaste stof, wat zeer waarschijnlijk een belangrijke rol speelt bij hernia.

In het kader van het bovenstaande, heeft het onderzoek beschreven in dit proefschrift
zich gericht op de ontwikkeling van (1) een numeriek model dat de elastische, osmotische
en viskeuze krachten scheidt en (2) een experimenteel protocol, waarmee de bijdragen van
de verschillende krachten bepaald kunnen worden. Het is mogelijk om met het protocol
schattingen te bepalen van in vivo waarden van modelparameters, zoals elastische span-
ning, rek, activiteits- en osmotische coefficienten. Dit maakt het een nieuw waardevol
instrument voor het testen van mengselmodellen van de tussenwervelschijf.

Het numerieke model is gebaseerd op de mengseltheorie, waarbij onderscheid gemaakt
wordt tussen drie componenten (fasen): vaste stof, vloeistof of water en zoutmoleculen (io-
nen). Het kiezen van de vrijheidsgraden is gebaseerd op de vereiste, dat discontinuiteiten
in de ionenconcentraties of gebonden ladingsdichtheid, niet leiden tot discontinuiteiten in
de vrijheidsgraden. Hiermee is de continuiteit van de vrijheidsgraden aan de grenzen van
het materiaal verzekerd.

De drie fasen mengseltheorie wordt beschreven in hoofdstuk 2. De interactie tussen
de drie componenten is onderworpen aan de fundamentele behoudswetten van de fysica.
Voor het afleiden van de differentiaalvergelijkingen van het mengsel worden de eerste (be-
houd van energie) en tweede (toename van entropie) hoofdwet van de thermodynamica
gebruikt, waarbij de toename van entropie van toepassing is op het totale mengsel, niet
op de afzonderlijke componenten. Als model voor het zwellen van het materiaal wordt
Donnan osmose gebruikt. De belangrijkste aannames t.a.v. het model zijn: de com-
ponenten zijn intrinsiek incompressibel; de absolute temperatuur is constant in tijd en
plaats; de volumefractie van de ionen wordt verwaarloosd in vergelijking met de volume-
fracties van de vaste stof en vloeistof; overdracht van massa en impulsmoment van de
ene component op de andere wordt verwaarloosd; traagheids- en lichaamskrachten in de
impulsvergelijking worden verwaarloosd.

Uit het drie fasen mengselmodel resulteren drie gekoppelde differentiaalvergelijkin-
gen, die de beweging van de vaste stof, vloeistof en ionen beschrijven. Deze differen-
tiaalvergelijkingen kunnen niet analytisch opgelost worden. Voor het oplossen van de
vergelijkingen is derhalve gekozen voor een eindige-elementenmodel. De vrijheidsgraden
zijn de verplaatsingsvector van de vaste stof en de chemische potentialen van de vloeistof
en de zoutmoleculen (hoofdstuk 3). Voor de simulatie van een-dimensionale zwel- en
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consolidatie-experimenten is een een-dimensionaal computermodel ontwikkeld. In een
zwel- en consolidatie-experiment wordt de hoogte van een proefstuk in de tijd gemeten
als functie van de mechanische en chemische (osmotische) belasting. Het proefstuk zit
opgesloten in een cylinder en is via een filter aan de onderkant in aanraking met een zouto-
plossing (chemische belasting). Via een zuiger, die op het proefstuk rust, wordt het proef-
stuk mechanisch belast. Uit de computerfits van de zwel- en consolidatie-experimenten
worden chemo-mechanische parameters, zoals activiteitscoefficienten, permeabiliteits- en
diffusiecoefficient, effectieve spanning e.i spanningsvrije lengte bepaald.

De evenwichtssituatiesen de consolidatietransient van de experimenten kunnen makke-
lijk gefit worden. Het blijkt echter niet mogelijk om de zweltransient gelijktijdig met de
consolidatietransient te fitten. Het blijkt ook dat de diffusiecoefficient overschat wordt,
terwijl de rest van de parameterwaarden zich in het fysiologische bereik bevinden.

De radiale variatie van de permeabiliteit in de annulus fibrosus van de tussenwervelschijf
is onderzocht in hoofdstuk 4. De consolidatietransient van zwel- en consolidatie-experimenten
is gefit met een analytische twee-fasen oplossing. Uit die oplossing zijn de twee-fasen
permeabiliteitscoefficient en de compressiemodulus (aggregate modulus) bepaald. De
permeabiliteitscoefficient neemt toe in radiale richting van buiten naar binnen. Dit resul-
taat wordt versterkt door de resultaten uit hoofdstuk 5, waar hetzelfde gevonden wordt.
Voor de compressiemodulus spreken de resultaten van hoofdstuk 4 en 5 elkaar tegen. De
resultaten van hoofdstuk 4 geven een toename van binnen naar buiten, terwijl uit de
resultaten van hoofdstuk 5 het tegenovergestelde volgt. De twee-fasen permeabiliteit en
de compressiemodulus zijn afhankelijk van de vervorming.

In hoofdstuk 5 zijn een serie experimenten gedaan om de in vivo chemo-mechanische
eigenschappen van de annulus van tussenwervelschijf van de hond te bepalen. Uit-
gangspunten in het protocol voor de bepaling van deze eigenschappen zijn de opdeling
van de vloeistof in extra- en intrafibrillair water (dubbel vloeistof compartiment) en het
gebruik van de theorie van Donnan voor de berekening van de osmotische druk. De
experimenten die aan de basis van het protocol liggen zijn: een-dimensionale zwel- en
consolidatie-experimenten, meting van gebonden ladingen m.b.v. radioactieve labelling,
meting van hydroxyproline en hoeveelheid vloeistof. Onderzoek heeft aangetoond, dat
een deel van het weefselwater gebonden is aan de collageen fibrillen. Deze fractie water is
niet toegankelijk voor de proteoglycanen en wordt de intrafibrillaire fractie genoemd. De
grootte (hoeveelheid vloeistof) van het intrafibrillaire compartiment wordt bepaald door
het collageen (hydroxyproline) gehalte en de osmotische drukken.

Uit de evenwichtssituaties van de zwel- en consolidatie-experimenten is een relatie
tussen de effectieve spanning (een maat voor de vaste stof spanning) en de rek bepaald.
Daarnaast zijn in vivo waarden van chemo-mechanische grootheden, zoals gebonden lad-
ingsdichtheid, vloeistoffractie, collageen gehalte, osmotische en activiteitscoefficienten,
effectieve spanning en spanningsvrije lengte, bepaald. Uit de consolidatietransienten
zijn waarden voor de twee- en drie-fasen permeabiliteitscoefficienten bepaald. Voor de
twee-fasen permeabiliteitscoefficient is de twee-fasen analytische oplossing uit hoofdstuk
4 gebruikt, voor de drie-fasen permeabiliteitscoefficient de een-dimensionale computersim-
ulatie uit hoofdstuk 3. Voor de drie-fasen permeabiliteitscoefficient is ook een schatting
voor de in vivo waarde gemaakt. De computersimulatie is tevens gebruikt om andere
chemo-mechanische parameters voor een enkel vloeistofcompartiment te bepalen, als in
hoofdstuk 3. In tegenstelling tot het analyseprotocol voor de evenwichtssituaties, maakt
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het computermodel geen onderscheid tussen extra- en intrafibrillair water.
Bij de bepaling van de relatie tussen spanning en rek is gekozen voor een lineair

verband tussen de effectieve 2de Piola-Kirchhoff spanning en de Green-Lagrange rek.
De keuze van het spannings-rekverband heeft een belangrijke invloed op de spanning en
rek, die berekend worden voor de in vivo situatie. In het geval van een lineaire relatie,
blijkt dat in de in vivo situatie de vaste stof onder compressie is in de radiale richting.
De opdeling van vloeistof in twee (extra- en intrafibrillaire) vloeistofcompartimenten,
levert verschillende resultaten op in vergelijking met de resultaten op basis van een enkel
vloeistofcompartiment (computersimulatie). De grootte van het verschil is afhankelijk
van de hoeveelheid water, die gebonden is aan de collageenfibrillen. De analyse van de
resultaten geeft geen aanleiding tot de introductie van een chemische expansie spanning
voor het zwellen van het materiaal. Evenals de twee-fasen permeabiliteit, neemt de drie-
fasen permeabiliteit in radiale richting in de annulus toe van buiten naar binnen.

Het protocol dat gepresenteerd is in hoofdstuk 5 is een eerste aanzet om inzicht
te krijgen in de gescheiden invloed van chemo-mechanische grootheden op het mech-
anisch gedrag van kraakbeenachtige weefsels. De opdeling van de weefselvloeistof in
twee vloeistofcompartimenten vereist de definitie van additionele activiteits- en osmo-
tische coefficienten. De vloeistof in het intrafibrillaire compartiment kan als eerste be-
nadering met identieke activiteits- en osmotische coefficienten in vergelijking met de ex-
terne vloeistof gedefinieerd worden. Deze benadering is in dit proefschrift gebezigd. Het
bestaande drie-fasen model, op basis van Donnan osmose, moet verbeterd worden, zo-
dat het in staat is om zweltransienten te fitten met realistische diffusiecoefficienten. Een
aanzet hiertoe is de definitie van electrochemische potentialen voor de kationen en anionen
afzonderlijk (vier-fasen theorie). De vier-fasen theorie kan vervolgens met het concept van
de scheiding van het weefselwater in twee vloeistofcompartimenten uitgebreid worden.
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Nawoord

Met het grote risico mensen over het hoofd te zien (en dat kunnen er heel wat zijn in een
periode van 5 jaar), wil ik dit nawoord gebruiken om een aantal mensen te bedanken,
voor hun directe of indirecte bijdrage aan de totstandkoming van dit proefschrift. Het
is niet de bedoeling om een volgorde van belangrijkheid te volgen. Als je jouw naam in
dit stukje hoopt te vinden, dan kan dat dus overal zijn, of niet, in het geval ik het ben
vergeten, of omdat je simpelweg de drempel niet gehaald heb.

Met een aantal collega's bij BW heb ik mij in de beginperiode prima kunnen vermaken
middels de vele fietstochtjes in het voorjaar en in de zomer. Een aantal hebben indertijd
vooral kennis gemaakt met mijn achterkant, gezien mijn neiging om voorop te willen
sleuren; Harold en Maarten: bedankt dat jullie mij zo tactisch voorop hebben laten
rijden (of ging het toch gewoon te hard?). Hans Snijders bezit helaas ook 'sleur-genen',
maar die heeft me op een andere manier een stuk vooruit geholpen. Hans, bedankt voor
al het voorwerk wat je hebt verricht. Mede daardoor is dit project uiteindelijk op een
geslaagde manier afgerond. O.a. wat betreft het Unix-gebeuren wil ik Josv met name
bedanken. Jos en ik hebben heel wat uurtjes samen gespendeerd in het 'SUN-hok'. Jos
was nooit te beroerd om te helpen bij een praktisch probleem of te discussieren over een
wetenschappelijke vraag.

Nadat Harold en ik het ruige AlO-leven een beetje voor gezien hadden, hebben we
ons nog jaren kunnen vermaken met onze 'nibble' manie. Insiders weten waar het hier
om gaat (AlO-vijand nummer 1). Harold, ik wil je vooral bedanken voor je luisterend
oor in sommige zware tijden, en de gezelligheid, die we in ons konijnenhok en daarbuiten
hebben mogen meemaken. Met Maarten heb ik vele gezellige etentjes gehad, waar de
hartige taart tot een synoniem voor eten met Maarten werd.

Voor de dagelijkse begeleiding van mijn project heeft in eerste instantie Maarten di-
recte verantwoordelijkheid gedragen, daarna heeft Jacques dat overgenomen. Ik wil jullie
allebei bedanken voor jullie bijdrage in het onderzoek. Jacques heeft voornamelijk het
schrijfwerk gesuperviseerd en heeft dat voortreffelijk gedaan. Zijn suggesties en inzichten
hebben zeker bijgedragen tot een verhoging van het nivo van het proefschrift en wat
schrijven betreft heb ik veel van hem geleerd.

Voor het experimentele werk heb ik veel te danken gehad aan Paul Willems, die de
opstelling heeft ontworpen en mij heeft bijgestaan bij het opstarten van de experimenten
en het verwerken van de data. Gerrit van Kranenburg had gelukkig al een protocol voor
hydroxyproline bepaling klaarliggen en heeft me met raad en daad in het biochemisch
lab bijgestaan. Harry, bedankt voor het met raad en daad bijstaan bij mijn soft- en
hardwareproblemen.

Andere AIO's, tot dusver nog niet vernoemd, hebben bijgedragen tot de gezelligheid
op de vakgroep en daarbuiten. Bij Hennie heb ik een aantal gezellige etentjes met meestal
stimulerende, soms tot droevig nivo zakkende conversatie meegemaakt. Jons, alhoewel
geen lid van de vakgroep, toch een beetje kind aan huis bij BW heb ik vooral buiten de
Uni beter leren kennen. Jons, het was een plezier om samen te discussieren, sporten en
er gewoon te zijn, zeker niet minder nadat Syl en Gebbe in jouw leven kwamen.

Op de vakgroep liepen soortgenoten rond met een (bijna) immer positieve instelling:
Matthijs, Rene, Lars. Jongens, keep on smiling!

De mensen die mij geholpen hebben bij het voorbereiden en uitvoeren van de experi-
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menten wil ik bedanken. Eugene Raatschilders van anatomie, Chris Hannen, Huib Jussen
en Jan Aerts van de mechanische werkplaats, Jos Kop van het Radionuclidenlab, Arjan
Frijns als stagiair bij Jacques Huyghe.

Mijn promotores, Jan Janssen en Toon Huson hebben ieder op hun eigen manier hun
invloed doen gelden op het proefschrift. Jan heeft de 'lijn' van het onderzoek in de gaten
gehouden en op bepaalde momenten nuttig bijstuurwerk verricht. Toon wil ik vooral
bedanken voor zijn steun en begrip in moeilijke tijden.

In de afgelopen 5 jaar zijn een aantal stagiaires de revue gepasseerd. Dank voor
jullie bijdrage aan het onderzoek. Alhoewel de resultaten van het stagewerk niet direct
zijn gebruikt voor dit boekje, is er toch waardevol werk verricht. (Gedeeltelijk) onder
mijn supervisie hebben Paul Meurs, Marcel Deurhof, Ralph Graven en Arjan Frijns hun
bijdrage verricht aan het tussenwervelschijfonderzoek.

Mijn acrobatiekclub heeft een belangrijke rol gespeeld in mijn leven vanaf het mo-
ment dat ik begonnen ben met het promotieonderzoek. Beste acrobatiekvrienden en
-vriendinnen, heel hartelijk bedankt dat ik jullie al die jaren heb mogen tillen (snoekje,
plankje, bolkje) en voor die paar momenten die ik als boven heb mogen meemaken.

Last but not least bedank ik mijn ouders en broer en schoonzus voor hun steun door
de jaren heen, en Ingrid, voor jouw positieve invloed het laatste half jaar.
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